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PORTLAND, ME.,
Speaker,” “Mr. Speaker,” come from various
parts of the Hall, the brave old Pennsylvanian
rises, his thin lorm erect as a stripling's, his
face appearing the more composed and his
voice the calmer amid the excitement, and demands the previous question. One by one
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the members answer to their names, some In

low, some in clear, and

day

one

proceeds

week,

victory, and

thing

is clinched.

There

ering the state of our finances, is no bad thing.
Since Senator Saulsbury’s
very full and pcnltent apology for his misconduct, but little has
of
transpired special interest. Yesterday Mr.
McDougall called up bis belligerent resolutions
concerning the French In Mexico, and made a
lengthy speech in their support. He was
briefly answered by Mr. Sumner, who moved
that the resolutions be laid upon the table,
pending which the Senate went into executive
session.
The news from the army Is cheering.
“Fighting Joe Hooker” is drawing the reins with
a strong and
hand.
The
weather is very
steady
cold to-day.
X. S. P.

IF All communications Intended fbr the paper
should be directed to the "Editor* of the Preas,” and
those of a business character to the Publisher*.
GF'The Portland Dailt and Maine State
Panes OIBee, In Fox Block, No. 82} Exchange
Street, is open at all hours during the day and evening, from 7 o’clock in the morning to 9 in the

oveniag.
IF" Jon Printing of every description executed
dispatch; and all business pertaining to the offee or paper promptly transacted on
application as
with

Letter from

above

Brunswick.

Bowuoix Coi.lkoe, Feb. 9,1803.
To the Editors of the Press :
“diooexes.”

COMMUNICATIONS.

v*

Letter from the National

Capital.
Washinotow. Feb. 4,1868.
To Ike Editors of the Pres*:

no, mat nas

lege,

ever

heard

Brunswick has

or Uowdoin

Col-

become familiar
with the name and lame of
Diogenes; not Diogenes, the Cynic, who couldn't find an honor

not

man, but the Professcr of Odd Jobs in this
Institution, nick-named Old f)i, alia* Thomas
a. Curtis?
Probably the oldest functionary
here, he still lives; but his form is bent, and
time is making fearful havoc witli his
beauty.
His name does not appear in the
catalogue
as oue of the
college officers, but be is invariably recognixed and appreciated as such.
According to his own story he came here
21 years ago, and from that time till the
present moment lie lias been
employed iu some
capacity by the college or students.
A profound mystery hangs over his
history
previous to his advent here. Borne have conjectured, that lie was once a Catholic priest as
lie apiiears to have been educated for some station higher than that w hich lie
occupies. It is
said that, before the advent of
“ponies,'’ or literal translations, he used to assist the Freshmen iu preparing their lessons iu
lAtin or
Greek. Perhaps it is true. He is a man
whose place could hardly lie filled. Besides
making tires, drawing water, cleaning carpets,
Ac., lie repairs our old clothes ami attends to
all other duties belonging to his
professorship.
He works cheap. I give you a
sample:
6 cts.
Building 6res, per week
Bringing water, per week
4
Mending, 1-4 day's work
5
1-2
Mending,
day's work
10
Mending, more than 1-2 day, “any
loose change you may have in your
pocket,” which means
15
He lives In an old hut near the depot, in a
manner nobody understands, for the reason
that nobody is allowed to enter there. In his
hut lie is said to have a large and well assorted
library, closely packed in boxes well nailed
pp. The library is reported to number about
1000 volumes, whicli for a private
library,even
iu tliis literary town, is
very large.
No improvements find favor in his eyes—a
little old fogyish—hut a few years since lie
was forced to contribute to Burnham's
photograph gallery, in Portland, much against his
inclination. The Photographer Burnham, of
your city, was engaged to take the piiotoof the class of 'HO.
Accordingly with
•par.itus lie took up his aliode in our
miilsi. Every graduate has a picture of each
of the professors, but until this time it had
been deemed well enough to leave the Odd
Job Professor "out in the cold.” On tliis ocrasion the number would he
incomplete without him.
The power of moral suasion and of
was
tried
in
money
vain, to induce- him to be
“taken.” Stratagem was resorted to. Near
his mansion is an old barn, witli a window facing Diogenes’ door. In this barn Burnham
with his picture machine posted liiinself, to
await patiently the movements of a Portland
student, who was an accomplice in tliis theft
ol tile face of Old Di. The student went to
the door of the house, rapped, and soon the
door opened outward, displaying the white
chalk charges for labor, Ac., the highest, I believe, beiug agaiust the tutor iu Latin and

last the

Republican side deterout,” but the Democrats
filllbustered so pertinaciously that the House
adjourned at six o'clock on Thursday morning
without having come to a final vote. The
night was doubtless spent pleasantly and profitably in voting by ayes and noes upon endless
motions to amend and to adjourn. The bill was
expected to be put on its passage upon Saturday last, but was not till Monday evening.
The scene was animated, though less exciting than many former passages in the popular
mined “to sit the bill

branch.

If your readers ever had a vision of
congressional greatness sitting bolt upright
with beetling brows and ponderous cranium
covered over with phrenological organs big as
bans’ eggs, tbs left band thrust into the bosom
and the right reposing in calm majesty upon
the arm of the chair of state, if they ever bad
any such vision as this, one field night in the
House would dispel it forever. Let us imag-

ine ourselves in the gallery of the Representatives’ Hall on Monday evening last, and I
will endeavor to point out such objects of interest as we can see.

soft and subdued
through the ceiling of frosted glass, like melloahsunshlne. There is a great hum and stir,
as s»ote by tellers is just
beiug taken. Nor
is it much less, when the vote closes and the
comes

result is announced.

The prominent Border
mostly here. Maynard,of Tentall, slight and swarthy, is walk-

men are

nessee, very
ing to and fro behind the semicircle of seats and
desks. Crittenden Is in his seat, with spectacles

Rs

pushed up usual among his short, white hair.
His thin, strongly marked features show no
sign os excitement. His colleagues, Wickas

llllte,
body but infirm of limb, looking
the opposite of amiable, and Teaman,
youtbful and handsome, are in their places.
Looking over to the Republican side you
stout of

will sec two men of note and mark, eveu
among prime men. One is standing in the
aisle conversing with the other, who occupies
his seat. The first slight, aud rather tall, with
1

anwl

mathematics.
For a long time

scope at once for his argumentative
powers and for his imagination, lie has scarcely bis equal in th# House. He is full of elo-

fording

the efforts to direct Curtis,
attention to the window of the barn were in
vain, and lie was about to retire within the
Biiauiy, when the photograph man yelled vigquent reasonings, impassioned appeals, poetic
orously. Curtis looked up in surprise, gazing
figures, and magnificent periods. The other, | just long
euough to be “takeu,” house, chalk
a fellow soldier in the cause of
freedom, and marks, aud all. When lie learned of the joke,
lie refused to be comforted for a
as bold and uncompromising as he, is still
long while,
very
positively asserting that he would change his
unlike him in other things. Though he carwill and not leave the college
a single
library
ries tlm weight of threescore and ten years,
hook, hut l uever learned that his wilt was mo“his eye is not dim nor his natural force abatdified.
Curtis begins to look and act old. With
ed.” You might take him for a nervous man,
difficulty lie now manages to move over the
but you could send an excited tremor through
abundant ice." We fear but few classes more
that marble column which supports the Speakwill enjoy the benefit of Ids long stories, I
er's mace, almost as soon as through that
by quoting from the Songs of Bowslight form. You can no more perplex, nor doin,” the following passage, which occurs in
an Ode to Diogenes, written
by a member of
baffle, nor divert him from his point, than you the class of
’til, and to he sung, If at all, to
can halloo an engine off the track.
His logic
the tune of America”:
la strong, bis humor droll and dry, his sarcasms
God bless thy stooping form,
Out in each beating storm.
biting, and his repartees are apt to transfix
Aye faithful found!
meddlers like a fencer’s rapier. The first is
God bless thy Stoic face.
Bingham, of Ohio; the other,Thaddeus SteThy Diogenian pace :
vens.
Long may they staidly grace
This classic ground!
John F. Potter, not tall nor large of stature,

close,

Maqcoit.

compact as a clenched fist, walks leisurely
down the aisle to his desk. Judge Conway
of Kansas, diminutive in form, and with a

head, comes in, and by a vigorous
use of the toothpick indicates a recent visit to
the restaurant. One old gentleman lies on a
sofa in the rear, quietly pulling his cigar. Roscoe Conklin, the red hair curling crisply about
his classic forehead, stands in the aisle turning
a newspaper.
Sedgwick leans bis head wearily forward upon both hands. One honorable
member, somewhat renowned for his erudition,
sits sedately and meditatively—shall I
say it—
picking his nose. Many of tile members are
eating, and many more solace the latigue and
relieve the fidgety state of their lower members by leaning back in their
chairs, and
stretching their feet over the desks— a slight
indecorum, you may think, and rather American in style, but as Jefferson
remarked, it is
necessary to pardon something to the spirit of
liberty.”
fiery

Communicated

moved and as if by previous understanding carried with great unanimity. And
now while sharp and
repeated calls of “Mr.
ments are

•

Press for Publication

New England Soldiers' Relief Association.

red

While we have been looking about, the
Clerk in aweary but distinct voice has been
calling the ayes and noes, and several other
votes have been more
informally taken, for
the discussion has closed. Several amend-

to the

Philadelphia, Feb. 3,
W. Davis, Portland.

INSURANCE.

PROPOSAL FOB WOOD.

JOHN E.

A. A.

<[.

M
U. 8. A.,
I
I'fi'ble, Maine, Keb 4lh, 1963 I
EALEO i’Koro.SALS will be received at thla
office until Mondav. March 16th, 1963, at 12 o’clock M., for (500) five hundred cord, of
hard, aeasoned,merchantable wood—one hundred and twentyeight cubic feet to the cord. The wood to be delivered on the wharf at Fort Preble in lots of 60 cords
or upwards, as may be
required.
All the wood to be delivered on or before the first
day oi May next.
for less than fifty cords will be re....

S„.

or Til*

.|,'ort

Help Tor

I

E. F.

of the

Very Respectfully Tours,
Houghton, Superintendent.

Co.,

Of South.£erwick.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER 8200,000.

Union Fire Insurance
Of
Cash

Capital, paid in

Company,

Banoor, Mk.
and invested

8100.000.

according to law,

Commercial Kntnal Karine Ins. Co.
York.

New

CASH CAPITAL AND SURPLUS 8960,000.

JEtna Life Insurance

Company,

Hartford, Conn.
SURPLUS OVER 8300,000.

Of

CAPITAL AND

OOctv-comer

Exchange and

ol

milk Street#

Portland.

•

AGENT VUE THE

Liverpool, N. York & Philadelphia

^dI-

STEAMSHIP COMPANY,

Henry H. Burgess, Andrew .1. Chase, JaeobChase
Jr., David B. Kicker, Walter K Johnson, Army Committee of Young Men's Christian Association.
fob4 2m

—AND

THE—

VIA FALL RIVER TOllEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA, BALTIMOREAKD WASHINGTON.

VIRGINIA'

TICKETS FOR SALE.
T7"Insures Buildings, Vessels in port. Merchandise. Household Furniture. Ac., against loss by Fire.
9100,000 taken on any desirable Risk.
Losses paid at the Portland Office.

Cooked In the bent manner, at the

RESTAURANT.

Keali at all hoars, cooked to order.

Jan7

tf

Rear U. 8.
dec28 8m

STATEMENT OF CONDITION

ON DRAUGHT

G. D. MILLER,

-or THE-

Proprietor,

Atlantic Fire and marine Ins. Co.,

Hotel, No. 117 Federal Street, Portland

On thr

Real

!

NAME AND

GREAT CltWI FOR lARGAIA'S BEFORE TIE RISE!

MOSES GOULD, 74

Middle*!.,

ASSETS.

Btai»«.

Bank of Commerce stock, par valne
850, market value 8o2i,
10,500 00
Globe Bank Stock, par 850, market
value 860,
25,000 00
Continental Bank Stock, par value
860. market value 850,
20,000 00
Northern Bank Stock, par 9100.
market value $100.
15,000 00
Mechanics k Manufacturers Bank
Stock, par 850, market value 850. 10,000 00
Lime Rock Bank, par value 860.
market value 850,
12.800 00
Merchants Bank, par value 850,
market value $50.
Amount due ou bond,
Am't due the Company on which
Judgment has been obtained.
Bills Receivable lor Marine Premi-

IN-

T

Due from Agents,
Cash iu Banks,

Important link in IIhyant, Stratton ftCo.’«
I tain t>f ( nmmcrcial College., located in New

I
Cash on hand not deposited, |
Interest money due. and other
sets not above specified,.

York,

Philadelphia, Albany. Buffalo, Providence.
Cicavelaud, Detroit, Chicago, St. Louie, Troy, Brooklyn ami
\V

Toronto, c.
and afford, the be.t tHM.ible
facilities for aejuiriug-a thorough Commercial edu-

Circular.

BRYANT, sTHATTON ft WORTHINGTON

Ieb2

d&wly

BROWN’S

Portland Commercial

College.

room*

new, and furnished neatly, and
the most pleasaut
»u the city.
One separate room for Ladies. 1 present my thanks lor the extensive
patrouage, and
promise as in the past, mt pains shall be snared in the
luiure.
nave removed from >o. lttt to ltil Middle
street. 1 tie
ha* had 20 years’ experience.
Diplomas mill be given to those Ladies ami tientlemen who pass through
thorough oourses for Accountant*.
Terms mill be reasonable. My Institution is a branch of the lion. Bartlett’s Commercial
College, Cincinnati, Ohio, the tlrst and oldest in the
United States. My teaching and plans are
modern,
and the most improved and
approved, as the first
c/q«< business men have and will testifv.

cr Practically taught.a* follow*Book-Keeping, |
Navigation, Commercial Law, Native, Business and
Ornamental Writing. Commercial Arithmetic, Corn‘,pnndencp, < ard Markiug. kc Teaching from
printed writing copie* and text bonk, are aruided.
Kach Student receive, wparnte instruction. Intricate Accounts adjusted. Certain
evening, will be
devoted

I

O lot lii u g-,

-AND-

FURNISHING GOODS,
Prices to suit the Times !
see

for

95 MIDDLE STREE1.
Dissolution of Co-partnership.
day by mutual
STEVENS, BIBBER & CO.
febGdtw

Portland, February 4,1*J3.

gv

from disloval
parties will not be considoath of allegiance to the Uuited States
must accompany each proposition.
Proposals must be addressed to Henry Johnson,
51. 8. K., U, 8. A., and
Medical Purveyor,
Washington, D. C\, aud should be plainly marked
for
Ice.”
“Proposals
The ability of the bidder to fill the contract, should
it he awarded to him. must be guaranteed by two responsible persons.whom* signature* are to be annelidcd to tue guarantee, and said guarantee must accompany the bid.
The
of the guarantors must be shown
by the official certificate or the Clerk of the nearest
District Court or of the United States District Atan

Bidder* must be present in person when the bids
will not be considered.
opened, or their
Bonds in the sum of five thousand dollars, signed
by the contractor and both of his guarantors, will be
required of the successful bidder upou signing tbs
contract.
Form of Chmrunte*.
We.-—, of the county of-and State of
-. and-, of the
county of-and State of
—, do hereby guarantee that-is able to fhlflll
the contract in accordance with the terms of his
proposition, and that, should his proposition be accepted. he will at once enter into a contract in accordance therewith.
bhou d the contract be awarded him, we are prepared to become his sureties.
To this guarantee must be appended the official
certificate above mentioned.
The burgeon General reserve* to himself the right
to reject any or all bids that be may deem too high
or unsuitable.
IIENRY JOHNSON. M 8. K„ U. 8. A.t
feb9 tic 1-23
Acting Medical Purveyor.

as-

204,534

for Flank Howitzers.
Oppice, War Department, 1
Washington, January 27. 1863
|
Proposals will be received at this office until 4 o’clock p. m, on the 27th of February next, for furnishing one hundred, or less, 24-pounder cast irou
Howitzer* lor flank defence. These Howitzers weigh,
when finished, about 1,478 pounds each, and drawings exhibiting their dimensions can be seen at this
office, or at the Uuited States Arsenals. They are to
be subject to the regular United
Statc^ospectkm and
proof, aud none are to be received ana paid tor except such as pass inspection and proof, aud are approved by a Uuited States Inspector, to be designated by this office. Payments will be made on certificates of iuspectiou and receipts, to be given
by the
Ordnance

forwarded to this office.
Bidders will state the number of Howitzers they
propose to deliver (not exceeding one hundred.) the
place of manufacture and delivery, and the price per
pound, for the finished Howitzer; aud no bid will be
entertained unless it be from a founder regularly eugaged in the business, satisfactory nMffiM of which
must
accompauy the bid. Any bidder obtaining a
contract will be'required to enter into bonds, with
not less than two sureties, iu the penal sum of ten
thousand dollars, for the faithful fulfilment of his
eoutract in all
respects. The bonds must be acknowledged before a judge of a court of record, and the
bondsmen must f>e certified by the Judge of a District
Court of the United States, or an Ordnance Officer in
charge of a Uuited States arsenal. to 1m* worth the
penal sura of the bond over and above ail liabilities.
The right is reserved to reject all proposals if the
prices are deemed too high, or if, for any cause, it is
not deemed for the public interest to
accept them.
Proposals will be sealed and addressed to “Brigadier General James W. Kiplev, Chief of Ordnance,
Washington, D. C.t” and will be endorsed “Proposal for flank llowit/ers.”
J. W RIPLEY,
Brigadier General Chief of Orduance.

jan30 eodtleb2t

Proposal*

for 13. lO, and 8 inch
Cannon.
Ordnance Office, War Department, )
Washinuton. January 27th, 1863. j
Proposals will be received at this office until 5 p.m.,
on the 27th of February, 1868. for
furuishiug 13. 10

supplied

OFFICE—No. 168 FOR E STREET,

GMLKACB IP C A MV AS, 1 IT B RIB STRIPE,

Srtment.

ROPE

LE MESURIER

CHAMPION,

A. D. REEVES,
»8

Residence

rear

stantly

of 411 Congress Street,
keeps
band all the various kinds of

con-

on

COFFINS

AND
in

CASKETS,
Use,

And will make o order anything of this kind that
may be ordered, «t short notice, from the cheapest to
the vikt nkht. B> giving nv strict aud undivided
attention to the manufacturing, lining aud trimming
of the above, I can furnish them cheaper than any
one else.
Aug «, 1861.
JAMES P. SLEEPER.

THROUGH TICKETS
NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA. BALTIMOKE and WASHINGTON, and to all part* of
the WEST and SOUTH aud NORTH WEST. via. all
the most popular routes and at the lowest Boston
W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
roles, for sale by
Oat. 2.
dtf
Office 31 Exchange St.

TO

AND FANCY

WITH
COUPONS,
Town Notes and
Orders,

VABNISHES, ^PAINTS, OILS,
AND DYE-STUFFS,

AND ALL OTURa KINDS or

PRINTING,
Neatly

and

GOODS.

APOTHECARIES' OLASS WARE. FOREIGN
LEECHES, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES. SUPPORTERS. BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, fe.

AND

Corporation Bonds,

KEROSENE OIL, LARD OIL,
kep‘ *»»»««—

Promptly Executed

—AT THE—

Press Office.

or State A grot for DAVIS k KIDD’S MAG>
eodAwtoctl

SETO-ELECTKIC MACHINES.

“Home Again!”
an

Street

dfticn.^''
roNSCLTATIONS.—Dr.
PRIVATE
for
number of jear*
lined hi.

Hughe* ha*
a
con
attention to
dlwaw. of a certain clan
During bit practice ha
htt treated thonaand* of cite., and In no
iaatnnce
ha* he met with a failure. The remedie*
or* mild
«nd there 1* no interruption of baaineea or
chan** of
diet
Dr Hugbe* I* in oonatant attendance from
g
in the morning nntll 10 at
night, at hia office & Tem.tract
Charge* moderate, and a care guaranteed
ple
ih all ca.es. .Separate room*, *o that ao one wilLte
•sen but the Dr. himself.
Ill* remedie* care
when all other remedies flail: care* without dtoflm
or restriction in the habit* of the
patient; canewfBout the di.ga.tlng and .tokening effect, of most
other
,n * *w
««• »<thom the dreadful
effects of mercury, but
consequent
I* *UI*
annihilate the rank and poisonous taint
that the blood is sore to absorb, unless
the wooer
remedy is used. The ingredient* are entire It vegetable. and no injurious effect, either
constitutionally
7 or
locally. can be caused by using them.
TOllHO HEX. who are troubled with seminal
weakaese generaJly cau*e.i br bad habit* in
youth,
the effect* of which are
pain and dizziness la the
bead, for get fhi nee*, sometimes a ringing in the ears
weak eyes, etc.,
in
terminating
consumption or
^ n*gl*cted. are
speedily and permanently

Bakery,

where will be manufactured the varieties of BREAD
found in similar establishments; and he
hopes, by
close application to business, and an endeavor to
please,to merit asbare of patronage.

HI. B RADISH.
r uvu II

ran II.

quantities*

tnc

oy

Darrel,

less
d»c« tl

or in

dte^H

J. L. WINSLOW, Agent,
MANUFACTURER

OF

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,
An IYIRT MSfRIPTIM If I1CIIHRT,
Steam Cook*. Valree. Pipes and Connections. Whole•ale

Retail.

or

STEAM AND

OAS
best

Done In the

FITTING,

in'

manner.

cure*?

Works 0 Union 8t., and 393 ft 335 Fore Bt.,
Jnl4dtf
PORTLAND. ME.

All correspondence strictly confidential and will
returned !f desired. Address
DR. J B HUGHES.
Ho. 5 Temple Street, (corner of
Middle).

WILLIAM

A. PEARCE,
PLUMBER,
-MAKER

Infirmary.

BtlcMithrd for the treatment if thoot dioraoto <a
r,q*ir,’sl ^rptritneo, SkiU, Honor and

returned to hi. native place and
pure baaed of Mr. Thoraaa Richard, hi. Interest in
the
year.,

Washington

"*

DR. HLORES’

Eclectic Medical

underlined would Inform hit old fritndo
and the public, that alter
THE
abaeneeof twenty.
Sve
he ha.

Portland
Jail—dAwtfl

ty^Send stamp for Circular.

OF-

a

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER CLOSETS,
No. 124 Exchasob Stkxit. Pobtlabd, Mb.

Eclectic Medical

Warm, Cold and Xkon-rr Hoiks, Wask Rom Is, Brass

HUGHES particularly invitee all Ladles who
seed a medical adviser, to call at his rooms. Ho.
blemple Streef. which they will Ind arranged tor
their ranee ia! accommodation.
Eclectic Renovating Medicine* areaarteal*
P,rin efficacy
leti
ami .nperinr virtue In regulating all
Female Irragnlaritie*. Their action to
.pecifle and
pvixlnrin* relief ia a ihort time.
LADIES will rind it invainable in nil cnee* of oh*
•traction, after all other remedira hare been
triad la
purely vegetable, containing nothing la
7c ",leant injunon.
the
to tne health, and may be tuen
J
with pertoet tafhty at all timeu.
Sent to any part of the country with toll
direction*,
byaddreming
DR HUGHES.
Mo ( Temple Street, corner of Middle. Porttoad.

EVERT

DR.

Description

promptly

XT

^REEVES,
The Tailor,
BAB JUBT

—

NEW

BBTt'BBKD

YORK

With

a

FBOM

AND

large and

—

BOSTON,

M. R.—I.A DIES deeiring may eonaalt one of their
A lady of experience In constant attend-

own i*x.

wall selected Stock of

Cloth*, Caasimeres

and

Infirmary.
thFladies.

to

and Mirer Rioted Corks
of Wnter Flatnre for Dwell.
in* House*. Hotels. Public Building.. Whips, Ac.,
arranged and set np in tbe be*t manner, ami all orders la town or country fkithrullr executed. All
kinds of Jobbing
attended to
Constantly on hand. Lead Pipes and Sheet Lead,
and Beer Pumps of all kinds.
July2Mly

jnlldawtffg

—__

Testing*!

Aiwa fall assortment of

Military
Aad is

Olotlxs,

;

I

prepared to make them up at short aotice.
Call and See,

DR. E. o.

AT No. (B EXCHANGE STREET.
Portland, Sept. 24, 1«3

IF

Photograph,

or

not Ihil to rail at No. 27 Market Square, where
they take PERFECT LIKENESSES, and warrant satisfaction, at pricer rhicb
defy competition.

DO

N. B.—Large Ambrotypaa only Ftftson Coats.

TRASK A LEWIS,
Square, k'd Preble St.

37 Market

July 14th,

1862.

dtf

Boys, Boys, Boys.
attention given to CUTTING and
PARTICULAR
MAKING BOYS' GARMENTS, by

A. D. REEVES,
Portland. Aug. C. IML

JOHN

AMD

COMMISSION

Q-rooers,

MERCHANTS,

lARKElt,

THOS.

LYNCH

Jt‘23dtf
dr

MOODY,

GENERAL

Conimistiion

Merchants,

WHOLESALE DEALERS

market has been flooded for rears with differ
which have never
articles called Hair
the expectations or purchasers. The xn
plus ultra has been reached at last in TODD'S
HAIR DYE. and the article has given entire satisfhetion to every person who has used it. It oontains
no injurious ingredients, and gives the hair a beautiful rich browu or black color. Directions tor using
—which are very simple—accompany each bottle.
One superiority of Todd’s Lux Solis llair Dye over
all others h. you do not have to cleanse the balr or
wash it before or after usiug the
and there ia but
one kind to t>«- muni, mini that can be put on the same
as oil and water, without auy trouble, unlike all other
that have two or three different kinds to be
appfied every time used. This dye is peculiarly
adapted for coloring ladies' hair, becaase you do not
have to wash out the dye after putting it on. Unlike
all other dyes, It will color long hair, which ether
dyes oannot do. Give this new article a trial, as we
know you will use no other after once using this.

Dyes,

eut

Pertlaad« Me.

AND

DYE!

satisfied

GRANITE STORES..... COMMERCIAL
STREET,
(Opposite head of Widgery’s Wharf,)

DOLE

TODD'S LUX SOLIS

THE

LYNCH * CO-

FELKO

mm*

entire cure it warranted, when taken according
directions, which accompany each bottle.
This Syrup is also a most valuable family cathartic,
to be always used when phvsic is required, especially
for children. It corrects the secretions, gives tone
to the stomach and bowels, assisting nature in her
efforts to restore health. It is purely qf Vegetable
Extracts, and always $ctft and reliable.
Sold in New York by Hall k RcchblJISGreenwich street; ia Boston bv Geo. C. Goodwix k Co.,
12 Marshall street, and other Wholesale Druggists.
Sold in Portland by II. H. HAY aud all the nrlneideefl 8m
pal Druggists.
to

dly

"^^holesale

JOHN LYNCH,

»W/i rtlr.,,./n J?**r /JC* ion fu-.nlu./our Lma.
an

HAIR

EXCHANGE 8TREET.

#8

ever offered to the Mblie for the effectual removal of the A sea rides, or rtnWorrns. from the human system. The high reputation it ha* established in the last two years, ana the
fact that it i« fast sup -rseding all other worm remedies, is the best test of its great merit.

Tailor,

■

Syrup

Is the first and only remedy

YOU

Ambrotype

oorio’s

IPin-'W'oral

dtf

-WART THE-

Best

IK

FLOUR, OORH AND PRODUCE

dye.

dyes

IF For sale only at

TODD’S HAIR-DRESSING ROOMS,
No.74 Middle,corner of Eichanje Street.

uptlllf

No. 0 Galt Block Commercial Street,

PORTLAND,
ANDREW T. DOLR.

WAR CLAIM AGENCY.

Me.

FRANKLIN C

MOODY.
eodtf

JnneM.

JOIH B. BROWN A SONS,

Sugar Refinery,
YORK STREET. PORTLAND. ME.
jeadtr

Fancy Printing

cept them.
Proposals will be sealed and addressed to “General
J. W.
Ripley, Chief of Ordnance. Washington.I>.C.,“
aud will be eudorsed “Proposals for heavy cannon."
J W RIPLEY,
Brigadier General Chief of Ordnance.
Jan30 eodtfeb2?

1KL1SI, FRENCH AM AMERICAN Mtflllll.

STREET,
41,

TOWN

l«-

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs,
GENUINE MEDICINES,

Tulloi*,

■

EXCHANGE

Portland, Auxuatd, 1888.

Street,QUEBEC.

furnishing undertaker
No. Ill Excbnnge Street, Portland,

-dialu

Cut, made and trimmed by

'proof

CORDAGE, AC.,

JUNCTION OF FREE AND MIDDLE 8T8.»

Je23tf

Coats, Punts, Vests, Jackets,
Ladie*’ Riding Habits, *c.,

illlJNGER, Agent.

BOLT

Pertlaad, Me.

*

BIIICHII FLU PICK, nil ILU STR1PIS.

|

Jan 13m

Watch-Maker,

proposals

Proposal-

Produce

1868

responsibility

torney.

y;

PORTLAND, Ms.
CHAl.B. KOOERS.

flwtion.

appear iu the proposal.
If a bid is made in the name of a firm the names
Of all the parties must
appear, or the bid will be considered as the individual proposal of the party signGovernment

h a

DIALER. IN

141 Middle Street,

must

ered, and

H.

L. I. CROSS,

—

Now

oc29 dtf

January lit,

must be of the best quality, subject to the
inspection aud approval of the officer in charge of
the post where it t* delivered.
The full name aud post office address of the bidder

ing**
Proposals

WHOLN8ALK

JOHHT. ROGEE8.

•apply.
The ioe

SLEEPER,

Which they ofTerat

the undersigned, have this
WE.consent
dissolved partnership.

is desirable that bidders should propose to furnish
the whole amount required at auy oue of the places
proposed to be supplied.
Bidders will state what facilities they possess, if
any, for storing the ice at the posts they propose to

PRESS.

New and Deurable Style* ot

tycallin before purchasing elsewhere, and
yourself !

Hilton Head. 8outh Carolina.
Newberu, North Carolina.
Fortress Monroe. Virginia.
Pensacola, Florida.
NasMSille. Tennessee.
New Orleans. Louisiana.
8t. Louis. Missouri.
Cairo, llliuois.
Washington. District of Columbia.
5Iemphis, Tennessee.
A* the quantity required at the
respective posts is
not precisely known, bidders will state the
quantity
of ioe
can furnish, where it is
they
gathered, price
per ton of 2tAK> pounds, aud within what period they
can furnish the amount of their bids.
Although it

H.

CO.,

Ho. 129 Commercial Street,

SEALED

and 8 inch cast iron cannon, to be made in conformity with drawings to be
by the Orduance
the Atlantic Fire and Marine Insurance Company,
Department, and with the following specifications:
sworn, depose and say that the foregoing
being
lino 10 inch trial gun is to be made of warm or cold
is a true, full and correct statement of the affairs of I blast charcoal
irou, to be cast hollow and cooled from
said corporation, and that thev are the above describ- ! the
interior, and to have a tenacity of metal of uot
ed officers thereof.
8 M AC KAN, President.
less than 80.000 pounds per square Inch, to be deter1.8. PARISH, Secretary.
mined by testing speeimeus taken from the sinking
ur«u ui iiic gun. auu irom a
The State of Rhode I land,
cyimuer cast nom mo
|
same heat, and from metaJ of the same quality as that
Citv and Couuty of Providence.ss, J
Subscribed and sworn before me, this seventeenth j from which the gun is cast. This cyliuder Is to bo
cast ou ei d, in dry sand moulds.and is to be 72inches
day of January, A. D. 18**3.
Henry Martin,
high, with an elliptical base of 24 inches greater and
A Commissioner for the State of Msiuc
M inches lesser axis. The specimens are to be cut
from the gun bead, a da slab. 4J inches thick, from
for the State of Rhode Island.
the cy liuder by planes parallel to. and equi-disiant
from the axis or the cylinder, aud the leaser axis of
the base.
The Ordnance Department will test the specimens,
furnish the ammunition, aud prove the trial gun,
IIrad or Loro Wharf.Portland. Mrwhich must be ready for trial as soon as possible, and
not later than three months from the date of the conJOHN W.
tract. No contract will be given, nor will the trial
jan23 3weod
gun be paid for, unless it shall endure a proof of 1000
rounds, with service charges of powder,of which200
rounds will be with solid shot, and 800 rounds with
shells. The testiug is to be done tree of charge to the
contractor, but he will be required to furnish
proper
facilities for testing, such as convenient ground, storage lor ammunition, a buit iu which the projectiles
will Ik* embedded and savin!, and the requisite force
for handling and firing the guns. All the cannon are
to be made of the same quality of iron as that of the
(A substitute for Cotton.)
trial gun, and the Ordnance department is to have
tlie right to test the iron duriug the process of fabrication of the canuon, tor which
purpose the founder
is to furnish, free of charge, at least one s]R>citneu
from the head of each canuon. aud slabs trout cylinOf various descriptions.
ders. as beiore described, at the option of the Denot to exceed one for every ten cannon.
ALL FROM A O Nos. 1 TO 6.
cb caunon is to endure the regular
aud infor
spection
guns of the same calibre; and none are
ALSO ON HAND
to be received or paid for but such as are approved
after in*|*>ction aud proof, which will be received at
the foundry where made. Bidders will state the numbers and calibers of the caunou they propose to furFor sale by
nish on the foregoing specifications and conditions;
the place where they are to be made; the time of com&
mencing delivery and the rate of delivery per month
thereafter, and the price per pound or per gun. for
the finished cannou.
No bids will be entertained
St. Peter
unless from founders actually engaged iu the busit3T~Samp)eeon baud, aud order, taken by
ness, evidence of which must accompany the bid.
J T. PATTEN A CO.,
Failure to deliver at the specified time will subject
Oet. 11—6m
Front Street, Bath.
the contractor to a forfeiture of the amount to be delivered at that time. Each party obtaining a coutract
will be required to enter into bonds, with proper sureties, for its faithful fulfilment; and a transfer of the
contract to another party will cause its entire forfeiture.
Bidders will be required to file with their bids
a bond iu the penal sum of not less than
NEATLY EXECUTED
W.000,
signed by not less than two persons, conditioned that
if the bid is
the bidder shall comply with
AT THE OFFICE OF THE
accepted,
his proposal, aud ffcithftiliy and ftilly perform what
he proposes to undertake.' The bond must be acknowledged before ajudge of a court of record, and
the bondsmen must be certified by the Judge of a
District Court of the United States, or an Ordnance
officer in charge of a United States arsenal, to be
each worth the penal sum of the bond over aud above
all liabilities. The right is reserv ed to reject all
proJAMES P.
posals if the prices are deemed too high, or if for any
cause it is not deemed for the public interest to oc-

Book, Card &

BAVE SEEK BECEIV1XO

Cloths,

PROPO8AL8 will be received at this
office until Monday, the 23d day of
February,
1863, at twelve (12) o'clock M., for furnishing the
Medical and Hospital Department until the 1st day
of January, 1864, with a supply of pure ICE, to be
delivered at the following places, to wit:

—

facility

ROLLINS & BOND

2,776 13
39) 00

AND

Flour, Provisions and

Medical Purveyor's Office,
I
Washington, D. C\, Jan. 22. 1863. f

SAIL CLOTH.

complicated

-AT-

PROPOSALS FOR ICE.

MEDICAL.

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

duly

Principal

C3TJ

1,746 80

8tat* of Rhode Inland and Providkncb
\
Plantations, City and founty of Providence, j
S. Maurmn. Presideut, I. S. Parish, Secretary, of

I860 in tl»© Hanson Block. No. 161 Middle street. The
LOCATED
have recently been made

to /site Is rturet, if
expedient.
HTMr B. would refer to a recommendation from
his Students of this city who are
acting as business
men, accountants, Ac
containing above four hundred signatures, a part of which mav Ik* seen in
print
iii the hall at the entrance to his Rcoiu*, a few of
mhich are as follows:
We have been taught by actual experience, that
the method of instruction pursued by Mr. R. N.
Bk«»wn, of thiscity, iu teaching the art of Writing,
and the
series of Book-Keeping, has
been eminently successful, and we take pleasure in
publicly acknowledging our indebtedness to him for
whatever skill and
in adjusting accounts mo
mav now possess:
Philip Henry Brown, Jas. Olcutt Brown, Stephen
H. Cummings. W. W. Thomas, Jr., Samuel Chadwick, Augustus Cummings, Jason Berry, John 8.
Russell. Fred. A. Prince, John 11. Hall, Oenrge E.
Thompson, John B. Coyle,Jr., Fred. H. Small, John
M. Stevens, and 200 others.
be services of a Sea Captain is secured to
teach Navigation, who has had 40 years experience
as a practitioner.
feb3 dfc m 3m83

800 00

Amount of Losses adjusted and due
and unpaid.
None.
Amount of losses incurred and in
process of adjustment, repotted,
ou which uoartiou ha* been taken,
11,488
Amount of Claims for losses resisted by the rompsnv.
None.
Amount of Dividends declared aud
due and unpaid,
1,200
Amount of Dividends, either cash
or scrip declared but not yet due.
None.
Monev borrowed,
16,000
All other claims against the ComNoue.
ny.
Total amount of losses, claims aud liabilities. 827.601

BOOK-KBBPIXH, COMMERCIAL LAW, COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC, 1EXMAXSHIP.
CORRBSPOXDBNCB JC,
practically taught.
A Scbolarahip burned hy thia
College will be good
throughout .Chain"—time unlimited. Call or
tor

2,500 00

LIABILITIES.

cation.

.eud

supply

Inspector, aud

645 50
6.156 57

ums.

au
(

LOCATION.

CAPITAL.
The Capital ef said Company, actuiu
cash,
is
8150.000
ally paid np
The Surplus on the Hat day of Dec.
54.534 $204,534

Olapp'a Block.Uonere.x St

IS

1862,

Island.

THE PORTLAND COLLEGE,
-LOCATED

A. D.

The name of this Company is the Atlantic Fire and
Marine Insurance Company, incorporated in 1862,
and located in tbo City of Providence, State of Rhode

ao HOUSES, at price, from *1000 to *6000.
inn HOUSE LOTS, at price, from *200 to *3000.
2.000.000 feel of FLATS.
1.000. 000 feet of LAND.
3 STOKE LOTS on Commercial Street.

nov27dtf_Ur

thirty-fir *t day <\fDrrrmbrr,

Made to the State of Maine, pursuant to the Statute
of that State, eutitled “An Aet to regulate Agencies of Foreign Insurauce Companies.”

Estate,

INVESTMENTS

SEALED

Z

General

j

are

ALSO, LIFE INSURANCE.

-ALSO-

ENGLISH ALE

JOHN T. ROGERS &

Acting

Bay State Line of Steamera,

OYSTERS,
ALBION

Company,

Fire and Karine Ins.

Piscataqna

Donations of
money, bibles, tracts, magazines, religious newspapers, clothing, or stores of any kind,
are earnestly solicited, all of which can be
sent to the
office of Dr. Walter R. Johxsox. 2294
Congress
street, two doors west of New City tlall and Court
House, aud the contributors mav lie assured they will
be applied to the relief of the rick aud
needy

HEW YORK AHD

Fire Insurance

Of Boston, Mass.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER 8200,000.

svmpathy

tribute.

forwarding

SraixoniLi), Mam.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER 8300,000.
Or

Conway

1

Office of tub A C. 8..U 8. A.,
“Fort Preble, Maine,” Feb. 4tb,1868.
PKOPO8AL8 will be received at this
office until Monday, March 9th, 1863, at 12 M.,
for the
of fresh beef to all the troops stationed at the fortifications in Portland Harbor, Maine,
lor one year, or such time as the Commissary General shall direct. The beef to be of the best
quality
in Quarters, with au equal proportion of each (necks
aud shanks to be excluded). Each bid must be accompanied by the names of two responsible person*
to enter iuto a sufficient bond as sureties lor the faithfill performance of the contract.
The A. C. 8. reserves the right to reject any or all
bids tor reas ns conceived by him ot benefit to the
Government. All contracts will be submitted to the
Commissary General for approval.
Proposals must be indorsed “Proposals for furnishing fresh beef to the command at Fort Preble,
Me.” Bidders are invited to be present at the openHENKY IN51 AN,
ing of the bids.
1st Lieut. 17th Infantry U. S. A. A. C. 8.
feb7 dtd

Hampden Fire Insurance Co..

contributed.

large dish

you for the free

Brooklyn, New York.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER 8300,000.
Of

twenty-four

ples,

Thanking

Phenix Fire Insurance Co..

ly appeal
Christians, and to all other benevo,or a*d *n carrying out the
Chnstian Commis-ion. in ministering to the
phvsical
and spiritual wants of our soldiers. It distributes its
stores by means of Christian men, who
go among
the soldiers without pay, and give
personally to those
who need, accompanying such distributions^ words
of cheer aud religious counsel. Over seventv truch
men were on the battle-field in
Maryland, doing all
that Christian
could devise tor the wounded and
Many a brave heart was made to rejoice, and many a wounded soldier owes his life to
the timely assistance rendered
by them- men. Immediately on receipt of the news of the battle at Murmen were despatched from the
freesboro,
various Young Mm's Christian Associations, with a
large amount of stores for the relief of the wounded,
with no other reward than the approbation of their
own conscience, the conviction that
they are in the
path of duty, and carrying out the great object of
their missiou. according to the
examples set bv our
Divine Master, who made the body of man th'c object of his miracles, aud his soul the object of liis doctrine.
Money is needed to purchase jellies, cordials, stimulants, aud mauy other articles that are not usually
J

No. 05.Middle Street

same, 1 am

Of UaaTioitn, Or.
CASH CAPITAL AND SURPLUS *360,000.

most

grateful

of them on the table
which are visited daily by a large
number of soldiers, and I assure you that
they
do not need a second invitation to
help themselves. “Why!” said one fellow,
yesterday,
this tastes like a real down east
apple. I
hain't had so good a one since I left home !**
And when I told him they were down east
apI almost knew so.” Like the
he said
home made pies, I suppose they have a kind
of
mother” taste about them.
I do not think that we have had the
pleasure of distributing any donations that have
been more gratefully received. Let your
generous farmers remember the poor fellows
here,
when they are taking their apples and cider
around their comfortable firesides this winter,
and after counting their stock see if they cannot spare a barrel or so for us or others to dis-

Charter Oak Fire and Karine Ins. Co.,

Soldiers.

nors

a
at our rooms,

CASH CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER #000,000.
Profits annually divided. 76 per cent, to ttie dealert

(he Sick and Wounded

MW FALL GOODS
For Gentlemen’s Wear.

erosity.
We keep

Lorillard Fire Insurance Co., of the City
of New York. No. 104 Broadway.

Army Committee of the Portland Young
THE
Men'i Christen Association would
earnestto all

dying.

Co.

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER $10,000,000.

Quartermaster

To Mr. G.
Dear Sir,—The apples sent to us
through
agency, from Messrs. Fox and Coyle and
Irs. Nellie Gostin, came duly to band, for
which we are greatly obliged. If the kind do-

could have the privilege of witnessing how
the
boys’* are to get them, it would
compensate then a thousand fold for their gen-

Liverpool and London Fire and Life In-

c^°j>roP«*al8

NO. 198.
BUSINESS CARDS.

PROPOSALS FOB BEEF.

DOW,

■urance

FEBRUARY 11, 1863.

proposals!

Marine, Fire & Life Insurance Agency.

Kach proposal must be accompanied by the names
of two responsible persons to enter into a sufficient
bond for the faithful performance of the contract.
Proposals should be endorsed “Proposals for furnishing wood to the command at Fort Preble.”
The
reserves the right to reject
any
or all bids not considered
by him to be of benefit to
the Government.
All contracts will be submitted to the
Quartermaster General, for his approval.
Bidders are requested to be presently the opening
of the bids.
HENRY INMAN,
1st Lieut. 17th Infautrv, R. Q. M., U. S. A
feb7 dtd

1863.

Jour

MORNING,

MISCELLANEOUS.
Office

est

The bill of Mr. Stevens to raise one hundred and fifty negro regiments has been the
subject of long and very animated discussion.

xunxo

the

galleries an officer of the Pennsylvania line offers a hearty grasp of the hand and a warm
congratulation at the result.
The Senate has been busy of late with
appropriations. It seems disposed to examine
the House bills very closely; and this, consid-

vance.

aDDealinar stronirlv to hi. ninrul

so

is another vote, fixing the title of the
bill, then
a vote to adjourn, and so ends a
session, that
will probably prove among the most important of tins Cougress.
As we emerge from the

square for tret week,

light, bushy hair and aquiline features, gives no
indication in his appearance of extraordinary
power, yet when he speaks upon some subject

great majority,

and

the motion to reconsider and
lay on the tabic
negatived with a great response from the
Republican side, that sounds like a shout of

Notices at nsoal rates.
Advertisements inserted in the Maine State
Press (which has a large circulation in
every part o
the State) fbr 88 cents per square in addition to the
above rates fbr each insertion.
Transient advertisements must be paid for In ad-

State

a

is

Leo a

The gas light

read the names

The bill is passed by

BtretHESs Notices, in reading columns, 12 oents
for one insertion. No charge lees than fifty

Wednesday

to

clamor,
as registered, and
Speaker, w ho an-

the record is handed to the
nounces the result.

per line
cents.

On

finished,

and the Clerk in a monotonous voice that towards the close becomes a
hurried and almost indistinguishable

•1.00; 80 cents per week after.
Exhibitions, lie., under head of Amusements,
H2.00 per square per week.
Special Notices, *1X0 per
*1.00 per week after.

vehement

present.

The roll is

Transient Advkktisemafire, *1.00 per square,
for three Insertions or less; exceeding three, and not
more than one week, *1.28 per square; 76 oents per
One square every other

in

tones,
rising from time to time to explain the absence of colleagues and how they
would have voted had they been

Rate* of Advertirsimt:

week after.

some

some

WEDNESDAY

JOHN W. PERKINS * CO,
WHOLESALE

DEALERS

FLUID. KEROSENE OIL, Ac.,
8ft Commercial Street, Thomas Block,

Invalid

D.

CHENEY,

narnionium Manufacturer,
MI

Pensions,

Established for Officers and Soldiers, wounded or
disabled by sickness contracted while in the service
of the United States, in the line of duty.

Procured for widows or children of Officers and Soldiers who have died, while in the service ot the United States.
Priic Money. Peusious, Bounty and Baek Pay collected for Seamen and their heirs.
Fev*. for each Pension obtained. Five Dollars.
All ( lain)- against the Government will recelva

prompt attention.
Post Office address

SETH E. BEED1
Augusta. Me*

PORTLAND. ME.

firm melodeon

185|

THE

In the U. 8. service.

Penalons

FRIGS. ITI STirrS, GLASS VAU,

J.

And Pension*.
undersigned is prepared to obtain from the
United States Government, fflOO Bounty Money,
Back Pay. Ac., for heirs of Officers or Soldiers dying

IN

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

JoTOdAwly

9100 Bounty Money, Back Pay,

(Office No. 8 State House.)

KKPBREXCk*:

lion. Lot M Morrill,
17.8. Senate,
Hon. James G. Blaine.

sep3WAwl4tf

Joseph B. Uall,
Sec'v of State.
lion. Nathan Dane,
State Treasurer.

Hon.

D‘ LE STREET.
received

REWARD !

first

C.
premium*
DOLLARS will be given for the detection
N, for bsetiuetrunumUthau
any other maker in
and conviction of auy pervnn
FIVE
persons stealing
the State.
subscribers.
from the doors of
B.—J. D.

ha*

more

•

ally

or

Repairing and Tuning promptly
attended to.

&T

and person*

wly7

paper*

doc26

our

PUBLISHERS OF THE PRESS

A

THE DAILY PRESS.
PORTLAND, MAINE

Wednesday Morning, February 11, 1«83.
--—T

The Portland Daily Press has the largest
regular circulation of any daily paper in
the city.
ConnThe Demonstration in the Common
ell.
The demonstration of Dr. Chadwick and one
Council, against
or two others in the City
Hon. Samuel E. Spring, for words spoken
in debate at Augusta, was about ns successful as the charge of a popgun against one of
Mr. Spring took ocour iron clad Monitors.
casion in the Senate, in reply to Mr. Wiggin of

York, and in
burn, to state

vindication of Ex-Gov. Washthe nature of some of the re-

monstrances which were made against commissioning the officers elected by the uuuniformed militia. He said some of those men

which they

were

of conduct of

he

spoke
guilty, in proof of

were disloy al, and

their dis-

loyalty.
It

seems

Dr. Chadwick has become the

ex-

ponent of the indignation of the implicated
parties, ami by preamble and resolutions attempted to pass a censure u|>on Mr. Spring for
his honest, bold, trutltful, though not highly
complimentary words. The motire underly-

ing the effort of the Doctor is more transparent than the thinest gauze. He and his political (Hends imagine thnt Mr. Spring may stand
iu the way of some of their party schemes;
that he may become to them like Mordecai at
the king’s gate to the jealous-minded and vindictive Hainan, and they wisli to erect a gallows upoo which to secure his execution. Hut

fate, and rememgallows prepared for the unoffend-

let them beware of Hainan's
ber that the

Jew claimed its constructor

ing

as

the

first

victim.
Does Dr. Chadwick—we use his name only
because he has become a representative man
in this matter—suppose he can convince the
of Portland that there is

people

no

disloyalty

In their midst; that the city is not disgraced
by the presence of secession sympathisi rs ? We
*
doubt it. Nor can he satisfy the public that
0 Mr. Spring slandered any loyal citizen; and
disloyal citizens, if there be such in our midst,

incapable of being slandered, as much
as a black-leg or a horse thief.
In the Argus’ report of the proceedings

ar«

so

in

the Common Couucil, it is said “tbe resolutions were discussed for nearlv an hour.” Althat “there was a

so

general acquiescence In
reprimand.” More false-

thejustice

of the

hood

seldom been

has

crowded

into

few
The resolutions were not discussed a

words.

said
jingle instant. Every word that
4Mpon the questiou of order, between the mover
was

and the President.

The extent of the “genermeasured by the emphat-

al acquiescence”

was

stopper which

was

ic

was

them,

put upon

thirteen

to three!

There

are some

men

in the

city

that seem

of their secession
We know of at least one man who was

to make

spirit.

concealment

no

the recent McClellan Committee, with DrChadwick, whom we have heard declare openly, in the presence ot several individuals, that
he regarded Jeff. Davis as no more of a usurper than Lincoln; that he had not a particle of
sympathy for the administration in prosecuting
on

the war; that he would not contribute a cent to
prosecute it; that Lincoln had brought the war
and he

might fight

it out, and much more
of the same character. Such things we have
heard, and heard too, as we have said, from an
associate of Dr. Chadwick on the recent Com-

on

mittee of one hundred.

Perhaps

the Dr. and

his friends do not consider such talk indicative
of disloyalty, but if so we difTer from them. We
it as treason of the blackest dye, and
suppose Mr. Spring looks upon such con-

regard
we

duct in the
that so

light.

same

long as

We will further say
expressions and

the unkindeat

denunciations are reserved for those
who are most determined in their efforts to
prosecute the war, to crush out the rebellion

pense of location and sale of land* granted by
the United States, and In all respect* Carry
out the design of Congress in providing for
the establishment of Agricultural Colleges in
the several States and Territories.
To-morrow is assigned for the consideration
of the Resolutions on National Affairs, introduced some time since by Mr. Kingsbury of
your city. They are taken up because it is
desirnble that, if the hands of the President
are to be strengthened by expressions of confidence and trust from loyal men, it should he
done promptly and heartily. These resolutions I think you have published, and they
express, I have no doubt, the feelings of
The
a vast majority of the people of Maine.
delay in their consideration has been solely
from courtesy to Mr. Smith of Westbrook,
who desired to he heard in defense of his proposed amendments to these resolutions. It is
necessary. They are plain and explicit,
and place the State In her true position of unfaltering support to the National Administranot

Jonathan.

tion.

List of Maine Soldiers in the various hospitals in and around Baltimore.
MCKIM'S

authority

of the Govern-

ment, and praises and compliments and

con-

gratulations are exjiendtd only upon those
who are supposed to be inimical to the administration, opposed to its policy, ready to embarrass its operations and to defeat the means
used to crust/out treason and traitors, it will
be very difficult to convince honest, earnest,
loyal men that Portland, like other larger and
wickeder cities, has not more disloyalty In her
midst than is for the credit of her good name.
So long Mr. Spring will not suffer in the estimation of bis fellow citizens for having spoken

distinctly in rebuke of the base attempt of
litical demagogues to make party capital

poout

of the omission of Gov. Washburn to commission men of questionable patriotism.
Letter from the State Capital.
Augusta, Feb.9,1883.
To the Editors of the Daily Press:
I send herewith
thp hoHiiilnU

a

list of Maine soldiers in

n.'iltimnrn

At

inut

ro/iait-oH

Kir

the Governor from the

military agent. Any
Dewi from the army is eagerly sought for by
the people. There is scarcely a family in
Maine which has not some friend there, and
the lists of sick and wounded are anxiously
read by thousands, trembling lest the name of
loved one shall meet their eyes.
The decision of the Committee on Elections

some

In the Somerville case
In the

House.

It

has.made

seems

a

bit of

a

row

that Mr. Bruce ex-

member, receiving
a “.V” to boot, the speaker having given his
consent to the exchange. But It now turns
out that he informed the gentleman that bis
seat was contested, and that he could only sell
his right to it. Well, iu process of time Mr.
changed

seats

with another

Bruce is ousted, and Mr. Golder declared entitled to a scat in the House in Ills stead, and
Mr. Golder instead of taking Bruce's seat refuses it, and claims the one Bruce swapped
The occupant thereof declines to
away.
move, asserts his right to it having bought
sod paid for iL At this stage of the proceed-

ings the
duced

nervous

aud excitable

Lyman introgentleman to

order,requesting the
premises, permit Golder to take
possession, and retire to Bruce’s seat. The
Speaker voted him out ot order, and decided
that having exchanged seals with the consent
of the Chair under a rule of the House, the
member should not be required to gu back.
Mr. Lyman rose to ask if the gentleman had
a quit claim or warranty deed to his seat, and
an

vacate his

again declared out of order. So the matter stands. Mr. Golder refuses to take Bruce's
seat, and may therefore be called the Standing
Member of the House.

was

In my last letter, speaking of the change of
standard weights, the printers made me say
the desired change was Irom flu to 54 lbs. I
intended to write from sixty to sixty-four lbs.
The Faculty of Waterville College have
laid before the Committee ou Agriculture an
elaborate scheme for changing the character

Institution, to conform to the requireproposed Agricultural College.
I understand they propose to furnish a farm of
eighty acres, and give the State a perpetual
lien on all their buildings and othor property
for the faithful performance of their trust.
They also propose to assume the entire exof their
ments

of the

PLACE.

Silas Reserve. F. 201 h
F Philbrick, E,2oth—discharged Jan 2,1863.
Gilman I*lke. (No. 11 F. 20th—discharged Jan. 6.
w. II. Reed. A, goth—discharged Jan. 6,1963.
J. F. Baniham. K. 2d.
I I. L. Soule, A, 20th.
I. |{t saiidbourne, It, 20ttl.
Thomas strout, ll. 3tsh.
H. W. Trundy. E.gnth.
l>anicl Worthy, K., 20th.
Edward Walton, 1. 2Dth.
LewisTenson. K. 20rh.
L. 8. Brown, 4th battery.
W. H Lowell. 4th battery.
Wm. J. Wade. It. 2d.
W. V. Cook. I. Sal.
J. W.Titcomb, G.6th.
Albert Francis. D, 10th.
Calvin Meatier, I. loth.
Samuel Hodsdon, F\ 10th.
A H. Tripp. F. loth.
Alden Doble, I. 16th.
8. Irish, I). 16th.
W. Cummings, F, 17th.
I>. B. Grant, r, 17th.
A. J. Most**, l>, 17ih.
Josish Heal. It, 19th.
J. H. Bell. I). 20th.
A. Coombs, F. 20th,
Lewis llimn, 1. goth.
E, J. Dyer, B, goth—died Jan. 5.
1>. I). Dunn. 1,20th—discharged Jan. 5.
S.S. Gaines, U.20th.
I'\vt, Gonld. D, 20th.
E. R. Haskell, l> 20th.

LEGISLATURE OF MAINE.
I8PKCIAL

PRESS.)

y
Bifnop Colvnso

SESATE.

^Tuesday. Prayer by

Rev. Mr. Morse of Hal-

the House

disposed

were

of in

the collection of taxes

to

portly

largest daily

in New

on

read

illness for the last two

he

Southard to Gen. Banks

an

Volunteers.

patriotism

in

of his legs quite severely. The accident
threw him into a til, and he survived ouly ten
minutes.

one

It is

of South Carolina

visit from him
on

his way to

opportunity

livery

occurs

ed.

We see it stated that the
commissions^
though paid by the ship owners, actually came
out of the Government,
by increasing the price

which the ship owners put upou the charter of
their vessels. If this is so, why should not the
commissions be refunded to the Government
instead of the ship owners? Aud if the shipowners have received from Government an in-

creased price because of the commissions, how
can they consent to receive the commissions

willfully

defrauding the Government, aud thus committing quite as grievous an offence as they
have been so ready to charge upon Mr. South-

at

est man,

“He can,” says that

emancipation proclamation,

Colonel

George

jail

since the fact of

a

was

de-

mentioned in the Press.

was

vicinity of Belfast. Like an honpersuaded the fugitive to
prison. Securing his consent he

the uncle

conveyed him
into custody,

to

Belfast and delivered him

but refused the $100 reward
which was offered.

y The Advertiser has dropped out its
significant heading, “Pen and Scissors,” which
seems

have Iteen

to

that the scissors is

used

to

demonstrate

powerful than the
pen, and has substituted as a heading for its
items, the euphonious name “-Ved/cyprapA*."

to elect another adminis-

Had Gen. Butler returued
home to denounce the administration and the

days

Belfast

return to

man

George of Concord, N. H.,
Democratic candidate for Congress, absented
himself from a meeting called to iuvite Gen.
Butler to visit that city, and kept all his political friends away except Hon. N. G. Upham,
a patriotic war Democrat.
Subsequently this
George got up a meeting to Invite Gen. McClellan. Why the difference? The Boston
Journal well says,
simply because Colonel
George believes that Gen. Butler is in earnest
in the prosecution of the war and believes that

he

a

rides in the

re-

H.

will spend the vaWe received a short

After his escape, we learn that Winslow sought the house of his uucle, who re-

This is

gy Col. John

parish, and

prisoners was a young man named
Wiuslow, charged with robbing a jewelry

all, in our Judgment, which
can now be accomplished, or which the main
body of the people desire to see accomplished."
tration.

wish the great

day or two since, as
his place of destination.

A few

store.

have what no other

regard, we

cation in Connecticut-

can—and that is, a fresh laxly of troops for a
lawful and practicable purpose, namely, to
maintain the farms of government until the

be refund-

without

off in this city.

absence from his

sense, which is in striking
unmannered soldiers, who

paper,“begin a great work of reformation in
the army. From that of the Potomac he can
choose an efficient force which will serve under him and faithfully serve the cause of the

committed an inexcusable mistake, but he is
making the readiest and most sensible atone-

benefit,

come

ar-

can

editors

Rev Mr. Beard of Bath, who has recently experienced severe affliction in the loas
of his wife, ha* been granted a brief leave ol

Tlie Boston Courier, zealous to be
ahead of all its contemporaries, lets the cat
out of the bag in relution to the p<ir|ioaes of

allowed by his consent to go into
they
the pockets of his relations. We think he

making

of

One of the

He

hymeneal

the two little folks one, could

event

disgrace.”

country.

that the

of it in this

servance

good

call of Gen. McClellan.

hoped

of New York will do up the Tom Thumb
wedding in good style. To secure a proper ob-

volunteered

the “Conservatives” louchinir the desired

The Free Press

Dint.

as a

y Mr. Geo. Brown was engaged in Bosin taking a “ruin sweat" Friday evening,
to relieve himself of a cold, when he burned

excellent music on Satur-

some

true

as

ton

while inarching in the ranks. Such
conduct should dismiss them from the serv.ee

were

only democratic paper
loyal position it took at

that holds fast to the

regiment

of

of the Potomac.

land Free Press is the

offered insults to the soldiers of this Carolina

act

Maine, has arrived at his
brings cheerful accounts

The troops
Army
have the utmost confidence in Hooker.

We commend this hand for their

and

contrast with

neighborly courtesy, not doubting that he
would act strictly in accordance with the rules
and obligations of the strictest integrity. Mr.
Southard, it seems, did not charge commissions directly; still commissions were charged and paid, and if they did not enrich him

by causing the money to

Wiggiu

from the

Capt. Lysander Hill of the 20tb has been honorably discharged on account of disability.

Mr.

of the 17th

home in Auburn. He

Wash-

17th.

Regiment

more

This is suuDOsed to come from

root*—vide

two

Latin

Stetson's

Latin short-cut—viz:
and graphs, thin or wat-

medley, hodgepodge,
literally “a thin or watery hodgepodge.”
heading has been chosen with slugular
felicity and appropriateness.

ery,
i The
i

The person who has written us from
Baldwin in relation to the “horning” of twin

babies, weighing exactly 7 1-2 pounds each, is
informed that we
stance

for

of

see

nothing

remarkable

in the circum-

character

lady

to

call

duce four

rule.

sufficiently patriotic

When
to

a

intro-

live "native Americans” at a single effort, as they do sometimes in the fertile
portions of the Slate, the fact becomes one of

The Belfast Journal has a dolorous article about “the w ar upon democratic papers,”

sonal friends.”

charging

was

No. 3, near the

his horse,

intending

an

to

follqw

tells

a

bear

that
expedition in
seems

hitched

some snow

the mountain.

shoe

After

slopes
traveling
two miles, in crossing a heap of bush it suddenly gave way and precipitated him into a
across

hole where was

a

bear with three cnbs.

bear

shirt from

and

one

stripped the vest and
by some means threw

of the hole.

The

Cusack,

the cub and made off with it.

He had got but
a short distance when he found the old bear
after him.

speed he managed to reach his horse, which he mounted,
still holding on to the cub, and put the steed
to his quickest pace.
Haviug gained some
was

rods

on

Quickening

the bear, lie loaded

his

u

revolver he had

and gave bruin the contents of it in his neck.
The bear then made for the water when he
was

by the current.
safely, took five

drawn under the ice

and complains of the unjust arrest of Mr.
Boileau, the Philadelphia editor, who has been
treated to worse

than Turkish

tliut “the abolitionists”

despotism,
are

deter-

high
expression and free thought. The beauty of
the thing is, Mr. Boileau has owued to having
been made a tool by traitors, who wrote treasa

hand to crush out all free

onable articles and got them into ilia paper
without his consent or knowledge; says he is
heartily sorry that such things have occurred,
himself that no such democracy
shall hereafter pollute his columns. lie is
and

pledges

Cus-

ack reached the camp
of his
companions, went back and secured the other
two cubs.

one

“PORTI.AMD DUCK.”
No. 1, 81 10 per y ard.
1 06
2,
1 00
3,
96
4.
/
92
6,
88
6,
84
7,
30
8,
76
9.
72
“10.
Ravens Duck, 60c.

Portland,

6, 1863.
As coffees and spices of an inferior
quality
have been offered in the market
purporting to
come from L. J. Hill, A
Co., this is to give
notice that all Roods put up at the Katjle
Coffee and Spice AlilU, Portland, have the name
of the flrin printed or stenciled upon them.
None others are genuine. The popularity ol
our goods, and the ready sale for them in the
market, has tempted some to offer a spurious

“SUPERIOR WAVY DUCK."
No. 1, 81.09 per vard.

"
M

99
95
91
87
83
79
75

5,
6,
7,

8,

9,
“10,

71

DRUGS.—The trade continues moderate, and prices
for nearly all classes of Drugs continue to advance.
and we now quote #1 12*1 20.
We also notice a
further advance on Opium, and now quote 910
Cam phene lias also advanced to 93 60 p gal. Bi Carb
Soda l» very Ann at our lafe increased prices. Camhas undergone some decline, and we now quote
90*1 36. In Dvewood* we noticed recently an advance on Fustic, Campeachy, St. Domingo aud Extract Ixigwood.

•AILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.
STEAMER

FROM

Wednesday,

Europa. ..Liverpool.
Bom**ia

5*“a.;
Anglo

ASIIES.—i'here ha* been a recent advance of
l'earl Ashes, ami we uow quote 6; a -j l’ot ashes remain steady with light sales at TfuSic.
APPLES—We continue to quote sliced and cored
Dried Apples at 6f utile p th. with a moderate demand. Green Apples continue dull and are slow sale
at til 600,1 76 tor choice fruit.
Sales of fair to good
have bceu made at til,2t*sr 1.40 p bbl.

BEANS —The supply continues to bo well sustained, with a moderate demand for Pea Beaus and
Marrows at 1 «2a3 87, and Blue Pods 2 50A2 62: and
yellow oyee 2 #0*2 75 p bush

Advice

February.

free.

The

feb6 dlw

BROWN'S BRONCHIAL TROCHES
directly the affected parts aud give almost inrelief. In Bronchitis, Asthma, and Catarrh they are beneficial.
The good effects resulting from the use of the Troches, and their extended
use, ha* caused them to be counterfeited. Be sure to
guard against worthless imitations. Obtajh only
the genuine Brotcn’s Bronchial Troches which have
proved their efficacy by a test of many years. -Public Spkakkra and Bimoers should use the Troches,

Military
and

Officers and Boldiers who over-tux the voice

exposed to sudden changes, should have

are

hem.

everywhere

Bold

jau21

dk

*

at 26 cents per box.

Bin

Fraoramt Boxo dost.—The most convenient and
efficacious Dentifrice the world has ever produced.
For hardening and invigorating the gam. purifying
the breath, cleansing, beautifying and preserving the
teeth, from youth to old age. the “Bosodoot" is now
used and recommended

by

many of the most eminent

divines, dentists, physicians, chemists and scientific
gentleman of the day.
Sol I by all Druggists everywhere, at 50 cents per
bottle. Trial bottles sod testimonials obtained grat
tis of H. II. HAY. Portland.
HALL A RUCK EL, Bole Agents, New York.
dec27 todim*
Disease* of the (Jriaary Organ*.
IF J. (’. Mott. M. I)., Operating and Consulting
Snrgeou aud Physician, attends exclusively to Disease* of the Uriuary and Genital Organs. an<i Femaie
4'omplaints of all kinds, and the more obscure diseases of the Pelvic Vicera. as Piles. Ruptures. Hvdrocele. Varicocele. Fistula, Early decline of Manhood,
Ac. Dr. M. keeps hinw-lf posted in all the improvements in the cure ot Disease, made in this country
or Europe, and spares no expense that his patients
may have the best medical and surgical treatment
the world affords. Advice Free.
|y Office 86
Court street, BOSTON. Hours from 10 A. M. to 3

Imitation do 13^916c cash.
LEAD.—There is but little doing in I*ig Lead at 9J
®lft. Load Pipe and Sheet Lead are selling at 11*
p lb.
LUMBER—There has been no material change in
the Lumber market, except in Clapboards, which
advanced.
We continue to
hare somewhat
quote Shipping Lumber at 917 ® 18 p M,: No.
2
and
No 3 924
No.
934.
1 Pine, 936 p M.
Spruce Dimension is worth from 91bc£U; and
and
Hemlock
Boards
911
*12.
Spruce Shipping
l(i p M. Clapboards.Heart Extra arc selling at 933;
Cleardo 928*96; No. 1, 913*16: Sap. Clear 923*25;
do 2d* 99»<*2L and No. 1 91ft* 13
Spruce Extra arc
worth 912*16, and No. 1 910*11. Shingles. Extra
Pine are quoted at 93 50*3 76. and Clear Pine 92 76
*■300. Laths. Pine are selliug at 9150 * 180, and
Spruce at 91 15*1 2) p M.

fl}c

—

P. M
and 6 to 8 P. M
Mrs. M.. who is thoroughly versed in the afflictive
maladies of her sex, cau be consulted by ladies.
Patieuta furnished with board and experienced
nurses.
oct3eod6m

LIME.—We notice an advance on New Rockland
Lime, and now uuote 75*8ftc p cask, with a very
moderate demand at this season.
LEATHER.—All descriptions of Leather within
the range of our quotations have recently advanced,
aud prices have au upward tendency from the following quotations. viz: New York light3fta32; medium
and heavy do. 32a 33c; Slaughter do34.*38c; Araercan Calfskins Mlo91c.
LARD.—The unusually light stock at the West
have
continues to affect eastern market*. and
further advanced. We now quote 11}*11} in bbls,
Ilfa 12 for kegs.
METALS—AIIdescriptions of Meta!*are very Ann
Tius arc
at our quotations. which are cash
Char. IC is now
scarce, especially the larger sizes.
quoted 913 50; IX 916*91650, and Coke 912*12 60.
aud very Arm at the increased prices. Bancais worth
4SaG0c, and Copper Bottoms Sk p lb; Sheet Copper
Tilted 50c p lb. and Straits 47*49c. Sheet Mossel-

DR. P. P.

ql'IMBY. would give notice that he ha
Portland, and can be found at his Room
No. 13 Imtkrmatiomal House, Tuesday, August
12th, where he will attend to all Wishing to consul

returnedto

him.
First Examination at office.fi20<
Each subsequent sitting at office,..6<

City Patients, first Examiuatiou at residence.... 254
Each subsequent visit at residence,.... ?.. 104
August 16. 1862.—tf

price*

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.

prices.

MAIL A ERA X OEM KXTI.

WESTERN—Arrive# at 12.40 and 71 P. M. Closes at
7.45 A. M. and 1.30 P. M.
EASTERN-Arrive* at 1 50 P M. Close# at 11 M.
EUROPE—Clow* even? Saturday at l.fifi P. M
CANADA—Arrives at 1.50 PM l loecs at 12 M.
COUNTRY MAILS—Arrives about 6 P. M. Close at
9 P. M
IJT’officeopen daily (Sunday* excepted) from 8
A. M to 9 P. M. On Bundars, from S| to 9| A M.

Zinc we now quote U}al2c.
MOLASSES.—The market continues very active?
and prices are daily Increasing. New is coining forward slowly as yet', end is held at 4<ic. Preseut indications are that the receipts will be fltry much restricted for some time to come. It is reported that
three cargoes new Clayed have sold to arrive at 4ftc,
(2 per ceut off for cash j lor Boston market. 200 hbdi
mauu

I)rh. J. Clawpoit

Kelley and

II.

L.

Dayip'

office. No. 229) Congress street, up same
flight with I>r. Johnson, Dentist—only place in Portland where Dr. Kelley's genuine medicines can be
had. Adricefret upon all diseases.
janJT d3aw&wtf32

Tart sold at 34c foj Boston market; 150 hlids old Muscovado sold at 35c. and 90 hhd* same
sold at 96c. and the balance of the cargo is withheld
We quote new Clayed 40c.
for higher prices
Our
as will
quotations for Old have been
Ik* observed elsewhere.

Medical

subsequently

advanced*2*3c,

NAVAL STORES.—We notice a (Virther advance
on Turpeutine, and now quote f3 25 a3 40 p gal.

Phtpicia* AMD Sukokov.—H. A.LAMB.M. D.,
Office, corner of Congress and Chestnut Streets,
Portland. M.

Coal

on.

OAKUM.—We continue to quote American Oak8}a1#J.
ONIONS—The supply continues to be insufficient
to meet the demand. Silver Skins are held at 91 80
15.1 33 p bushel.
OILS.—Kerosene Oil has been farther reduced in
50c.
priee at the factory, and we now quote large lots
5 brl lot* 52Jc. and single brls 56c |> gal.
Linseed

Particular attention

um

diseases

of the eye and

paid

to

Surgery, Including
aug7—d6m

ear.

SWEET ORANi.ES,—Another lot of nice Oranges just received and selling at very low prices, a
B. W JONES.
feb4 dlw*

Oil has advanced, sales having been made at 91.43<r
We also note an ad vance
145. an lloiled 147ft 1.40
Castor Oil, and quote 92.25 a.2 35. Sperm Winter
remains steady at 92 08ft2 10
He now quote
gal.
Lard Oil 1 06ftl 04; and Whale Refined Winter
$1 05a 1 08: Hank aud Bay Kish Oils 924ft29. and
bbl.
Shore 924 a 26

115 Fore Street.

CST*Coneumption and Catarrh, and aJi diseases of
the Throat and Lungs, successful) r*treated by Is ha
latiok,
By C. Mobpb, M. D.,
aul8 ‘62 eod
Corner Smith and CongressSta.

on

HEALD,No.241 Con
Street, first door east of 1st Parish Church
Portland, Me.
aug7dly
Duxtiptrt. —Dr. JosiAil

prices.
and
8j.

gross

Drp.

LOCKK A KIMBALL, Dxxtipts. No. 117
auglS—ly

Middle Street. Portland. Me.

BROKERS*
6.000

BOARD.

Stock*.—Bortov, Feb 10. 1862.
American Cold.154j

Sals

wards the close ot the week. Eggs were selling at
14al5c on Monday and Tuesday, the market well
supplied. We continue to quote Chickeusat dalle,
Turxio* 12a 14c, and Geese 9ftl0c p tb.

or

6.000.do.UH

.do.
158
6.000 United Stale* t'oapon Sixes (1881). 96)

27.220

PROVISIONS.-Pork continues to maintain an
advancing tendency, and dealers are bolding at
about 5ttc higher than our last quotations. The foilowing were the ruling prices on Tuesday: dear
918 6oa 11*; Extra Clear 919 60ft*>: M- s* 916 90ft

1.0UO United States 7 3-10 Treasury Notea.106)
6.mw ..do.Maf
4.000 .do.KU

2.000 United States Demand Notes.164
6.500 .do.1561
5.000 U. S. Certificates of Indebtedness, (long)
96#
50.000
do. 96)
1000.do (Nov). 96
1.000 .do. 961
7.000 ..do (endorsed).100)
6.000 .do (Oct). 97
603 U 8 February
27 Boston and Maine Railroad... 166

Coupons,.180

quote 00ft62c.with a strong upward tendency
and considerable *|*eculative feeling in the market.
now

SEEDS.—The trade in Gram Seeds continues quite
active, with a continued speculative feeling in the
market. Timothy or Herds Grass Seed has advauced,sales having beeu made at 92.88ft8.00. We now
93
quote Clover Seed U)ftl2jc 1*haslb. amt Red
advanced, and we
ft 3 25 #> bag.
Canary Seed
now quote 94 25 a 4.50.
SPICKS.—The Spice market still eutertaius a strong
advancing tendcucy for nearly all description*. We
have increased our quotations for Cloves, which are
Arm at 86ft38c, aud Ginger 36ft36c, and Nutmegs 08
ha* also ad vane(jttfc,andPimento 23ft25c
mTand the market is excited at 28<*8hc

Ilammonla..

Southampton

to i>»rA»f.
New Yoik Liverpool.Feb
York Bremen...
Feb
Liv er pool.> eb
Bohemian.Portland
Feb
Europa.Boston.Liverpool

Australasian.

11
14
14
18
Etna.New York Liverpool.Feb 21
Boruwia.. New York.. Ilarnhurv*.Feb 21
Anglo Saxon.... ..Portland ..Liverpool...... Feb 21
Asia .New York .Liverpool
Feb 26
Mails are forwarded by every steamer in the regu
•ar lines.
Tbe steamers for or from l^verpool call a
Queenstown, except tbe Canadian
which call a
...

Hausa.,.New

lidl,

Londonderry.

Ml Match* ALMiMt.
Wdnrfi,.
Fcknarj II.

as:--

PORT OF PORTLAND.
Taenlsy,.FebraaFy

lO.

ARRIVED.
Bark Annie E Sherman, (of New York) Thompson,
Keeuehunk.
Seh Inkerman, (Br) Walsh. Halifex.
Sch Julia A Rich, Moore, Ellsworth.
Sch Savoy. Mayo. Tremont tor New Bedford.
Steamer Montreal, Prince, Boston.

CLEARED.
Seh Ocean Ranger. Lewis. Havana, br J D Lord.
Sch Ann. Johnson. Husto**, by Jos H White.
Sch Ellen Merrimau. Hamilion, Boston, by John
Lynch k Co.

SAILED—wind WN W—hark Harry Booth: brigs
Kennedy, Geo Amos, Charlena, and otheif.

C H

[ Reported for tbe Press.]
GEORGETOWN !) C
K*»h
»n~
Marat on ; West Dennis, Crowell, and Robert Kent.
J
fm
Raker,
Baltimore,
Dickson,Creighton, Havre
de Grace.

Bark Jane A Bishop, Wolfe, at New York from
New Orleans, reports, Jan 9. off Matfanilla Reef,
saw a ship of about 900 or 10U0 tons, bound North,
with a Jury mainmast and loss of fore and mJseu
topgallant mast Was painted black
Sch Georgia, (of Rockland) from Arroyo for Baltimore. went ashore one mile South of llatteras Inlet,
on the morning of the 6th inet. the wind being SE
and thick at the time. She had a cargo of molasses
and sugar, and both vessel and cargo will probably
be a total loss. The vessel has bilged and is foil of
water.
Sch Christiana, Geer, before reported ashore at
Lewes, Del, and another, name not ascertained, have
been got off and are anchored at the Breakwater;
one still remains ashore inside the point of the Cape.
The sch Leo, of Rockland, is much damaged and not
worth getting off.
Hliip Jos Gilchrist. Lavender, for Liverpool, while
at anchor at gasnatliw 10th was discovered to he sn
lire foreward, but it was speedily extinguished, and
the «hip proceeded to sen.
Ship Mortimer Livingston, ashore at Carson’s Inlet. will be a total lorn.

DOMESTIC POETS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 9th last, ships Arey. from
New York; Wild Rover, from Boston.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 9th. ship Wm F Schmidt,
from Boston; bark Commerce. Robinson, do; brig
J Me I nt v re, Xelntvre. do: sch Senator, Bray, do;
81st. ship Onward. from New York
Cld 30th, ship Catharine, Freeman, for New York;
bark St Mary, Pendleton, Boston; brig Edwin, Barter. do
Sid 25th, harks Pearl, and E A Cochrane.

BALTIMORR-Artth. brig Mansanilla. Havea.fta

Havana; sch J H Horton. Freeman, Boston.
Cld 7th. brig Wm Nichols. Friets, Auuia Creek;
»cli« Jas Garcelon. Anderson, do; Willie, Parrott,
and Martha Hall, Gilchrist, do; Advance. Leighton,
and Tantamount, Davis, do.
Mid 6th. brig Clarence. PhJamry. Pernambuco.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 7th. sch# R Knight, Endieott. Washington; N E Clark. Fort Royal it'.
CM 7th, schs Engineer, Higgins,Boston; R Knight.
^
Endicott. New

To"k

NEW YORK-Ar 8th. ships Pacific. Benson. Now
Orleans 15 days: T J Moathard. Howard. Kev West
16 days; barks Mary Lee, Morton, Palermo, with loss
of foremast. Jibboom. he: J M Hicks. Green man, fm
New Orleans; E A Cochran. Bowden, and Jane A
Bishop. Wolfe, do; Benefhetor. Corning. Yokohama
Japan. Oct 9; brig* Eaglet, Terry, Peraambac; JD
Lincoln. Stover. Matanzas 11 days; schs Free Wind,
Robinson, fen Nowbern NC; E J Talbot. Ames bury,
Savan-la-Mar. Ja: Sea Flower, Clark, and R Corson,
Higbt. Philadelphia.
Ar 9th. shlpc R F Willets. from Whampoa; bark
W II Newman, from Rio Janeiro; brigs Open Sea,
from Key West; C W King, from Hsvmm.
Ar 10th. bark B Fountain, from Cardenas.
Cld 9th. chips Flora. Peter*, for Dublin; Marcia
O seen leaf. Merry man, for Bristol; Euoch Bernard.
Fletcher. Liverpool; barks Annie Kimball. Hanphrevs, Bnenos Ayres: Bradford, Cables, Philadelschs Viola, ftiaskeil. Vera Crus; Goo Dailey,
phia';
Roger*. Havana; Phebe. Morrow, do.
Sid 7th. ships Emerald Isle. Jo* Gilehrict Aurora,
Gen McClellan. Excel dor. Glad Tidings; barks Florence Rogers. Lucy Nelson. Leland, Morning Star,
and Eagle: brig Belle of the Bav.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 8th, sch Elizabeth B. Burgess.

New York.
BRISTOL— Ar 7th, seh John Farnham, Hall, from
Providence for Philadelphia.
NEWPORT—Ar 7th. schs Lizzie W Over. McDuffie. Providence for Philadelphia; Willie G.
son. do for do; San Jnan. Haskell, do for NewYort;
Sea Mark. Bolan, Fall River tor do; Seoato#Davis,
Philadelphia for Elizabetbport.
FALL RIVER—Ar 7th, sch Caroline, Dyer, New
Bedford; Amanda. Kelley. Elizabeth port
BOSTON—Ar 9th. brigs A J Ross, Small, Cardenas 22d nit; Elmir*. Han, Sagua 18th ult via Newschs Pearl. Hill. Georgetown; R B Pitts, Paal.
tckland; Napoleon. Colby. Wise asset.
CM 9th. bark Sarah L Bryant. Lane. Smyrna; seh*
G J Julies. Crowell. Baltimore; Edwia Reed, Good-

Thomp-

Crt:

speed. Philadelphia.

Ar loth, barks Andrew Carney, Mayo. Smyrna;
John Aviles. Hutchinson, Matanzas; brigs Chatham.
Simpson. Palermo.
Hark Windward, front Newport. E, is ashore on
the Spit, bat will come off at high water.
CM lmh. barks Starlight. Berry. Aspinwal: Paramount. Gorham. Beaufort NC; Oak. Ryder, Philadelphia: brig J Hick more. Tracey. Portland: schs
lisrdscrshhie. Gregory. Baltimore; C arrie M Rich.
Hardy. Wiaterport; Comet. Howe, Hath.
SALEM— Ar 6th. schs Carrie A Pitman, Turner,
New York; 8th, American Eagle, do.
SM 7th. schs Catharine Beals, (from Belfast* for
Choptauk River: Defianee. from Portland) for New
York; Robert Woodruff, (from Boston) for Bucksport; American Chief, Prcssey, (from New York) for
Portland.

FOREIGN PORTS.
At Bnenos Ayres Dec 9, ship B Ay mar. Sawyer. On
New York. Just* ar.
At Leghorn 14th ult. ships Lydia Skolfleld, Mkolfield, for Boston : Flora McDonald, Fuller, for New
York; Portsmouth. Tarltou, do.
At Pernambuco 12th ult. brigs W M Dodge.Anderson. foi Philadelphia, ar Dec .lu. for do. Idg.
At Matanzas 31st ult. bark Aucy Frances. Gray, to
load for Philadelphia; brig P jI tinker, Carlisle.wtg.
[Per steamship Haase—additionaJ )
Pot into Portsmouth 18th. Louisa Hatch, Grant,
from H avre for Cardiff.
Ar at Cardiff 17tb, Victoria Reed. Thompsoa. from

London.

96th. Snowbird. Crocker, for

Eut out at Newcastle

Ar at Cromarty 17th. Mary Robinson. Me€tear*,
from Callao for Aberdeen, put in to lighten, as she
drew too much water to euter Aberdeen.
Ar at Queenstown l*th. John Spmr. Booker, from
Moutevmdo; Chase. Hamilton. Bahia.
Ar at Caleatta

Singapore.

Dee 9, Auna Decatur, Pickering, fin

Dardanelles 8th nit. Evening Star. Robinson,
Constantinople for Falmouth
Bark Chase. Hamilton, at Queenstown, reports.
Jan M. on the 5th bar. 39 3ft. H Mew one of the most
frightfal gales over experienced, the squalls being
terrific. nud the vessel lying over with decks fell or
water; was obliged to knork away a portion of the
bu warks to let the water out; the after hatch was
wasned off the staples being drawn with it.
Hong Kong. Dec 15— The Lucky Star was loci an
the Island ot Formosa.
[Per steamship Earopa. at Ifalffhx.]
Ar

at

from New Orleans for Liverabandoned at sea. All the crew, except
were
lost.
captain,
The steamship St Andrew, from Glasgow for Parta nd. put into Londonderry 22d. 5 days out.
The Wm Cory, from New York ter Loodoa. put
into Falmouth 23d. leaky ; decks swept, lost masts,
and other damage.

Ship Pamelia Flood,

pool,
the

was

SPOKE*.
Jan 14. off Tuskar, bark Home, Clifford, fm Liverpool for Havana.
Jan 14. no lat. Ac. ship Flora Southard. Woodruff,
from Cardiff for New York.
Jan 37. lat 19 46. Ion X 19. ship Alhambra, 43 days
from Liverpool tor Now York.
Feb 1. lat 3K. Ion 84. bark Koanoke. from Laguayra
for Philadelphia.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
MARRIED.
In East Trenton. Jan. 18th, Watson K. Springer
and Mi** Emma J. Coggins.
At Mar* (Iill. Jan. loth, John M. Taplcv and Miss
Margaret J Noble, both of Alva Plantation.
In Eden. Jan. 14th. William F. Richards and Mias
Eliza L. lliggiu*. both of E.

!fl. C. ML Association.
Jk

gfsa

The next

LxcTtruxe

meeting of this Association for
axi>

•yfjp daj eveinn^.
ThiPuilio

Derate* will be held Lhnrs-

Feb. 13. at 7J o'clock, in their

axe invited.

Question for
DIED.

Top

Pepper

New York.. Jan 28
Jan 28
Jan 29
.Jan 31
»b 7
h b II
t«-b 14
New York
Feb 26

.Liverpool.Cortland
'iw*
Liverpool.New York
Liverpool.Boston...
o "“-T
Bnvntla.Southampton Nee York
China......Liverpool.New \ ork

10.890.do.102 J
200 United States Fire-Twenties. 97

17: Prime 913 60a 14 ; and Extra Prime 914a 14 6*>
Early in the week 60 brls Mess sold at 916, and 60
brls Clear at 918 p brl. On Wednesday Ij tons of
Portland cured tlams sold at 9}e.
Beef remains
steady at our former quotations.
PLASTER—The market remains firm at our recent
adv aiiced uric***. and stocks diminishing. Soft is
worth 92 25o2 50, aud Hard 92 U0a2 26 l> ton; and
Ground 9Aft6 25.
RUM —We notice a farther advance on Rum, and

SALT.—The market is Arm for both Liverpool and
Turk's Island at our last advance*
Fine ground Table aud Butter Salt remain steady at 22c iu bags or
Boxes.

Review oi the Market*

Boston. '.....Jan 24

Saxon

reach

®21c;

913*14, aud

...

Southampton

..Liverpool.New York.

stant

HOI’S.—We quote growth of 1862 at 14@16c.
IRON.—All grades of Iron have undergone a further advance, aud the market is unsettled and prices
still teuding up. Pig Iron is now worth 938*42 p
ton, cash, and Common Bar 4i.<$44, Refined 4j*6c;
Swede 7} *8. and Norway 8j®9; Cast Steel 2rta2Kc;
English Blistered do. 2(V*4lc; Spring do 12*14c;
English Sheet Iron is now worth 6*7c; Russia do 18

so

the 10th and 11th of

invited to call.

are

A Cough, Cold, or am Irritated Throat, if
allowed to progress, results In serious Pulmonary
and Bronchia! affections, oftentimes incurable.

HIDES AND SKINS.—We notice an advancing
We quote Buenos
Ayres Hide* 9>d-31c Western 21 «22c. and Slaughter
Hides 64<< 7}c; Gwen Salted 91.96*2.00 and Dry 120
*1 90; Calcutta Cow 1.90*2.10; and Call-skins 11
«13c.

ncii

NOTICES.

Wealkt Kkllby will be in attendance at
Medical Office. 214 Congress street, Tuesday and

sick

advanc-

Nwt*.—We wish It to be understood that our quotations represent prices of large lots from first bauds,
uuleaa otherwise stated, and that iu tilling small orders, higher rates have to be charged.

liberty.

dec22dly

Dr. J.
his

tendeucyon Hides and Skins.

lar

for

SPECIAL

ing tendency, 91 iOfa'l 06 being the rnling prices for
Western Mixed, though some are holding for 1 06*

Stockholm Tar continues to sell at

woman

tion.

FISH.—Dry Fish continue to advance daily. Prices
have already reached the highest Agure ever before
realized in this market, sales of 200 qtls large Cod
having been made at 96; the same price was subsequently re (Vised for the same quality of Fish. There
h» boon considerable mmemeiit in mackerel at a«lvanced prices. About 9000 brls sold to go out of
market at 911 for No. 1 Shore, aud 8g£8 60 for No. 2
Bay. We also notice a sale of 60U boxes Scaled Mag
daline Herring at 28c.
FLOCK.—All grades have declined about } since
the date of our last
report. The deciiniug tendency
Of g«*!«l. together with the dullness of New York
markets have had a corresponding effect upon this
market, aud transactions have been light tlie past,
few days. There is however no disposition to soil
large lots at much decline.as full prices are looked for
particularly lor the higher grades.

For the week ending Feb. 11,1863, prepared expressly lor the 1'kcss. by Mr. M. X. itich.

now at

in another column picking Samboci
Speer’s Wine. It is an admirable article
used in hospitals, and by the first families in Paris
London aud New York, in preference to old Port
Wine. It is worth a trial, as it gives great satisfac-

FRL'IT.—The market remains qniet without any
uew feature to notice.
Raisins are more Arm at advanced price*. We now quote Bunch Box 93 87}'®
4 oo.and Lay ers 94 00*4 76. Ourquotations for Cask
Raisin*are nominal, as there are few if any in market. We recently noticed some decline on Lemons,
and now quote Malaga at 92 00, and Messina 2 60*
3 on. Messina Oranges are selling in this market at
93 00*3 26 p box.

an

SAILS

DISASTERS.
Seta

Grapew,

fhor

GRAIN.—Corn continnes to maintain

FOR

2an<** .Southampton. New York. Jan 21
Bolii-mian.Liverpool.Portland-Jan 22

Feb.

article in our name. We have secured the
right for the whole State of Maine, of Landstrom’s Patent Soap Stone Roaster, which
saves the oils of coflees, giving them greater
strength and a fluer flavor than can be produced in an iron roaster.
We thank our
friends for their generous patronage, and intend to look alter their interests by guarding
them against imposition, and shall be happy to
answer all orders promptly with which they
inav favor us.
L. J. Hill. A Co.
fel)7—<11 w*

1.04

2.
3,

SUGARS.—'The market for both raw and bard
Sugars continues firm and prices buoyant, A further
advance has taken place on refined, aud we adjust
our quotations accordingly, the ruling prices on
Thursday aud Friday being about 15fftl&i tor Crushed. Granulated aud f*owdered. As we noticed in our
last. Raw Sugars are Arm at 2ft8c advance, and
stocks light. The factory price for Portland A A has
been advanced to 11c. There is no single A now to
be had at the factory, and but very light stock of

of the cubs out

uninjured, seized

Cusack got out

ar-

mined with

exploring
Penobscot, he

while he

township

on

It

decline of

Halifax, NS—Sch Inkman—116 tibd* sugar, to
Geo 11 Starr.

MARIN K NEWS.

Caution.

dollar ou Lehigh Coal in Philcontinue to advance.
CORDAGE.—We notice a further advance on
Cordage since the date of our last, and now quote
Manilla 17fgl81c. American Cordage 16.o,I64c; Russia Hemp i9gltttc; Russia Bolt rope l9g^a)c, and
Manilla do 20g20i. We also uotice a decided advance on al||kiuds of twine, and
quote Cotton Sail
95c 1.00; Flax and Hemp do 50.g,56c
lb.
DUCK.—The Portland Duck Co. have recently advanced their prices, as will be seen by the following
scale:
a

adelphia. Freights

interest.

becomes

our

Capital his old friend. But
General Butler, speaking the truth and uttering his owu convictions upon the subject of
war and slavery, must he ostracized and proscrilx'd by his old |K>lilical associates and perBeadtleld,

CANDLES —Mould Candles remain Arm and unat 134gl4c, and Sperm 32 g35c p tb.
CEMENT.—Trade is limited at this season, yet
prices have somewhat advanced, aud dealers are now
askiug 81 40,0,145 per cask.
ton at reCOAL.—Dealers continue to ask #10
tail for White Ash, Lehigh and Frauklin, though we

PRODUCE—The produce market continues to rule
quiet. Potatoes have beeu rather dull for several days
past, and tiave undergone some decline—prices ranged at about 91 50ft 1 62
bbl. or 46ft55 p bush, to-

‘•domestic institutions” is

as

with such

and Iuvite to the

of

propoaitlui

changed

or

a

public

jyjohn Cusack,

noticed considerable excitement
New lork last week in both Leaf and Manufactured Tobacco, sntce the
to issue Tobacco with army rat louH. and also to increase the
duties on this article. 25,ooo
pkgs manufactured
have sold in that market within the
past ten days at
advanced prices Dealers in this market are generalfrom
8o.l0c higher. 1 here
ly holding choice brands
i* also more desire on the part of speculators to lavest in this class of merchandize.
FREIGHTS.—Tonnage is still very scarce, and
there is a brisk demand for vessels to load for Cuba.
The following engagements have been efleeted during the week bark James E. Ward, to come from
New York and load box shook*, for a port north
side,at2-4c; brig Matilda, for Cardenas, at 90c for
boxes, 68c for hnd shocks, and 912
M for hoops;
brig Trindelen, out to Havana and return, at 99.75
for molasses; brig Rio Grande, (180 tons) to load
shooks for Havana, or Matanzas, at 91400 out; brig
Viator, for Remedies, at 68c for sugar box shooks,
63c for molasses shooks. flu p M for boards, aud 912
^ M for hoops on deck; sch Windward, (carrying
about 190 tons) out to Matauzas, or Cardenas, at
round sum of 91.500. There is an active demand for
vessels to
carry headings, oat*, hay, Ac., to New
lork, Philadelphia aud Fortress Monroe.

CHEESE.—Prices have advanced. Choice Vermont
and Canada dairies are uow selling at 12s<£13c, and
Country 11 a.Pic, according to quality.

PAINTS.—All kiq|hi Paints are Arm at higher
American
Zinc
is
now
worth 98 ft
French do loalOj. Boston and Portlaiid
Leads have advanced.and are now selling at 911 60;
Lewis Lead 11 50 0*912. Litharge aud Red Lead have
We now quote
also advanced, aud we quote lie
Damar Varnish 93 50,p4 00, aud Coach 93 26«6 00.

so

publication. Non-intervention

would have been the first to welcome back

story in the Bangor Whig.

TOBACCO.—We

COOPERAGE.—The market continues exceedingly dull and heavy for all kinds Country (ooperaire.
There is little or no sale for country sawed Shooks.
The glutted state of Cuba markets coutiuucs to restrict the deinaud for City Shooks, and prices have
somewhat fallen off. We* notice the sale of 600 City
made on Thursday at 82.75. Hoops are in good demand at 90g831 |> M.
COFFEE.—The market retaius au advancing tendency, with more activity at full prices. Sales of
small lots continue to be made at 33g34c for Java,
Rio32a33c, and St Domingo 30g31c.
CREAM TARTAR.—Sales ot Pulverized continue
to be made in small lots at 35c
lb. Pure Crystals
have advancc*d and weMbw quote 60c.

notice

lor

hi

large.

y The Lewiston Journal says Surgeon

is

some

1

—

the outbreak of the rebellion.

the 1st

BREAD.—The recent advances in flour has had the
effect t increase the prices for Bread. We nowouote

__IMPORT*.

all

gravies of Teas. Choice cargo grades
Oolong are generally held at about 5c advance. There
Is much confidence entertained in this class of
goods
which
more or less with the fluctuations
sympathize
hi gold.
W e quote a fair article of fine Oolong* at
d)ai5c; and Choice do. 78o/80c:
Souchong, Ankol,
and lower grades NVa&tc
p lb.

Pilot I6&6 50. and Snip 5g.5i, and Crackers *3j g,4c
100.
P lb, or35g40c
BOX SHOOKS.—Good Pine Box Shooks continue
in fair request at ahuuMs>g'>5c, and
Spruce 46g48c;
transactions have bten moderate, and though they
have been arriving quite freely, yet the stock is not

GUNPOWDER. We continue to quote Dupont's
and Oriental Co's Rifle and Sporting at 96 50*7 25,
and Blasting ha-* recently advanced.
We now
quote Buck field H anting 4J *5.

the

Surgeon Warren Hunter, 16th regiment; Major
Charles Walker, 10th; Capt. W\ H. Clark, 4th;
Capt W'. H. Johnson, 27th; ('apt. B. 1>. Baxter,
Marine Artillery; 1st Lieut. George Webster,
14th; 2d Lieut. B. F. .Stevens, 14th; 2d Lieut. BB. Hanson, 19th; Lieut C. W. Merrill, 6th Battery; Assistant Surgeon, J. Sawyer, 10th; Lieut
Hiram Mo<fre, 23d; Surgeon H. S. R. Wiggin,

discourse

firm

general?" inquired a
rear, as usual,” replied

resignation

Regiment

sparsely.

We noticed sales at these quotations during
1 06.
the week. <tats continue to come forward slowly,
and are brisk at 6**6l)c p bush. Prices for Short#
and Fine Feed remain nominal at 923t*25 p ton for
Shorts, and 27^90 for Fine Feed.

companion. “In
j Henry Ward.

Official information has been received of the
of the following officers: Assistant

letter

to

y The Eastport Sentinel says the Rock-

Band of the 8th Maine

a

is

“Where is the

behind.

Augusta, Feb. 10,1863.

The Gov-

as

departcharge

y Beecher was on the same train with
McClellan Saturday—in a front car, the hero

iar Tile Free South of Jan. 24th says “the

introduced

simply

al of the Advertiser office, the local
ment of that paper has been placed in

Adjourned.

ernor’s letter shows that the view we gave at
first of his agency in the transaction, was esthat

remov-

Argus.
happen ? The Argus
quotes approvingly Horace Greeley and Fred.
Douglas. That paper should be looked after.
Is its collar working loose ?
sar- Our rc|K>rter was mistaken in saying
there was uo appeal from the decision of the
chair on the resolutions offered by Dr. Chadwick. There was an appeal, but the chair
was sustained, 13 to 3.

ferred to the Judiciary Committee.
Various petitions were presented and referred. |
Engroesed in concurrence.—Resolve giving

day, for

raised.

were

informed that since the

are

What

Lewey.

his con-

appointed by the
War, Superintendent of Nurses

of the local editor of the

Mr. Hopkinson, of Fort Fairfield, presented a
bill relating to land certificates, which was re-

to

with

Lander has been

We

effective.

bridge

safely

off

that could be done.

rooms, the windows of which

Mr. Shaw, of Portland, presented the petition
of John H. Williams for an amendment of the

of

came

y An old citizen of Concord, X. H., says
during several days in the early part of
January, 1810, the people there ate dinners in

On motion of Mr. Turner of Augusta, the
Committee on Militia was directed to enquire into
the expediency of amending Chap. 134, of the
laws of 1862, relating to the enrollment and organization of the militia, so as to make the same

completion

doing all

that

assessment

power
on .Manufactures.

Spear

for the Military Denartment of the South.

and collection of taxes.”

Committee

Galveston, and

at

Secretary of

instructed to enquire into the expediency of repealing Chap. 191, of the laws of 1860, entitled

and Water

fight

General

On motion of Mr. Gunnison of Scarboro*, it
ordered that the Judiciary Committee be

Presumpscot Land
Company. Referred to the

Captain

Democrat says that
participated in the

SOAP.—Castile Soap we now quote at lM'a ITe.and
loathe A Gore’s Extra 94c, Family 8). and No. 1 7?.
Chemical Olive 9, and Soda 10c. Other Soap* are
tirm at increased prices.
TEAS.—The market continue* to rule quiet |l»ut

—

was

charter of the

Rockland

Alden T.

y The Beaufort Free South says Mrs.

beasts.
On motion of Mr. Rigby of Newburg, the
Committee on Agriculture was instructed to present a bill requiring owners of lands in this
State to adopt some method for the destruction
of the Canada thistle.

COjrriXUKD.

war.

his vessel after

enquire into the expediency of
amending Chap. 23, Sec 3, R. S., relating to stray-

more

the Union

Z3T The Masonic Lodge in Bangorhastwo
Colonels, one Lieut. Colonel, two Majors,fourteen Captains aud any quantity ol under offi-

to

on

;has written a
Secretary, Peter G.

on

The

S.

now

Guthrie

Washington, Esq., in which he says
fighting for ten years.

a

Chap. 6, R.

but he is

is worth

cers, in the

“act additional to

weeks,

letter to Ills old Assistant

burn; resolve in favor of John Noel and Attean

Expedition.

city

improving.
y Ex-Secretary

biildiso.

for the Bauks*

The Bath Times says Rev. Mr. Rugg
has been confined to his room with

jy*
of that

On motion of Mr, Haskell of Garland, it was
ordered, that the Committee on Agriculture be

nection with Mr. Southard, the ageut under
Commodore Vanderbilt for charU-ringthe sail-

ard?

y Capt. Larrabee and Quartermaster
Wakefield, of the Maine 19th, arrived home
at Bath on a short furlough ou Monday last.

concurrence.

instructed

England.

Gen. McClellan’s body-guard—a company of the 16th regulars—has gone to the army of the Cumberland.

motion of Mr. Rob-

duty

It is now the

dimensions.

y

erts, was indefinitely postponed.
Passed to be engrossed.—Act to authorize the
Kennebec Telegraph Co. to lease or sell their
line; act to continue in force the provisions of
the act, additional to the act, incorporating the

further time for the

Bangor Whig publishes
Washburn, explaining

back for their own

thousands of cattle.
£y The Boston Post has Increased its size

HOUSE.

PARK.

from Ex-Gov.

for it

zing for

to its former

McClellan is not.

ment

The Houlton Times defines a “grass
widow” to be one whose lands afford fine gra-

Bill to amend Sec. 3, Chap. 76, R. S., relating
to levies on real estate, was read a second time,
and, on motion of Mr. Wiggin, was tabled.
Bill for the preservation of certain birds, was
second time, and,

million

one

y

Prayer by Rev. Mr. Waterman of Hallowell.
Papers from the Senate were disposed of in

Benjainiti

sentially correct;

week amounted to
of dollars.

government.

a

New York

operations in
nearly

estate

last

Adjourned.

G F Kane, H. 4th.
( B Whitehouse. B,17th.
F A Long. B. 17th.
Alden S Dudley, 6th battery.
Pat Hunesburv. G, 2d.
Ira Morse, I, 6th.
C A Cummers, C. 2d.
Thomas StoaU. 1, 2d.
Asa Wiggin. 1. 6th.
C A Everson, K, 5th.
John Anderson. K. 16th,
J S Young. F, 4th.
P 31 Gefcnell, F, 4tb.
M McColJer, II. 16th.
8 Oliver, 11, 16th.
J C Turner, 11, 16th.
Moses Whitney, it, 6th—discharged Jau. 20.
F Emmons, II, 5th.
E D G us bee. K, 20th.
Stephen <’ Howard, C, 20th.
C M Beadle. C, 20th.
K A Davis, I, 6th.
Alvin M Holt, K. 20th.
Wm 11 Higgins, 11.20th.
Andrew F Hooper, F, 6th.
Richard <> Brackett, A. 5th.
m a swan. A. otn.
John Jordan. 6th battery.
L Crawford. 1. 20th—discharged Jan. 11
T A Davis. I. 20th.
C B Hazen. E. 4th.
J E Weed, I. 20th—returned to duty.
II Brown, I, 20th.
Joseph York, F, 19th.
N A Einniond*. H. 6th.
Win O Ryan. F, 10th.
A Norton, F, 6th.
E J Ford. B. 16th,
A I) Alexander, K. 20th.
James Walsh, I. loth.
A H 1’rtT, t cavalry.
W D Ervin, B. 16th.
J W Gilman, A. 20th.
W A Decker, A,2»th. 9
J B Goweu, E, 4th.
A L Hutchinson. II. 20th.
W II Higgins, 11. 20th.
James E Emerson. 2p battery.
David Haines, B. 16th.
Oshert Bufdrd, H, 20th.
Wm II Stedman, R. 20th.
W K Newtou, K, 20to—returned to duty.
W E Willey, 11,20th.
E E Decker. E. cavaliy.
J B Wentworth, h .20th.
C W Chapman, ii, 20th.
A G Whittier, 8<1 battery,
W H Freeborn. 6th battery.
J H Hanschpacker. 6th battery.
Ira Ingraham, H, 20th—returned to duty.
Joseph Weed, C, 4th.
G> II Fennel), H, 17th.
A L Oxton E, 20th.

ing ships

y Real

in Washington County was read, and on motion
of Mr. Woods was tabled.
Passed to be enacted. Act to amend Chnp.
149, of the laws of 1862, relating to attachments
in civil actions; act to amend Art. 22, Section 4,
Chap. 1, R. S., relating to rules of construction;
act to provide in part for the expenditures of

second time, and, on
imported pa)>er
motion of Mr. Jordan, tabled.
Various petitions were presented and referred.

CC Far rah, C,29th.
William Foster, K.20th.
Alonzo Fogg. D. 20th.
ArtleyGrant. H.20tn.
George (i ill ford, I, 20th.
Wm H Gatchell, G. 20th. •
B C McClain. II. 20th.
D N Mason, G. 6th
William Jordan, C, 20th.
B W Burhliam. D. 2otb
II P Bailey, G. 90tft.
C 1> Bachelder. E, 20th
F H Knowlton. II. 20th.
Wm A Cole, E. 20th.
Elias Delano, C. 20th.
Samuel M Given. 3d battery.
E Humphrey, E. 2oth.
E D Stevens, A, 20th.
Albert W Tennev. I, 20tb.
Albert T Newtill, Iv. 20th—returned to duty.
Edward P Kniglit. B, 10th
Stephen 11 Powell, A, 20i!».
Daniel J Andrews, I, 20tli.
Ezra Elliott, F. 20th.

The

y The Saco Democrat says Wm.S. Noyes
of that town, Hospital Steward in the Maine
5th, has been appointed Assistant Surgeon.

concurrence.

Resolve in relation

page—A War Hymn;
under Homeopathic Treat-

merit; i&c.

lowell.

Pa|>ers from

—

On the fourth

Augusta, Feb. 10.

was

Edward C. Betts. E. 2d.
John Kennedy, A, 6th.
Wm. H. Hyser, II, 20th.
George Estabrook, H, 20th.

TO BE

TO THE DAILY

Resolve in relation to reduction of

A. F. Parker, K, 6th.
Alonz * Smith, D, 6th.
A. Y, Stevens, G. 6th.
8. B. Rowes. I, 7th—returned to duty.
Adelbert Kidder. C. 8th—returned to duty.
H. A. Russell, C, loth.
George Kendall, A, 10th.
lieury A. Savage. F, 10th.
John Swett. B. 10th.
A. R- small, B, 10th.
G. A. Soule. C, 10th—returned to duty.
James II. Widbur, G, 10th.
Thomas P, Itlain. 1>, 11th.
l>eou Dill. H, 11th.
C'has. W. Trott. I. 11th—returned to duty.
M. C. Libby, H, 16th.—returned to duty.
Wm. B. Nason, H, 16th.
John F. Wilman, G, 16tb—returned tv duty.
F. O. Hull, C. 17th.
J. F. Snow, B. 17th,
G. B. Stiuchfleld, E. Cavalry.
Thatcher Burbank. 2d battery.
Otis Connent,5tb battery.
J. B. Counent, C, 4th.
J. F. Knowlton, I, 4th.
W. 8-Moores, A, 4th.
H. P Stevens, D.4th.
L. B. Varney. E, 4th.
H. J. Hatch*. II. 16th.
Robert Holmes. H. 16th.
David Higgins, F, 4th—died of typhoid ferer^lan.4
J. E. Bealh, E, 4th,
John Webster, 11, 4th.

wEPT’a

DISPATCH

On motion of Mr. Woods.it was ordered, that
the Judiciary Committee he instructed to enquire
what legislation is necessary in relation to taxing
deposits in Savings Banks.

AKKAFCL1S.

BUTTER.—There is a steady fair demand for
Choice Vermont Dairies at 22 g 24c, and Cauada and
Western Firkin at 21 «22c, and Country Ball 2*>«2lc.
Store Butter remains
steady at log 17c, with a
fair supply in market. Good*Butter comes in very

Oil the first page
Washington Letter; the Bowdoin “Diogenes”; Apples for the
Soldiers.

of Gardiner and Pittston bridge;
act to authorize the City of Hath to lend further
aid to the Androscoggin Railroad Co.

Libby. 1.90th.
Fox, G. 10th.
Warrell.G. 19th.
Charies E. Davis, A. 20th.
Thomas 31 Murray, 1st Cavalry.

SELECTED.

AND

y

Proprietors

J, W.
G. II.
E A.

PATTERPOH

ORIGINAL

———

read

severest

and to restore the

by telegraph.

I

In this city, Feb. loth, of scarletina. Elizabeth T.,
eldest child of Thomas and Letlicc O. Pennell, aged
3 years and 14 days
nr*Funeral services on Wednesday, at 11 o'clock,
at the SherifPs house, on Oxford street.
In this city, Feb loth, Mrs. Ruth Otis, aged 60 yra.
! Sf‘Funeral on l lmr-iUy afternoon, at 2 o'clock,
pom her late residence. No 22 Sumner street.
lu thi* city. Feb. 9th. Lizzie, daughter of E. A. and
Nellie F. Sawyer, aged 3 mouths 27 days.
In keunebunk, Jan 29th. Lydia, wife of the late
Natli'l Mendum, aged 86 years. 31st, Miss Hannah
Auu. daughter of the late Capt. Joseph Hatch, aged
68 years.
Id Saco, Jdd. JStta, Mr. Jim Chad bourn*. a*ed
W y*dn.

H-fJrrd, That Slavery to • violation of th« law* of
Gad ami the right, of man; that effort. to sustain it
In thtocountry nave lavolved a. in cIvM war; that
any political portv whmie principle, tend to perpetuate the iutitntioii it unworthy of cuntldenco or inpport; and that the »urc*t and .hortevt method of return to permuueut peace lie. In vlgoroa*ly •attaining the prreent Ail mill 1.1 ration
l’er order of Committee.
E. M CARSLET, Soc’y.
febio

BOARDING.
GENTLEMAN andbto with,

or

two

ar

three

obtain board at MRS
A
•inglegeutlemea,
RUNELL’S. No. a Appleton Block, Congrem rtreet
con

Reference. exchanged
Portland, Eeb. if IMS
e

dlw

Horse Thief.—A horse, steigh, buffalo

ABOUT TOWN.

MATTERS

BY TELEGRAPH.

robe and harness were stolen

Monday night
Milliken, at Dun-

Supreme Judicint Court.
JANUARY

TERM—CUTTINO J., PRESIDING.
case of Horey vs.Chase,

Tuesday.—In the

all put in in the forenoon.
In the afternoon Mr. Kami made an able argument lor the defense, occupying three and a
the evidence

was

half hours.

At the conclusion of his arguadjourned to 9 o’clock Wednes-

ment, Court

day morning,

which time Mr. Woodman

at

will commence the

closing argument

for

plain-

tiff.
___

Court....Feb. 10.

Municipal
Rufus X. Higgins, for assault
on Joseph B. Walker, was lined
assaulted,

gins
was

is

a

five dollars

This is the case where the negro

and costs.
was

battery

and

mentioned yesterday.

as

10th

in the

private

committed

to

jail

Hig-

regiment.

He

from the stable of Mr. Ira
utan corner, Scarboro’. It is not known what
route the thief took w ith the stolen team, and
no suspicion is entertained hs to who the thief
was.

of

a

Gorham,

brought

was

that It

was a sort of horse-jockeying case; and
that the defendant claimed that he took the
animal under some show of right.
He was

Vinton &

complaint.

the

Dennett for the defense.
Martin McCafl'erty, John Melody, and Edward Cushman, three lads from 12 to 14 years
of age, were brought up, charged with making a boisterous noise in Cumberland street,
and using indecent and profane language ou

They pleaded guilty, and were
each, in accordance with the
City ordinance. Not having tjie money to
pay their flues, they were placed in charge of
a police officer.
the Sabbath.

fined flve dollars

Dr. Chadwick’s Resolutions.—We

were

engaged in the Board of Aldermen Monday
evening when Dr. Chadwick offered his resolutions in the Board of Common Council, censuring Hon. S. E. Spring for remarks made in
the Senate, and, consequently, our account of
the proceedings were somewhat inaccurate, as
those of the

were

following

we

Advertiser.

Argq^nd

are

assured is

a

The

correct state-

ment:

Dr. Chadwick

inquired
table, and,

if there

any
informed

were

his

preamble and resolutions.
During the
reading he wa* called to order by Mr. Stevens
of Ward 6. The President, Mr. Fox, said he
would hear the resolutions through, and would
then decide the question. After the resolutions had been handed to the Chair, and while
the President was perusing them. Mr. Chadwick made some remarks in support of them.

The President said that the portion of the
and resolutions that reflected upon
the character of Mr. Spring for truth and

preamble

was

a

of order.

Mr. S-

brother member of the Board.

More-

were

decidedly out

over, the President thought that the Common
Council had no more right to censure or inSenator than tile Senate had to do the
same to the Common Council. Dr. Chadwick
struct

a

then said be would not alter the resolutions in
the least manner. The President then derided

they

that

entirely

weie

of

out

fused to receive them.

order, and
Chair,

called for the yeas and nays, which

'The

dered.

decision of the Chair

tained by the following

re-

Dr. Chadwick ap-

from the decision of the

pealed

and

were orwas

sus-

vote:

>’#**—Brown, Pole, Winship, Osgood. Beal,
True, Bailey, Trickey, Daveis, Twitched, Stevens, Fletcher, Stewart—13.

Nay*—Waterhouse, Chadwick, Ludwig—3.
The resolutions were not discussed for

near-

ly an hour; neither was there a general acquiescence in the justice of the reprimand, as
stated in the Argus. Neither was there any
vote taken upon the adoption of the resolutions, as stated in the Advertiser.
By Express

this

morning,

the follow-

ing

Cases were forwarded to our soldiers and

the

Hanitary Commission:

1 Case Mrs. Fogg.
1
10th Maine Regiment.
1
Capt. Jordan, 10th Maine.
3
Col. Fessenden, 25th Maine.
1
ttth Maine.
1
Htth Maine.
1
20tli
1
10th
2
U. S. Sanitary Cora., Gorham, Me.
“
1
Ladies’ Com.,
Portland.
1
MissM. G. Pearson, Annapolis.
1 Bbl.
8 Cases for Col. Hathaway.

U. 8. Commissioner's Court.—Yesterday,
before U. S. Commissioner W. H. Clifford,
Esq., Capt. Ginn, of brig Proteus, was charged
with

brig,

assault upon one of Uie crew of said
while on her voyage from New Y’ork to

an

this port. The mate of the vessel was also included in the complaint. But as he had not
been

arrested,

the

captain

settle tiie matter, so lar

as

was

he

disposed

w as

to

concerned,

without the intervention of the CommissionA settlement was therefore effected with

er.

complainant, and the captain was discharged.
G. E. B. Jackson, Asssistant U. S. District
Attorney, for complainant.
Sermon on the Sabbath.—At a
meeting of the Stale street Parish, on MonOne

day evening, it was voted to release their pasGeorge Leon Walker, from preach-

tor. Rev.
ing

out

one

sermon

on

me sanuain

lor

me

present. This change is made in consequence
of the ill health to which Mr. Walker has been

subject.

It is but justice to him to say that
be made no request of the kind, nor was he
aware of the contemplated action of his society. The sermon on the Sabbatli will be delivered at the usual

morning hour,

and the

Sabbath School will be held in the afternoon.

Appointment.—Colonel James F. Miller,

PAPERS.

From New Orleans.—Hebei Camp and Fort
Destroyed.—Collision at Sea and
hou of Life.
New York, Feb. 10.
A New Orleans correspondent, under date
of the 2d iiist,, stales that movements have
been made west of the Mississippi within the
few days, which, if not of great importance
ill themselves, arc undoubtedly preliminary to
greater and mole important operations in that

Jast

vicinity.
On Wednesday

last Capt. Will'ams and
Lieut. lYrkius of the unattached cavalry, with
a force of 72 men, HO of them
cavalry mcn,and
12 from the gunboat Albatross, moved from
Donaldsouville against the enemy, who were
fortifying the I’ark, a place on the Urosse Tele,
atxiiil 20 miles below Baton Rouge, on the opposite side of the river. The expedition had
with it a howitzer, and coiniug on the enemy
unexpectedly, soon scattered them and captured ten or twelve prisoners.
*iic icwi

luruiH iiuuiis

aim

wuuuuvu.

From Norfolk—Supposed Attempt of Rebel
Steamer Yorktown to Hun the Blockade.
New Yoke, Feb. 10.
A Norfolk letter ol the 8th lust., states that
during the f urious snow storm on the lid, about
li o’clock, dispatch reached Admiral Lee that
the enemy was in sight. The supposition was
that oue of tlie rebel vessels, prohubly the
Y'orktown, was endeavoring to run the blockad'- aud get out to sea under cover of the
storm.
Tlie Com. Morris moved up to meet
the expected foe, but was unable to get within
range, the rebel, true to secession instincts,
making a retrograde movement as soon as she
was discovered.
The Morris pursued for some
distance up the river, but the retreating vessel
was too fleet lor fhe Morris and
got safely off.
The movement was certainly a very daring
one if the vessel was the Yorktown.

of- The Canadian
sing the rise of gold.

newspapers are discusA Montreal journalist,

when gold stood at 154 per cent., exposed his
arithmetic by pronouncing the greenback dol-

or- One man in Lowell realized that Wednesday of last week was bitter cold, having
been bitten in that connection. He offered to

appointed Acting Mayor
leans, in place of Col. Deming, resigned. The
Delta thinks bis appointment as Mayor will
give general satisfaction. Mayor Miller lias
selected Mr. Thomas H. Murphy as his Secretary, which, the Delta says, is a most excelfriends of Col.

Miller in this city will reel gratifled to learn of
his promotion to so important a post.
M. L. A. Lecture.—The lecture before the
Mercantile Library Association this evening
will be by Dr. Holland, one of the editors of
the

Springfield Republican, better known as
“Timothy Titcomb.” The subject Is “Fashion,”
and no one can handle it better or give more
life and view to such a subject than Dr. II.
We may expect one of the most
pleasiug lectures of the season.

8y We are informed that the new block
about to be crated on the Kvan’s lot, on Middle street, is to be built of the Westmoreland
Olive free stone, the same as that of our new
City building. The quarry is situated at
North Joggin, New Brunswick, neur the head
of the bay of Fundy, and is owned by parties
in this

city.

sy We have been requested to state, that
tile memorial from the Harbor Commissioners
to the City Council,
the remo-

recommending
“dolphins” placed off the Victoria
wharves, was not signed by Mr. Jewett, one of
val of the

the Commissioners.

just

48 cents.

bet live dollars that a plump, hale Irish girl
couldn't, or wouldn't go down to the post office just as she was, with head, neck aud arms

bare, aud lost his money.
ear— Fred. Douglas gave a lecture or speech
at the Cooper Institute, New York, on Friday
night, upon the President’s Proclamation.
Among other things he said: “Since the uttering of this Proclamation, I have grown taller,

whiter,
difficulty.”

and feed
less

adjourned.

slavery

was

FROM WASHINGTON.

Seizure of Contraband Goods.
Kale of Condemned Vessels.

republican government,
nobility.

it renders

a

unne-

cessary an order of
is the corner-stone
aud breath

To-day slavery
of modern Democracy,
mission seems to lie to protect it,
into Its decaying carcass the breath

of continued life.

KF“ Mr. lioileau, editor of the Philadelphia
Journal, who was arrestPd aud put iu Fort
McHenry for publishing treasonable articles
in liis paper, aud who was discharged on
his parole, he expressing regrets for the publication, aud promising hereafter to publish
nothing inconsistent witli loyalty, has been
discharged from that paper by bis employers.
They tolerate no mauiu their employ, it would
seem, who pledges loyalty to the Government.
That paper needs watching.

Various Items.
New York, Feb. 10.
of Manchester from Liverpool the

The City
21st has arrived.
*

The hark Greyhound, from
arrived. She brings $20,000 in

Monrovia,
gold.

has

Feb. 10.
%Mm.watkie,
Pope’s headquarters of the Depart-

en.
ment of

this

the Nortwest have been removed to

city.
OodensBitru, Feb. 10.

The whole democratic ticket is elected.
was 75.

The

average majority

WAVEiu.EY, N. Y., Feb. 10.
Republican Supervisor is elected by 07
majority.
Fortress Monroe, Feb. 9.
Mr. O. B. Davis, for a long time manager of
the government machine shops at Old Point,
has been appointed Inspector of iron clad
gunboats and left lor New York last evening.
The

Loss of the steamer Ella Warley.
New York, Feb. 10.
Some forty ladies and children were among
tlie passengers ou the Ella Warley, who were
saved from their berths, but lost all their
clothing ami effects, leaving them in a destitute condition. It is said there was no lookout
on board the Ella
Warley at the time ol the
accident.
The cargo of the Ella Warley was valued at
$175,000, besides which Adams’ Express Co.
had $5,00, and a passenger had $8,000 in gold
ou board.

Officers of the

Object of the Attack

on

Fort McAllister.

Washington. Feb. 10.

j
|

j

A portion of Col. Raker's detective corps
last night seized 108 cases of boots and shoes
in transition across the Potomac from Leonardtown. Md., destined for the South. Tire
goods and smugglers were sent to Washington.
That much contraband trade is still carried on, there is no doubt, notwithstanding the
frequent arrest of parties engaged in it.
The Secretary ol the Treasury lias, in response to an enquiry, trandsuiilted a statement
from tile Collector of New York of sales of
vessels condemned and sold under the acts of
the i:)lh ol July. 1802, and 20l!i of May, 1802.
They are the schooners Genoa, Mary 0. Hopkins, W. H. Raritan, Claremont, Sunny South,
Mobile and Virginia; the bark Bounding Billow; brigs Mary McRae. Gen. Bliley and
Fanny, and ships Joint Cottle, Liberty and
•Sebastian Cabot- The amount of sales was
$7410, of which the Uuiled Stales received

$1754.

Arrow! of Mew

Orleans Pilots.

new.

Sugars— steady

New Orleans 9} <§ 12}; sales by
auction New orb-au* at 9} a 12}.
Coffee—«;uiet; .lava 35; sf Domingo 29}.
Molasses—Arm New Orleans old and uew 45 (i§67.
Oil—Liu*<*ed tinner; n*ie* at 1 45 a 1 47; Sperm
linn; sale- 1350 bbls at 1 75 <§ 1 78; Whale firm;
sales 2500 bbls at 9b a 95; Petroleum heavy; sales 800
bbls retiued at 39 iu bond ; Crude nominal at
23} <§
;

a

fair business.

Stock Market*
New York, Feb. 10.
Second Board.—Stocks better.
k
Rock
Island,.
Chicago
91}
Cleveland k Toledo,. 89J

Galena k Chicago. 92}
Illinois Central scrip,. 91
Michigan Southern guaranteed.106}
American Gold.152}
United States 6’s one year certificates.964

Erie.

73]

Hudson,. 94

Pacific
United States 6’s 1881 registered. 93*
l tub’d States 6’s 1881 coupons. 9*'.j
T.-easury 7 3-loths.102
Tennessee 6’s. 82
California 7’s,.130

Mail.16b}

Missouri 6’s. 65}
New Publication!!*

St. Paul’s Epistlr to tub Romans: newly
translate l, an 1 expUiued tYom a Missionary
Point of View, by the Right Rev. J. W. ColenNew York: D.
so, D. D., Bishop of Natal.
Appleton A Or. 12 mo. pp. 201. For sale in
this city by H. L. Davis.

Bishop

Colenso’s heart has played his brain a
scurvy trick. Ten years ago he dedicated a
small volume of “Village Sermons’* to the Rev.
F. D. Maurice, thereby incurring suspicion of

ed with some-asperity to the practice on the part
of some missionaries of putting prominently forward this dogma, citing from the correspondof an American

missionary a passage deagony with which a poor child wept
for her father, and mother, and brother, gone to
“the dark place,** and asked whjTthey had not

ence

scribing the

New Tohk. Feb. 10.
Among the passengers by the North Star is
Col. Deming of the 12th Connecticut regisent the Gospel front New England before. The
ment.
preface to Bishop Coleuso’s uew translation of
Of military movements near New Orleans
the Epistle to the Romans is dated 1861. The
nothing can be made public. Gen. Banks is
still busy planning. The troops are being i following passage will show what opinions he
held after the Cuffres had labored seven years
thoroughly drilled.
Col. Neal Dow is at New Orleans expecting
with him: “That utter, unspeakable misery
a command in the advance.
He has been cited
oiswuki uc me
uuut jur ni'iiws ape;*, ior ever
to appear In the District Court to answer to
"and ever, alike of all, who arc nut admitted at
ui
silver
ware,
cnarges
stealing
sugar, arc.,
"first into the realms of infinite joy—our hearts,
valued at $lflUO, In-longing to citizens of New

York.

The rebels are continually strengthening
their works at Port Hudson, and say if they
deleat the ledcrals they will shoot all the Yankees.
The roblior Wart, who was sentenced to
prison for twenty years, has been released by
the War Department.
The fai t of the capture of the ship Morning
Light off Sabine Pass, has been received at
New Orleans. It is not known that the vessel
was defended.
Assistance was sent from our
fleet, and the rebels seeing our gunboats
set
fire
to
the ship and burned iter.
coining
It is reported that tlie local hanks have combined against the federal currency, as greenbacks are at two per cent, discount.
On the illuming of the 23d inat., a steamer
rigged us a bark, with a rakish appearance,
came in sight of the South West Pass.
She
had nothing above the topmasts, and moved
slow ly by the Pass, apparently watching for
sonic signals or expecting some.
A number
of the Pass pilots are now under arrest for
communicj^ing with a strange vessel some
days since, and it is supposed further attempts
will be made preparatory to a raid on the
river. The schooner captured ofl Sabine Pass
by tlie rebels was the transport Velocity. At
the time of the capture of the Morning Light
and Velocity, a dead calm prevailed.
Key West advices of the 4th state that Col.
Morgan and the 'JUtli New York regiment had
arrived there.
Apalachicola advices state that a rebel raid
was exfiected there soon, as it was
reported
that the rebels have an iron clad ready.
vessels
Some fifteen
have lie tt condemned
at Key West as blockade runners.

Itebi'l Deserters at Yorktown.

"taught as they are hy God’s Spirit, instinctively revolt at such a dogma, as a blasphemy up-

“on the Name and Character of the High and
"Holy One, and refuse to believe it, though a
"thousand teitsofScriptureshould be produced,
"which may seem, at first sight, to assert it.”
Whatever views it may advooate, a book which
contains the result of seven years faithful study,
as is claimed in this
case, must posses* some
value. No scholar will deny, that a discussion

of the doctrines of the Epistle to the Romans,
unless based on the original and addressed to
Greek scholars, demands for its basis a new
translation. Bishop Colenso add resses a popular audience. If for nothing else, his book will
prove valuable for the fine historical study of
the status of the ]>ers<>ns at Rome, to whom St.
Paul addressed his epistle.
Bishop Colenso
holds that they were Jews, disposed to think
well of the “new sect” of Christians, but far
from realiiing the beginning ofallivine
dispensation entirely new; and accordingly, that St.

Paul’s object throughout the epistle

break
down the wall of Jewish conceit and exclusive
ness, ks a measure preliminary to the establishment

During last week a number of rebels have
been taken prisoners and others have desertud
and come w ithin our lines at this place. Lust
Saturday Hve rebel deserters came in and reported sixteen others awaiting an opportunity
to come in.
Major Klinz ordered out Capts.
Faith and Hugermaster, of tlie 5th Penn, cavLimits.
Williams and (Jeorge .Smith
alry.
volunteered and accompanied the expedition.
reached
tlie
six mile ordinary w ithout
They
opposition. On discovering the sixteen secesh
deserters mid joining them, the eueuiy's picket
stationed here retired Itefore them, and Capt.
Faith, without orders, pushed forward after
them. Just this side of the nine mile ordinary
lie, with his command, was drawn into an ambuscade and tired u|ain; he was brought off
supposed to be mortally wounded.
Cunt. Hagarmaster, upon whom the command devolved, fought like a hero.
He
charged upon and broke through the enemy’s
but
line,
got separated from his men and was

of

a

was

to

Christian church at Rome.

The Spirittal Poi*t-of-View; or the Glass
Reversed. An Answer to Bishop Colenso.
By M. Mahan, D. D. New York: D. Appleton Ik Co.
l'Jnio. pp. 114. For sale in this
city by H. E. Davis.
This little book is written by the professor of
ecclesiastical history in the Episcopal Thelogical
Seminary, New York, in reply to Bishop Colenso's work on the Pentateuch. In his commen-

Epistle to the Romans, completed
Bishop Colenso alludes to polygamy, concubinage, slavery, 4c., as permittary

Yokktown, Feb. 0.

c>\

pily

hit off in the

two

on

the

years ago.

ted and sometimes commanded under the Mosaic
law, explaining the fact by a reference to the
comparatively unenlightened state of society in
those days. In the same way he says we have
no reason to expect scientific
knowledge of any
kind, beyond that of the |>eop!c of bis age, in
a Scripture writer.
But iu translating the
books of Moses into the Zulu tongue, with the
help of “a very Intelligent Christian native,”
the Bishop suddenly found himself in very deep

1 go and teach the Caffre men so.
is the book to which Professor

Such

infidel,

names—an

bigot,

a

The whole soul of the Cadre “revolted”
of the Mosaic teachings respecting slavery, and as usual it was the missionary who after a closer scrutiny of the subject was converted. His late work, which has caused' such a stir

Euglish theologians, renewing

and intensifying the excitement occasioned by the famous
"Essays and Reviews,” sets forth the moral and
mathematical reasons for discrediting the Divine
j
inspiration of the Pentatench. The numbers in I

r«a

-ALHO-

A zplendid lot of
cr». lor ule low by

HALL.

New Molasses.

Wm.

NHirrnu hi;rki\u,

cal discussions.

ryTICKETS fl.OO; (ialleHes 50 cents-may be
obtained of the Committee of Arrangements, or J.
D. Mitts, 112 Federal street.
Hr"Music by CHANDLER’S FULL ORf HESTRAL BAND.

CARD.

*> |UU) BOXES MAGDALEN.

QTDancing to

commence

-ALSO,—
t.onn

-a Lao-

SCIOBblz. I’ICKLKO HKKUINo

at 8 o'clock.

GRAND FANCY

DRESS

!

AT

Tuesday Evening, Feb. 17th,

feblO 3t

u««ni imi

ib

mu

»nu ■iirnu

‘Am Bhls.WVsti.rn V..z< in it
For sale by
W. H. 811 AW ft MON,
}an9 *iw
95 ( omioereiai Street.

I M3.

»»iii wcyre m

At Vl'bolmle !
B«J3U*XS Extra Mealing Com.
0(10
7 jUUU 4<»i
Bbl, stone Mill, Flour.
160 Bbl*.

all-

Arcade
60
( hica-aw
"
66
Augusta
60 ** Union
200.000 fret Pine Shipping

ey Dress. The prices for dresses will rang* from
•1 00 upwards Due notice will be given of the time
and place for letting the dresses.
It is also hoped that the Ml UTAH Y AXD FIREMEX will be well
All those wishing for a Fancy Dress will please
leave their names with the Managers at as early a
date as possible.
No Mftska will be worn in t’ c Hall.

Company,

Seven Million Dollars,

VIZ:—
United States

and State of New York
Stock. City, liank and other Stocks, $2,626,960 58
Loans secured by Stocks.andotherwi«e, 1.446.220 47
Real Estate au<l Bonds and Mortgages,
233,760 uO
Dividends on Mocks, Interest on Bonds
and Mortgages and other Loans,sundry
Notes, re-insurance and other claims
due the Company, estimated at
122.388 53
Premium Notes and Bills Receivable,
2,464.062 86
Cash in Bank,
237.402 2*)

Ry

W. H. Phillips,
Capt. C. H. Rich,
M McCarthy.
Wv. K. Rhodes.

oslt of the Managers.
no Tickets sold at the door.
to
Tickets
limited
the
|y
capacity of the llall.
Gallery Tickets 50 cents—for sale at R. L. Robinson’s,un'd?r Lancaster Hall. No ticket* transferable.

MUSiC— Chandlei’s pullOrchkstral Baud.
Dancing to commence at 84 o'clock.

V
and May of acaaaa.
cial Street.

The Certificates previous
heeu redeemed by cash,

years,
to 1861,

have

w. U. H.

NEW

Applications

£*•7^ A LOT OF LAND. 1*2 feet on
biiil
c"nt,i"in|f aiemt P««) *toare feet,
Hub of two threc^toried

Free And
with a block
brick gouu thereon
numbered 75 and 77, containing 21 room, and
oouueeted with Union Hall-a desirable location
for
a Hoanhug /hour, or for two
private dwelling.
Time mid pavmenu to suit the
purchaser,

1,740.000

Portland, Maine*

tebfi lmcd 11 in cod A w-6t34

feb2 d4w

Evening Tickets 60 cents each—to be had at Paine's
Music Store, the Bookstore, and at the door.
Doors open at 6, Lecture to commence at 74 o'clock.
td
Portland, Feb. 10. 1848.

Mercantile

TO RENT.

a

Associ’on

Library

NEW

THE

|

CITY

ON

HALL.

remaining Five lectures
will bo delivered by the
orators, via:

c-maso

guished

of

the

following

.tiiJiRMar-

A modern built HOl’XE. Mo. 30
•tret, suitable (or a
taiuing fifteen rooms.
Enquire of J. K. KING, in rear of 80
Street

LECTURES.

Duaforth

fondly-Son-

genteel

Danfovth
declttf

Cooper's Shop to Lot.
Commercial Street, bead of Hobcon's Wharf
Inquire of J H HAXLEN.
Office ou Hobeon’s Wharf.
sepdtf

present
TO LET.

distin-

rPHE
ft.

MASON JONES, Em* .-January 2*th.
HENRY WARD BEECHER—Thursday*Feb.5th.

Third Floor, corner of Middle and
streets. Enquire at » State .Street.

Tempi
jaa»

To Lot.

Dr J.G.

POLICIES

Long Wharf,

attic_'

I.

G. HOLLAND,
Alias “Timothy Tilcomb.”
Subject—"Fashiox.”

914,493.79)

HUNGER,

No. 166 Fore St., head of

A Valuable Properly on Free Sc.
FOR SALE.

—”—

DR.

>

JOHN W.

CITY HALL.

Wednesday Evening, Feb. 11, IMS,

MooKE,||V»cc Pres't.

procured by

situated
38 Cnmmerfeb» w

.No.

C1HAMBM1S

-on-

10,278,560

forwarded and OPEN

at

in the ncnml story, over Stora M
1 Middle »treet—Mitchelr.
Building. Poaacaaion
given immediately. Inquire of
j*u2,r
A. T. DOLE.

Lecture of the Course will be de-

Eighth
in
THElivered

$12,753,79)

TRUSTEES.
John D. Jones,
A. P. I*illot,
Jos. Gaillard, Jr.,
Charles Dennis. Lerov M.Wiley, J. ileur Burgv,
W. H. H. Moore. Dan'] S. Miller, (orueiiusGriuuell,
Thos. Ttleston,
8. T. N'icoll,
C. A. Hand,
Josh'a J.Ilenry,Watts .Sherman,
Henry Colt,
W.C. Pickcrsgill, Geo.G. Hobson, E. E. Morgan,
Lewis Curtis,
David I-aue,
B. J. Howland,
Chas. H. Russell. James Bryce,
BeuJ. Babcock,
Lowell Holbrook, Wm.Sturgis.Jr., FletcherWestruy,
P. A. Hargous,
H K. Bogert,
K. It Mitturu,Jr.,
A A. Low.
G. W. Burnham.
Meyer Gaos,
Koval Phi Ips,
Win. E. Dodge. Fred. Chauucey,
Caleb Barstow,
Dennis Perkins, James Low.
JOHN D. JoNE8, President.
CHARLES DENNIS. Vice President,

Apply

To b<> l>t.

n. L. A. Lecture*.

Dividend Jan. 271b, ISM, 40 per ct.

20J

Bfflrr to l^-t.
floor, Middle Street, centrally

aecond

*

feb3 d2w*

deemed.

for

FOSTER,

Union Wharf.

FOR SALE & TO LET.

TICKETS^l 50. to be had

CP
Company revert to
the AssriiKD. and are divided annually, upon the
Premiums terminated during the year, and for which
Certificates are issued, hkarixo iffrauKST, until re-

profits

GEo F.
At the bead of
1H»3.

Portland, Dec. lltb.

Positively

$7,130,794 64

Total

••

••

The whole Profits of the

Jauuary, 1963,

••

••

Boards.
26.000
Spruce Plank"
( heap Pine Boards.
6o,000
1BVW0 Pine Clapboards—planed.
80.0(irt Spruee ( iapboards
100,000 Extra Cedar Siting!, s.

3fanaj?ern«

J. II. BAKBERtCK,
Frank G. Rich,
J. B. Kacklkpt.
C. G. II arris.

••

••

represented.

Insurance against Marine and In*
land Navigation Rink*.

““w

2,OCX) SELS

Arrangement# have been made with Curtis k Woodbury, Costumers, of Boston, to furnish any number
of "Chaiacter Dkka*k*,” both male and female.

of Williaru)New York,
January 27th, 1963.

The Profits of the Company, ascertained
from the 1st of July, 1842L to the 1st of
January, 18*12. for which Certificates
were issued, amount to
Additional from 1st Jauuary, 1962, to 1st

»AN A* CO.

«rsss Need ami Mess Beef.

fil
LANCASTER HALL.

fll

._

Assets,

■«“.

SUITABLE FOR CITT OR COUSTR Y
TRADE

Janlt edl.lm

New York, February 7, 1863.
As it has been published in most of the
papers throughout the country that our
prices have been advanced to three dollars
|*er day, we wish to state that the charges
at the Metropolitan Hotel will remain the same as
heretofore, $2*50 per day. We can pay expenses
at that price, and are willing to work tor nothing in
war times.
SIMEON LEE AN D k. CO.

over

Boxe. F.xtre Sealed.

liSS

feb6 eodtd

METROPOLITAN HOTEL.

Wegt India market.

suitable for

Augustas Ficket.
Charles E. Carle.

Strong.

now Inndlng, fcf
JOHN LYNCH ft CO

.,o
now

rel<2

1st Ass't R. F. Nelson.
John 1). Mitts.

dom!’’ smacks like an imprecation. This acerbity is an old but lamentable fault of theologi-

81*,(cor.

>r

Floor Managers*

Capt.
Sec’y

Street.

1(M) H,l£b
KE!f KOI* MOLASSES,
Bri* "Demarara."

Committee of Arrangement*.
1st Ass't It. F. Nelson,
Capt. Leonard Pennell,
John D. Mitts,
Sec'y Wm. Heunessy,
Wm. Strong.
Augustus Picket,
Chas. E. Carle,
Andrew Nelson

Leonard Tennell,
Wm iiemiessy,

US Torn

New Cardenas Molasses.
O/t A BHDS., ) A superior article, landing from
n: SOTrea., J
Brig Billow.
6 Bbl ,1
For sale by
CHASE, BROTHERS ft CO.,
r*b‘ <H"
Widgery'a Wharf.

-AT-

directly or indirectly, on almost every page
of the book, and the prayer at the close, “God
“have mercy on the soul, which can see no difference between the Day-Star of Christianity,
“and the vague and feeble lights which reveal,
“but do not illumine the darkness of Heathen-

B. W. JONES,

OMIW

Thursday Evening, Feb. 19lh.l863,
LANCASTER

HAVANA ORANGES br
7 ateun-

_

and Civic

BALL!

a

oranges-* «»>■ i0»
iM'lllng fv,r 20 centr per dozen, hv
11. W. JONES.

I

GRAND

Firemen’s, Military

Mahan

er

51 Wall

Orange*, Orange*!
in
non
V/c /t/U

rortlnnd
WILL GIVE A

heathen, &c. A better temper would certainly
become a defender of the Bible. These and like
appellations are applied to Bishop Colenso, eith-

Mutual Insurance

MERCHANDISE.

ASSOCIATES EX-FIVE,

fool, an idolater,

a

PRO BONO PUBLICO.'*

ft-

replies. The reply is able, caustic—perhaps a
little too sharp. It is one thing to refute a dangerous book, and another to call the author bad

HOLLAND-Wednesday. Feb. 11th.
JOHN B. GOL'Gll. Em*., Tuesday, Feb. 17.
WENDELL PHILLIPS. Wednesday. Feb. 26th.

THE

eo mm odious

Chamber In the

of the

northerly cor-

new brick block, orner of Lime and
Streets, directly (being the market. Real ©w.
Enquire at office of
OCEAN INSURANCE CO.,
dtf
No. 27 Exchange St.
Sept. 16,1963.
ner

Milk

Tickets for the remaining Lectures of the Course,
•1.25. Evening Tickets. 50 cents. To be bad at the
Bookstores, Paine's Made Store, and at the door.
Portland, Jan 28. 1*3.
jati28 dtf

To Let.
The large Hoe** on the corner of Mid*
and Willow Streets,
recently occuby Mr*. C A. Richards as a boardPossession given immedl11
'n* house.
^■■■Mately. For particulars enquire of
oc26tf
JOHN C. PROCTOR

fflnl

NOTICE.
Martin's Point BRiDnsare
hereby notified that their Annual Meeting will
be held at the office of Elias Thomas,No. 41
Street. «u Saturday, the fourteenth day of February,
1863, at teu o'clock A. M.,for the following purposes,
via:
1. To choose a Moderator.
2. To choose three Director*.
3. To choose a Clerk and Treasurer.
4. To choose a Committee to settle the Treasurer’s
account.
5. lo trausa *t any other business which may legally come before them.
GEORGE A. THOMAS. Clerk.
Portland, Feb. 7, 1863.
td

THE

Excliange

Ordinance on Fast Driving*
VO person having for the time being the care or
use of anv horse or either beast of burthen, carriage or draught, shall ride or drive, or cause the
same to be driveu through any
part of the city at a
faster rate than six miles au hour, under a
penalty of
not less than five dollars nor more than
tweuty dollars for each offence.
(Sec. 39 Merited Ordinances on Streets.
N. It. The above Ordinance will be strictly enforced.
WILLIAM 11 USE.
feb5d2w
City Marshal.

Nolifo of Commissioners of Insol-

vency
CREDITORS OF THE ESTATE OF JONATHAN MOORE.
the undersigned, having b* .»n appointed to

TO

receive and examine the
WE,
of the estate of Jonathan

tors

um'avu,

wno»e

rsiaie

claims of the credi-

Moore, late of Port-

ua»

oeeu

represented

insolvent, give notice that six mouths from the 20th
day ol January current, have been allowed to said
creditors to exhibit and prove their claims, and that
we will attend to the duty assigned u* at the office of
Fesseuden k Butler in said Portland, on the last Sat-

urday

of the pre»eut mouth, and of the five next succeeding mouths, at 2} o'clock iu the afternoon.
Dated this 20th dav f Jauuarv A. D. 1883.
M M BUTLER.
i __.
•S. W. I.AKKALtEE, CommlMlnnerr.
jauSl d3vv thcuwtjuue2o

J

I

Loan to the State of Maine.
Trkasukrr s OrrirE.
I
Augusta. Feb. 4. 1888.
\
X conformity with a Resolve of the Legislature,

January 31. 1888. proposals will be receives! at this office until 6 o’clock P. M.. the twentieth day of February current, for a loan of five hundred and twenty-five thousand dollars, reimbursable
in twenty years, for which bonds of the State will be
issued iu sums of live hundred dollars and one thousand dollars, bearing interest at the rate of six per
and
cent,
payable •emi-anuiialiv.
The bonds will be issued dated March 1. 1883, with
cuu|k)iis attached for the semi-anuual interest, payable. both principal aud iutereat, at the Suffolk Bank.
Boston.
The money on said loan will be received at this office. Suffolk Bank. Boston, or either of the Banks in
Bangor or Portland.
Persons desirous of taking the loan, or anv part of
it, not less than live hundred dollars, are requested
to send their
to the Treasurer of State, at
Augusta, specifying the amount and terras.
The proposals must coutain uo other fractional
rates than one-eighth, one-fourth, one-half or threequarters of one per centum
Those persons whose proposals mav be accepted,
•
will be immediately notified.
teb5tfeb20
X AT I AX DANE, Treasurer.

approved

yearly,

IviM^h pi*d

HONE

I JISTiriTE.

W ANT S..„L (1ST.

PRINCE. Principal.

I.

Session of this School for Young LaThursday. Feb 19th.
For further particulars address the Principal, No.
62 Free Street.
!V»bV) Iw*

Spring
dies will
THE

commence

AC ADENI

Bill DG TON

Loti or Stolen.
4 WHITE WOLF RoBE With black border and
1m. red fringe
The Under will be suitably rewarded by leaving the same at Boyd ft Hanson's
loll,
Franklin Wharf.
DAVID BOYD.
Portland. Feb. 9. 1968.
frblO dlw

Y,

NORTH BRIDGTON, MAINE.

AT

Wanted Immediately,

Spring Term of this Institution will commence ou Tuesday, Feb. 24th, 1*3, aud contiuut
eleven weeks.
C. K. Ililton.A M Principal; Rev. Franklin Yeaton. A. M
Vice Principal; Mrs. F.lirabeth Hi.ton,
Teacher of Music; Mi** L. K. Gibbs. Teacher ol
and
Drawing
Painting
The Trustees of this institution are happy to annoui ce to the public that the services of tbe Rev.
Franklin Yeaton have bee ii secured fbr the Spring
Term. Mr. Yeaton brings with him a rich e*i**rn
once, and the well earned reputatiou of a successful
teach«w
If sufficient encouragement is offered, a Primary
Department will be formed under the supervision ol
Mrs. Hilton, to which students under twelve years ol
age will be admitted for £2<*>per term.
Board n*-ar the Academy £2 00 per week, wood and
lirhfs extra. Students can reduce their expenses bv

THE

IN

by

WASTED.subscriber, having had
THE
in connection with
without

U. S. INTERNAL REVENUE

STAMPS,
FOB ML, AT THU
com

PENSION AGENCY OFFICE,
In Merchant,’ Bank Building.
Exchange St.

cou

week*.

The

Principal, Mr. B. P. Sxow, A. M., bas higfc
qualifications
Competent assistant* will be emploved Instruction on the Piano ami in vocal music will be given by
an
accomplished and experienced teacher.
Board, mc’uding wood, lights mud wa-hing, mav

Jan22 dtf

JOHN C.

BROKER.
OFFICE

Academy,

commence

jan208ra

8. H. COLESWOBTHY,
No. OS Kichange Street,

Feb. 24th.

8.

B.. Associate.
Magrath,
Mrs. E S. Hoyt.
Preceptress.
Miat Esther Burbank, Teacher of Music.
W. J. Gilley, Teacher of Penmanship.

11m received

To aait the

From
frb9—dlw

CSorham Seminar)’.
rPHE Spring Term of this Institution will com*
1 mence Tuesday, February 24.1868. and continue

Internal Revenue

FULL supply of all kinds of Stamps for sale at
my office. No. 92 Commercial street; and the
public will be expected to use them ou and after thin
date, (January 1, 1883.)
\\ hen sold in sums less than one foliar,
payment
required iu Postal currency.
(Jmck Horns—9 to 12] A M.; 2 to 4] P M.
NAIH'LJ MILLER, Collector
1st District State of Maine.
janl2 dtf

A

JN. W.
General

LUMSDON,

Commission

board or

Street,
(iEORCETOWN, D.

THE

C.

nf Produce, Flour,Grain,
rr* Attention to
find General Merchandise.
Vessel*chartered,freights
procured. and business generally attended to with
promptness aud dispatch.

possible

to—Leonard < otton.Ksq Portsmouth.X II
I. F. Williams, Hampton, X. II.
feb2 33m

■ HOST

*

FRYE,

-DKALKH*IB-

DR. WALTER R. JOHNSON
DENTIST,
call the attention of persons in want of
artificial teeth, to one of the greatest improvements
n that department of dentistry, lately invented by
him. lie would be
to explain its advantages,
aud show* specimens of it. to any w ho may lav or him
with a call. He also continues to fit teeth ou tiold,
him
Silv er aud Vulcanite Rubber. Teeth tilled
are warranted to be as useful aud durable as if they
had never decaved.
OrOffice 2294 Congress street, two doors west of
New City Hall and Court House.
febfi 2meod
to

happy

by

Flour, Meal,

inquiry at this ottoe,

|

is thus offered to any cue who mav wish to
engage ia
the business, ortosularge his prescut “route.”
uorl2 eodtf

WILLIAM PAINE,

Deputy
jauSS d2w»
All

Grain and Feed,
ADD1SPX FRTS.

Portland, February 4.1863.

Luxuriant

Style*

and

REPAIRING

eodtf

Whickers and Sou-

laches

AVU MAXFFACTTaiXG,
Done to order neatly, promptlr. ,nd at low price,.
SAMUEL BELL.
fell 8—dim
863 Congrew. near tireeu rtnwt.
Trusses: Trussr*! Truases!
! Shoulder Braeee I AbDumb Bell,! Dumb Brtla I

bt grown
by using Dillixo*
BKACES
CAN
i-rice 60 ceuta
UAM’asiTiMCLATixa L'xuiixt
SHOULDER
dominal Supporter. !
LORINO’S
Store.
box, at
For sale at
in tix trrrti.

pur

Corner

qualille*

Boot.. Shoe,, and Hubher., for men. woman.
boy,, iniwe., and children, ron.tanti v oa hand
and for .ale at the lowr.t price* at mv Arc store.
863»'ongrma at reel (T. 8. Ettee’ old Maori ) My
old patron, and porclia^ri generally are invited to
call and we what bargain. I can gir,.

No. lOO Commercial Street.
AM ARIA II FROST.

Sheriff,

STANDISH, MAINE.

Or

Rekkkb

Desires

BY

FOR BOYS.
will commence
Spring Term of this School The
on the 1st Tuesday iu March
advantages
for instruction are excellent. Application for rooms
should be made as early a*
X T TRl E, M A.,
Proprietor and Principal.
jau264w
Bethel, Jan. 26, 1863.

Ludicrous!

or No. 92 Exchange 8t.,
one cau hear of a chance to buy a “MILK
ROUTE,” in which there is not a customer who has
tailed to nay his monthly bill*. A favorable chance

The Highland Boarding School

Ol & 103 Water

of all.

Milk Route for Sale.

I

merchant,

to

HOLDERS

com-

ihstrcctiox.
Rev. S. II. M’Collester, A. M
Principal.
Aaron Lowell, A. H Assistant Principal.
Mrs. 8. II. M’Collester, (
Mi., E .1. Jordan,
Tuition from Three to Six Dollars per Term.
Music and Oroameutal Branches extra.
Board from two dollars to two twenty-live per week
F'or particulars address the Prinei|*al.
G M. STEVENS, Sec etary.
Stevens Plains. Me.. Jan. 2». 1863.
feb9 J2w

want*

Splendid

of the second mortgage Bond* of tbs
kei.neU.-c aod Portland Kailroad Co., with all
the interest coupons thereon due on the Wth of October, 1*82. are hereby requested to denoait the tame
in my hgnds. tor which receipts will oe given and
hereafter exchanged for certificated of stock in the
Portl a xd k kasaxasc Railroad, (« new organ*
izntum,) m soon as the books and certificates can be
prepared, iu accordance with a rote of said Compa«L S
l SUING,
ny, Nov. k, 1*82.
rreaaarer Portland k keuuebec Railroad.
1*82.
18,
deelSdtf
Augusta. Dec.

Westbrook Seminary.

Stamps.

great variety of

Rail Road Bonds.

eleven weeks.
F'or further particulars anplv to the Principal or
J A W AI*EKMAN. Secretary.
Secretary.
feb9dAw2w
Gorham, Feb. 7, 1863

fllHE Spring Term of this Institution will
A meuce Wednesday. Feb. 25th.

a

VALE VTIVES,

Board can t>e had with the Teachers.
A Teachers' Class will be formed
JAMES BATES, Secretary.
Yarmouth. Feb. 7.1863.
feb9 deodft w2w34

NOTICE.

Ob Li«e Street.

...

IVEntrance first Door north of the Fort Office.

AT YARMOUTH, MV
Term

PROCTER,

Real Estate and Rerchandiae

be ha** at $2 25 to $2.50.
A limited number of rooms for student* wishing tc
board themsel es.
For further particulars applr to the Principal.
I). B SEW ALL. Sec’v trustee*.
teb5 d 1 w A v»2w34
Frveburg. Feb. 3J. 1863.

will
Spring
E
THE
Hoyt, A. It., Principal.
J.T.
A.

experi-

manulactaring, bat
capital, wishes to make arrangements with
some perttui having means, to
operate a mill—either
cotton or wooho—and share the
profits. Can ghr*
best of reference as to character and ability.
PIea-e address B. WOODWARD, Box 117, Mouth
Berwick. Maine.
declHeod3m

Fryeburg Academy.
Spring Term of this institution will
inence Wednesday, Feb. 25, 1863. aud will

North Yarmouth

considerable

ence

Special attention given to those designing to teach
Text Books supplied at Portland price*
THOMAS II MEAD, Secretary.
North Bridgton, Jau.2M, 1863.
janSl d3awAw33

THE
tinne eleven

*

every town and village, an agent of either
sex to engage in a light and
profitable business
by which from *8 to 812 ner week can be made. Persons having leisure evenings can make from 50ceate
to *1 per ev cning. A «ampl
with lull particular*
sent
mail to all who inclose three letter
stamp*
(9 cents) and address IRA Rl'SSELL ft CO.,
fcrb4 dim* w8l34°
Uooksett, N. H.

proposals

~

9

11

EDUCATIONAL,

Proprietors of

some

among

verses,

very popular just now at Oxford:
My name, it is Bishop ( olenso!
1 can count from units to tons, O,
And finding the book Levitical
To be very unarifhmitjeal,

water.
at

following grotesque

miiu

New York. Feb. 10.
Cotton—excited and 1 *§ 2c better; sales 2200 bales
at 91 ft 92c for middling uplands.
Flour—State and Western heavy, unsettled and 10
(ft 25c lower; Supertine State 6 66 o 8 90; Extra do
7 00 ft 7 25; Round Hoop Ohio 7 40 all); Western
6 65 « 7 60; Southern 2 c lower; Mixed to good 7 40
*§ 7 80: Fancy and Extra 8 00 & 10 25; Canada 10
\Qi 25c lower; Extra 7 10 a 9 00.
Wheat—dull and 2c lower; Chicago spring 137 <£{
154; Milwaukee club 1 54 <§160; Winter Red Western 1 b3 uj 1 67; White Western 1 81.
Corn—heavy and 2 <§ 3c lower; Mixed Western
sou mi 90 % 92.
Beef— unchaug<*d : Country Mesa 7 0t> <§ 9 00.
Pork—dull and lower: Mess 14 75 lor old, and 16 75

The Senate Military Committee on the bill
for that purpose, have recommended 30 Major
Generals and 70 Brigadier. Generals in addition to the present number In the army.
heterodoxy touching the article of endless future
The House committee on Agriculture have
punishment. He was able, it is true, to cite pasa
bill
more
prepared
particularly to define the sages from these very sermons, in reply to a viduties and grade of officers of the Agriculolent attack, as orthodox on this important
tural Department. It authorizes the appointpoint as his reviewer could have wished. He was
ment in addition to a chief clerk, a botanist,
chemist and entomologist, at a salary of $2000
also prepared to say that his sympathy with
each, a disbursing clerk nndchiet of statistics,
Mr. Maurice was of a merely human and not of
at (1800 each, a translator and draughtsman,
a theological sort. But his belief in eternal
punat $1400 each, and six clerks at $1200 each.
ishment, as he says himself, had been rather an
From what is said here in well informed
acquiescence in the ordinary statements on that
circles, Capt. Worden’s object in proceeding
to Fort McAllister with the Montauk was not
subject than anything more positive.
with a view to reduce that work, lint merely
The controversy apjwars to have suggested to
to test the effect ol shot ti|K>n the turret of his
him the purpose of seriously examining the
vessel, and u|>ou which the rebel's steel-pointed
question. This purpose was confirmed by his
shot had no injurious effect. His proceeding
to that quarter to demolish the rebel work,
experience in Zululand, whither he went as a
Ac., was uot specified in the original promissionary the following: year, to convert the
gramme.
! heathen Caffres, and where it is pleasantly said
Lieut. Francis II. Baker has been ordered
; the Caffres converted him.
In the journal of his
to temporary duly on Imard recruiting ship
first visitation to the diocese of Natal, published
Princeton.
under the title “Ten Weeks in Natal,’’ he alludFROM NEW ORLEANS.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

This class of objections and the Bishop’s singular i>osition in the Church of England are hap

New York Market*

>4 ool—firm with

Agricultural Department.

this ancient record are, it seems, very much disturbed; at least they do not tally in many cases.

ATLANTIC

Freights to Liverpool—heavy; flour Is 10}d; grain
6} 'a, 6|d.

once

the corner-stone of

were

burg.

for

CAPTURE OF FEDERAL SOLDIERS.

as

whose sole

limited

aud comb my hair with much

JF* Geo. McDuffe is reported to have
said that

of

After debate the resolution was recommitted
to the Naval Committee.
The Louisiana election cases were taken up
and debated.
Without taking the question the House

Impenetrable.
New Your. Feb. 10.

The cottnu-clads engaged in tlie capture ol
tlie Harriet Lane were Bayou City and Neptune.
During the engagement a shell from
the Harriet Lane entered the cabin of the
Neptune, exploding aud killing thirteen men
and wounding many more.
The Neptune afterward suuk on the flats.

manufacturers

itswtn

The joint resolution for the adjustment of
equitable clajius of contractors for naval supplies, Ac., was considered.

The Port Royal correspondent of the Times,
dated 2d, states that the attack by the Montauk and the gunlioats Seneca, Wissahickon

ami

interests of

nf tl.o nvnian l.xar

means.

The Attack on Fort McAllister
Important
Information—The Iron Armor of the

lar notes worth

of New Or-

uumerous

the

prisoner.

Little

HOUSE.
was

till* ItrAPtSiMlI DtlAPutirAl

rine

Further Particulars of the Recapture of GalResistance of the
veston—Desperate
Harriet Lane.
New Yoke, Feb. 10.
We have further particulars relating to the
recapture of Galveston, as published in the
Houston Telegraph.
The officers and crew
of tlie Harriet Lane made a desperate resistance before their capture, ami every officer on
board, down to the Acting Master, was killed.
A correspondent of tlie Telegraph says
L’apt. Wainwright and Lieut. Lea defended
their ship like brave men. All the crew stood
by the ship to the last, and 1 leel proud to pay
this tribute to brave men, although they lie our
Tlie funeral of Capt. Wainwright
enemy.
and Lieut. Lea was attended by a large concourse of citizens und soldiers, ami a soldier’s
last tribute was paid to the remains oi those
brave officers.
Tlie rebels admit a considerable loss in killed

Depart-

A resolution
adopted instructing the
committee oil Ways and Means to inquire into

were

and Dawn, assisted by the mortar schooner C.
T. Williams, upon Fort McAllister, on the
Ogeecliie River, Ga., was resumed on Monday
morning, but I have not been able to ascertain
that much progress was made in reducing the
fortification.
Under the guidance of a negro
pilot, who had escaped from tlie Nashville, the
Montauk was taken early in the morning to a
point within <100 yards of the battery, und comme.nced work at once, and continued the bombardment until 1 1-2 P. M., when the ebb tide
compelled her to retire. She tired in the aggregate about eighty rounds (turn both her
guns, and showed excellent gunnery, but was
unable to breach the work iu consequence of
tbe immense thickness of the eml'aukment,
which is nearly thirty feet.
Tlie Montauk was struck forty-six times,
and received no oilier damage than the starting of six bolts in the pilot house by a ritle
shot, and the shattering ol her smoke stack.—
The other vessels took a position at long range,
and kept up a steady lire until signalized by
Cant- Worden to cease.
The Seneca and the mortar schooner each
received one shot from the battery, but neither vessels nor men were injured.

passed.

•

The sicamcr North Star, from New Orleans
Jan. Ill), via. Key West 4tli itist., arrived this
morning. At 0 o'clock last evening, off the
Woodlands, tlie North Star collided with tlie
steamer Ella Warley, striking Hfcr forward of
the wheel on the starboard side, crushing her
boilers. She sunk in twenty minutes. The
first assistant Engineer, three flreuieu and
three coal heavers were lost, supposed to have
been scalded to dentil. The rest of the crew
and passengers were saved and brought to this
city on the North Star. Tlie Ella Warley
sailed hence at 4 o'clock yesterday afternoon
with cargo and passengers for Havana.

Fort

the PostoHlce

Adjourned.

piw were
also tlie camp
and tables, and a considerable quantity of ammunition, blankets, rations and equipments tell
into our hands. On our side there was no loss.
The expedition in fact accomplished all that
was expected, and wsis a complete success.—
Gen. Sibley is in command of the relads on the
Grosse Tete, and is expecting an attack from
our lorces.
Probably lie will uot be disapas

was

reorganizing

Mr. Wilson reported a bill authorizing the
increase of Major and Urigadicr Generals in
the volunteer service.
A resolution was adopted requesting the
President to transmit the correspondence with
France on the subject of mediation, or other
measures relating to the war.
The currency bill was then taken up, and
a long debate followed.
Mr. Sherman made along speech in favor of
the bill.
Mr. Fessenden reported back the bill to
prevent frauds on the revenue. Also a bill to
allow the United States to prosecute appeals
and writs of error.
The Senate then resumed the consideration
of Hie currency bill.
The question was taken on the amendment
requiring banks to keep specie in their vaults
equal to one-fourth of their circulation, and
resulted In its rejection.
Other uinendmeuts were offered and rejected.
Mr. Powell offered an amendment requiring
the assent of the States to the organization of
these hanks. Rejected.
Mr. Henderson offered an amendment iacreaaing the stock of these bauks to the amount
of their capital. Rejected, yeas It), nays 31.

-TO THK-

has been

The

ment

BY TELEGRAPH

completely destroyed,

Daily Press.
SENATE.

The bill

11 o’clock.

EVEAIXG

THE

XXXVII CONGRESS.—Second Session.
Washington, Feb. 10.

t^’The United States District Court,
Judge Ware presiding, met according to adjournment yesterday. Without transacting
any business, it adjourned to Tuesday next at

of this city, Chief of Staff of Gen. Shepley,

lent selection.

Portland

old, and

pointed.

on being
papers oil the
that there were none, said he had some resolutions to offer. He then proceeded to read

veracity

about live years

Z3F* Westbrook Seminary is one of the
most pleasantly situated institutions of the
kind in tile state. It is said to be in a flourishing condition, and under an efficient and popular corps of instructors. See advertisement
in another column.

up on a complaint charging him with the larceny of a grey mare from the premises of
Kerswlli J. ( arlerdn Westbrook, ou the 24th
of January. The evidence tended to show

ft*oun

was

color.

iu default of payment

of fine and costs.
Charles H. Snow, of

discharged

The horse
cream

TO

Lieuts. Williams, Smith and
taken prisoners, and Lieut. Rliidei miller was seen to fall from his horse.
It is
supposed he was killed. Our entire loss was
30 killed, wounded and missing. The enemy's
loss is unknown.
The enemy is reported in some force nt
Burnt Ordinary, twelve miles from Williamstaken

|

Drug

Kxchange and Fcdaral gtraat.

jxnJ9 sod8m

LOSING *8 DRUG STORK.

POETRY.

STEAMBOATS.

»

Portland and N«*w Vork Steamers.

Grid Save the Nation.
The following hymn
sung »t the great
meeting which Wendell Phillips addressed in
Brooklyn, on Tuesday evening, Feb, 3:
Thou who ordainest, for the land’s saltation.
Famine, and fire, and sword and lamentation,

The

was

lift our supplication—
Now unto thee
God save the Nation!
we

the great sign, foretold, of Thy
Coming in clouds, while mortal

By

fearing,

Appearing,
men

stand

....

Show us, amid this smoke of battle, clearing,
Thy chariot nearing!
blood that floweth like a river.
Hurl Thou a thunderbolt from out Thy quiver!
Thou
the strong gates!
Every fetter
Break
shiver!
Smite and deliver!

By the

hrave

Stay thou our foes, or turn them to derision.
Till, through the blood-red Valley of Decision,
Peace on our fields shine, like a prophet’s vision.
Green and elysian!

follows:
Leave Browns Wharf, Portland, every' WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY’, at 4 P. M.. and leave Pier
9 North River. New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock. P. M.
These vessels are fitted up with fine accommodations
fbr passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
comfortable route for travellers between New Y’ork
and Maine. Passage 86,00, including Fare and State
Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St.
John.
Shippers are requested to send their froight to the
steamers asearly as 3 P. M., on the day that thep
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMhJKY k FOX, Brow n’s Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL k CO., No. 86 West Street,
New York.
Doc. 6. 1812.dtf
run as

MONTREAL.

OCEM STEAMSHIP CO’S

paper:
“TEN WEEKS IN NATAL” CBITICAI.Y EXAMINED.

I. A few years ago a book purporting to be
by Dr. Colenso was published under this title,
and was valued as an interesting and useful
work by a large number ot readers wbo supposed it to be a genuine narrative of facts.
2.1 shall now proceed to show, by means
of a number of prominent instances, that the
book contains such remarkable contradictions,
and involves sucli plain impossibilities, that it
cannot be regarded as a true narrative of actual historical matters of fact. 1 need at present examine but a few of the earlier pages to
prove this.
3. The writer says, “My intention was to
Visit different pails of the district and make
acquaintance with the inhabitants of all classes, Christian and heathen, whether resident
in European towns, villages, or larm-houses,
or collected in Kattir kraals;” and he calculates
that the whole might be done effectually in
three months. Now, he admits that the country in extent is 18,000 square miles—about a
third of England and Wales.
4. It is certain that to make acquaintance
ui

pcopic

uiueiciH

uiiigui's

would occupy much longer time than in the
of an English district of the same extent.

case

But could this be done even in England?
The Bishop of Salisbury is an active Bishop,
but has he been able in nine years to make acquaintance with all the inhabitants of his diocese, consisting of 2,040 square miles?
Not
with a tenth part of them. The mere traveling distance for close inspection over 18,000
square miles would amount to some 3,600
miles; it is simply incredible that the writer
could calculate to do this effectually In three
with

AMERICAN, NORWEGIAN, JURA,
BOHEMIAN. ANGLO SAXON. NOVA SCOTIAN—will sail from Quebec every Saturfor
Liverpool, via Londonderry.
day morning,
Passengers leave Portland per Grand Trunk Trains
with United States mails, every Friday, at 1 16 P. M.,
connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday
morning.
Passage to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
Third Class, 835. First Class. 877 to 992—according
to accommodation,—which includes tickets on Grand
Trnnk Railway.
Prepaid and retnrn tickets issued at reduced rates.
Excursion tickets to the World’s Fair, out and
back, 8186.
Apply to Edmonstone, Allan k Co., Montreal,or to
J. L. FARMER.
No. 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
dtf
Jane 23,1862.

CENTRAL HOUSE,
Proprietor.
E. G. Mayo,
PASSADUMKEAO, MAINE.

stating, “I sailed in

com-

pany with the Bishop of Capetown and Mrs.
and at page 2 he writes, “we
drop|>ed
anchor in Table Bay.” There is no mention
made of any other
or of any machinpersons,
ery by which this might be donenor any
claim of miraculous power. I assume, then,
that it is absolutely undeniable that the narrative distinctly involves the statement that
three persons, two men and one woman, and
no others, did raise and heave into the sea an
anchor which I suppose could weigh not less
Ulan ten or fifteen hundred weight.
6. Along the east coast of Africa “a current runs (as we are told) at the rate of three
or lour miles an hour;” tuke the mean of three
and a half miles, and tills would give eightyfour miles ill a day; but he presently informs
us that though steaming with
might and main,
the aloresaid current carried us backward 100
miles. How it is conceivable that in
spite of
steam power it could have caused the steamer to retrograde faster than it* own flow ?
And the singular result of this lengthened voyage with its 100 miles of reirograding is that
they took the people of Durban (their destination) by surprise, and -aused actual inconvenience by the steamer arriving a week before
It waa expected.
7. On landing he is met by one of Uie
church-wardans, but at page 1 he informs us
that there is not a single church, chapel, or
school erected in the district. Was it, then,
the churchwarden of a church to be erected ?
No, the narrative puts the explanation out of
the question by adding that the Bishop’s letter had beeu read In the church on the
day

“ELM

are told that the streets,
which are of considerable width, and the market square, are covered a foot deep with white
■and. Pulling aside the just incredulity with
which a simple minded native of the Fens
would hear this statement, let us examine the'
Incredible insertion gravely made with regard

this sand. Let us first premise that these
wide streets would not be less than thirty feet
wide, and suppose them to be but half a mile
in extent, and the market place only sixty feet
square, here would be 9,200 cubic yards of sand.
“This quantity of sand,” says the author, "is
now in my eyes and mouth.”
How thankful
we must be that (after this criticism) we are
no longer obliged to believe that an Englishman sat down to write his journal with 9,200
cubic yards of white saud in his eyes and
9. The chronology, too, is obscure; in one
sentence (page 14) we have the word now
used twice, relerring as to one and the same
time, to February 2, 1854, and to January 1,
1855.
10. These difficulties I meet with in the
first fourteen pages of the volume. 1 cannot
dih teet mat tins much is more than
enough
to show the nnhistoric character of the book,
and the groundlessness of that notion of its
veracity and honesty with which so many,
(brought up, alas! in the school of simple
trustfulness) have regarded it, and doubtless
will regard it, until their attention shall be
drawn to the facts which make such a view
impossible for reflecting and inquiring minds.

An Original Duel —Old Colonel S., of
an old genius, a queer compound of comic seriousness. Replete with
Jokes, both original and selected he was not 1
slow in hatching them up and dealing them
out in small doses ou different occasions.
One evening at a party, a young gentleman
upon whom the Colonel had told some cutting
jokes, feeling himsell insulted, challenged the
Colonel to mortal combau

HOUSE.”

undersigned respectfully informs the
public that be has leased the above House,
on Federal Street, Portland,
nd invites
the travelling community to call and see if
he knows “how to keep a hotei.** Clean,
airy rooms, good beds, a well-provided tible, attentive servants and moderate charges are the inducements he holds out to those whose business
call them to the “Forest City."

or

pleas-

ure

JONATHAN

Portland, Aug. 19,1862.
BATII

By

C.

M.

BLISS, Proprietor.
dtl

HOTEL,
PL IT M M K

886, Washington St., Bath.

j_1

•.•Terms 81 per day.

Stable connect*

with bouse.

Bath*,

28,1862.

June

dtf

SAOADAHOCK HOUSE,
Alfred Carr,
Proprietor.
BATH, MAINE.
THE

City

of Bath is one of the healthiest
the coast of Maine—delightfully situated on the Kennebec, twelve miles
from the sea, and affords one of the most
ng retreats from the dust and turmoil of our
rp cities.
The SAfiADAHocK is one of the finest, most spacious, and best appointed Hotels in the State, located
within thuee minutes walk of the Depot, Steamboat
Landing, Post Office, Custom House, Ac., being directly in the business centre of the City.

localities

ou

Terws Msdcrats kf Iks Week er Day,
Bath. June 28. 1862.
dtf

STEAM

POWER

Book and Job

Printing Office,

•

Eel Catching—One nioruing a man was
missing, and could not be heard of for a fortnight. His wife was in such distress that
when at last his body was found in a flslt pond
near the house no one liked to tell Iter, more
especially as the discovery of tile body was
accompanied with what people thought would
ahock her dreadftilly—namely, that when it
was pulled out of the water a great
quantity
of eels fell on the grass from it; the body was
in fact, full of them. At last some one had
the courage to tell the widow and to add the
circumstances about the eels. Tile widow replied amid her tears, “Send home the eels—
and set him ayain. lam very fond of eels.”

Fair Columbia !
attention of Music Dealers and Bookseller
is called to a new National Song,
FA IK CO-

THE
LUMBIA,”

No. 821 EXCHANGE

STREET,

Fox Block,

Second Floor,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Marine, Fire

Their

Establishment is tarnished with all the

proved modern machinery, and their assortment of

Book and
la

adequate

to do

Fancy Types,

any work demanded in this State

Business Card* of

Style

Every Variety

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

jau7 d3m

COAL

THE

NEATEST MANNER.

CHEAP

arlety of Tyne.

Deeda, Law Briefa, Equity Caaea,
And other LAW DOCUMEXT8 executed with
Dispatch.

end all other kinds of

Printing,

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS

SHOP

BILLS, PROGRAMMES,
AID

ftffee,

Tortland, JuneM, 18SZ.

The great unequalled Preparations for
H catering, Invigorating, lieu uiily log
and Dressing the llulr*

Rendering It aoft. vllVy and gloray. and dlrpoilng It to
remain in any dorlrod position ; qule Jy deanring the
rcalp, arresting the fall and imparting a healthy and

natural color to the Hair.

IT ID: TER FAILS

To Restore"

Red Oak Staves
30 @36
Mol. 11 lid. Shooks
A Heads,city 262(5 2 75
Sugar do. city 262«2475
do. do. c'trv.l 26@160
GreenCo’v sad 1 10n@l 2t»
Cardamons, Oil Lenum. Country Rifl Mol.
Hhd. Shooks... 136@150
Anise and Orange, Iodine 60c, Tolu ana Crude Slash.125(5160
Camphor 9oc, Re fined do.
@31
40c, Tartaric Acid 20c. Hackmetack Tim*
< ream
Tartar, Citric her, p tun.10@16
<
DaMalaaaea*
Acid, Shellac, 'opal,
mar and Hums used for Duty
6c p gal.
like purposes 10c, Aloes. Cicnftigos.none.
Chlorate of Trinidad.41 @ 42

Grey

Hair

TO

Its Original \'outhfrilColor
V\ vs wot i\
,
But act* directly upon the root* rf the llnir, giving
them the natural nourishment rrqtiir»*<1, | r< dm ing the
nuue vitality and luxurious quantity a* in youth.

Uoopa.#30

are

requested to call,

as

we are

Whose Hair
sainum

Verdigris,
Carb.

Potass,
Magnesia Cnbaclaved.36 (536
<fo. tart 84(534*
6c, Boracic Acid, Yellow do.
Prussiate Potash and do. Muscovado 38 @40
Red do. 10c, Liguorice. New Orleans.
kU.
Oxalic Acid and Sugar I'orlUnHW.
do.
bbU 33
(f Ixad 4c, Asphalt um
and Bi-Chro. potash 3c.
Walls.
Sago 14c, Epsom Salts, Duty: fWlc, Wrought2c,
Liquorice Root, Bi-Carb. Assorted 3c p lb.'
Soda, Caustic Soda lc; Cask.§5 00 cash.
Castor Oil 60c P gal..
Naval Stares.
Morphine 82 p oz.. Al- Duty Turpentine, Rosin,
um (k>c p cwt.. Copperas
Pitch, Tarty) pc ad red.,
S. Turpentiut 15c Pynl.
60c p ctrf., Muriatic Acid 10 pc ad rat.. Spong- Tar(foreignYp bbl.§13al4
Isin- Pitch (Coal Tar)
es, Assaftetida.
§4& 1*
glass. Flor Sulphur.Sen- Rosin.18 Caty)
na, Arrowroot, (Iinseng Turpentine Pgul 826&340
20 pc. Bleaching PowOakum.
ders 30c p cwt., Sago Duty: Free.
60c pewt., Sal Soda and American.8f@ 91
Sods Ash |c p lb, Crude
Oil.
Brimstone S3 and Roll thrift Sperm, Whale and
do. 86 P ton, Alcohol 40c
other Fish Oils of forit
eign fisheries 20 Pc ad
Alum p lb.4 (® 6c
vat.. Linseed, Humps*ed
Aloe*.30 ® 37
and IIapes red 2So p gat.,
Arrow Root.17 (®40
Olive 23c.
Salad 60c,
Borax.g33
Palm, Seat and Cocoanut 10c p gat.
Brimstone'(roll).. .44® 5
Bi-Carb. Soda.6] g.7 Portland kerosene
Sulphur...6 g 6) IDuminat’g Oil.50 @65c
Sal Soda.34 g 4 Machine.80 (a 82
Camphor.180gl 85 Clarine.
(’ream Tartar,... .35 g€o j Sperm Winter.. 20tyg210
Logwood ex.12 Vg 14 Whale.ref.Wint lU6fel06
do.
Crude.1
Maguesia .28 g30
Indigo, M'la, fine 81 4 a 2 L»rand Hank and
Madder.17c® 18
Hay Chaleur §26 (a29
Opium.(M). 894 alO Shore.24 i®26
”200a 226 Linseed.§1 43&146
Rhubarb.

Fittings,

1.

the Zylobolhas no equuL No lady's toilet
is complete without it

City.

Je23tf

AMD

So. 375 F

Main* Slats

j
j

tr

_o«ai

Remedy

a few well known gentlemeu and physicians who
have tried the Wine:
Gen. Winfield Scot*. USA. Dr Wilson. 11th st.. NT.
Gov. Morgan, N Y .State. Dr Ward. Newark. X. J.
Dr. J R.< hilt on. NY. City. Dr. Dougbertv, Newark,

Passengers lor this route will take the ears at the
Portland, Saco k Portsmouth, or Kennebec k Portland Depots, in Portland
8. W. EATON. Sup't.
Farmington May 6.1*12.
juneSSdtf

each bottle.

This celebrated Female Medicine,
possessing virtues unknown of anyelse of the kind, and proving
thing
>
effectual afri-r all others have failed,
1
is designed for both married and sinladies, and is the very beet thing
nown for the purpose, as it will
bring on thcrnon/A/y si'ntoicssin cases
of obstructions, from any cause, and
after all..other remedies of the kind
(
have b«e„ tried in vain.
OVER 2000 RO'ITLES bare now
i
been sold without a single failure,
(
a
1
20 Boiled.147&149
Alcohol.1 12
when taken as directed, and witliout
Fluid.1 16 *1 26 I-ard Oil.1 08fel 10 !
the least injury to health in any rase.
Olive Oil.175 a ISO
Camphene. 350®
rSF"It is put iip in bottles ol three
Saltpetre.«.11 ®23 Castor Oil.226 ^2 35
different strengths, with frill direcVitriol.14 (glt> Neats foot Oil...1 lU&l 15
tions for using, and sent by express,
Oalaan
Dyewaads.
closely sealed, to all part* of the country.
Duty: Free.
P bbl.§3 87S8 60
PRICES—Full strength. 910; half strength, 96;
Bar wood.2j®
P bush.1 3(^1 40
strength. 93 per bottle.
quarter
Brazil Wood.13 ®
Palate.
REM EM HER—This medicine is designed exCamwood.44® 4J thrift. On White Lead dry
or
in
oil
and
Fustic,
Red j pressly for obstinate cases, which alt other remedies
ground
Sav an villa .2 a24
Lead §2 40 p 100 lbs.
of the kind hare failed to cure; also that it is warranted as represented in every resjfect, or the price
6
Litharge 24c, Oxide (f
Hypemic.41®
Zinc
Logwood,
p lb, I'russian \ will be refunded.
< ampeachy.2jg24
Blue, Vermilion, Chrome
tar BE WARE OF l MITA TIOS8 ! None genuine and warranted, unless purchased directly >/ l>r.
8t. I>omingo.2® 2}
Yellow, I 'met tan Red 25,
at his Remedial Institute for Special IHseases,
M.
Extract Logwood. 13 (214
Brown
Sfurnish
dry 20,
Nic
Wood. ®
in oil ty 4»c ad rat., Yet- 1 No. 28 Union street. Providence. K. 1.
44
bis Specialty embraces all diseases of a priPeach
41
loir
and
other
Ochres
50c
.3}®
44
Red
Si P lOu fbs, Paris White J vate nature, botfiot MEN and WOMEN, bv a reg44
a
educated
2
in
oil
dry
Sapan
60c,
ularly
physician of twenty )ears' practice,
§160,
Ouercitron Bark.. .2$® 2*
giving them bis whole attention.
Whiting 60c p 100 lbs
Red Sanders.8 g 6 f*’tPd L«*sd. in oil. § 113 g.
(^‘Consultations by letter or otherwise are strictl>wrk.
Lewis Lead,
11
12
ly confidential .and medicines will be sent by express,
secure from observation, to all part* of the l nited
Host on Lead,
1 la 1H
Duty 80 pc ad ral.
States. Also accommodation* for ladies from abroad
French Zinc,
10a
Ravens.60c®
Inter. Zinc,
wishing for a secure and uuiet hxtkxat, with good
Portland, No. 8..1 no®
..8^a8i
care, until restored to health.
No. 10. 72 g
iochelle Yellow.
3 a 31
CAUTION.—It has beeu estimated that over two
Snc. Yen. Red_8 (ft
Nary, 8’r, No. 3.99
dollars are paid to swindling
No. 10. 70
tv
1 hundred thousand
Tent Dnck,
ted
quacks annually, in New England aione, without any
benefit to those who pay it. All this comes trom
U S 10 or.60®
Plaster.
44
12 o*_C6 ®
trusting, without inquiry, to men who are alike des'hsty Free.
titute of honor, character and sk.ll, fcnd whose only
*er ton Soft.226Q360
Feathers.
recommendation is their own false and extravagant
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:
ral.
80
lard.2
a
2
25
00
Pc
Duty
assertions, in praise of themselves. If, therefore,
Live Geeae p Ib 60 ®66 1 round.600a,ti26
Russia.26 g
you would avoia being humbugged, take no man's
Pravisiaas.
word, no matter wnat his pretensions are, but
Flak.
rhriy Reef and Pork lc.
MAKE INQUIRY :—it will cost you nothing, and
Duty For 100 lb* foreign Lard, Bacon and Hams
may save you many regrets; for, as advertising ph»Herring 4 1. 2r, Butter and Cheese 4c
caught
sicians. in nine cases ou. of ten, are bogus, there Is
M irk, ret $2. Mmm 83; Tt'jfO Mess Beef §12
J
no safety in trusting any of them, unless you know
and ail other pickled in 'ortland do.
12* a 13
who ana what thev are.
bids. 81 60 P bbl., other- "tl'dext.do.
14* a 141
rr- Dk. M. will send free. bv enclosing one
wise 50c P rwt. From *ork, t*xtra clear. 194 a.2"
a pamphlet on DISEASES Or WOProduces free.
*ork, clear.IS o. 19
stamp as above,Prirate
IHseases generally, giving frill
and on
MEN',
Cod large p qut. 84}®6
•ork.mess. 16i a 17
information, with the most undoubted refirences and
j■*' u.
urs, Aiii uu
10
small.3j g3j
testimonials, without which no advertis.ng physician
3 *ork. Prime. 13l®l4
or medicine of this kind is deserving of XJT Y CONV. '.x Prime.141 a 15
Haddock,
FIDESCE WHATEVER
Hake.1 «2lcil 87 tound Hog*. 7® 71
Irder* by moil
attended to. Write
Herring.Shorepbl.4 ® 4} lams.9 (a 10c
do. Labrador.. none.
your address plainly, and direct to DR M A ITISON,
Smok'd
Hams.91a
10
'ity
as
above.
dccti daw lj 30
do. Scaled pbx .80® 36c
l^radaer.
do. No. 1.20 a 25 leef |> qit’r f> lb .5 ® 74
Mackerel p bbl..
14 (a 15
Wtgs. |> dor
POOR RICHARD'S
Bay No. 1.810} a 11} •otatoo*. *>bbl.fl60®l 62
9 •< 'hickens.10® 12
Bay No.
-amb .8 ® 10
Shore No. 1..
'nrkiea.12 (a 14
2
*eese.9 ®10
Ki **•
7t<$
>f eal. .none.
Organs of the human system arc more impor£ do.f (medium).. .6 $
^ tant to health and comfort than the Eye and
do. (small).3a
1’ickles, p bbl_f8 a. 9
Frail.
Rice*
Ear, and yet none are less understood or more negDuty. lemons, Orange*, lHttp Cleaned lfc, Padlocted. They seem to pass even common observation,
Bananas and Plantain*
dp Ic p lb.
20 Pc ad ral., Almond* !iUce p H>.6f@ 7i
and yet every part of the body Is dependent upon
Rum.
4c. and Shelled do. 6c p
them for life and health.
lb. Xut* and Date* 2c T’ortland distilled 60 ®62c
Figs, SalcratBB*
p lb. Currant*,
Plum*, Prune* and Rai- Sialeratus p lb.7f@ 8c I Poor Bichard's Eye and Ear Water
tin* 6c p lb. Citron 80
Bull*
Is a new and rare discovery, which is most wonder\I.Jutp: fn bulk 18c, and in !
ffeadvaJ.
ful in it« operations, putting to blush the old systems
Almonds—Jordan p lb,
baqt 24c $9 100 tbs.
Soft Shell.20 ®22c T'urk’s Is., p hbd.
of treatment, which have quite as often done harm
430
Shelled.
(8 bus.)-92 80®8 25
as good. Below we give the certificate of Rev. P. 8.
Currants.16 ® 161Jverpool.2 7-Vo 3 00
Henson, Pastor of the Broad Street Baptist Church,
Citron.44 ®46 iC^adi*.none
Pea Nuts. ¥@2} 8lacks Salt.none,
j Philadelphia. If auy one has doubts as to the value
none,
Figs, common....
jt3r’d Butler Salt 22 ®
of this remedy, they may learn more of its practical
New Kleme.18c® 22
Starch.
value by addressing a note of inquiry to Mr H.
Lemons, p box. ,12 ft 3 Ifhitv 20 **c ad vat.
Oranges—Messina. 8o3j 1 ’earl.6f® 74
Philadelphia. Oct. 17, 1*62.
I
potato.a 4
Eaisins,
From injuries received in my right eye, when a
Blue pcask.15*816
Shat-i>100Ibs *9J olO
boy, a chronic inflammation had been produced, in
Black.¥8 41«» Il>rop.£111 a 12
Bunch P box.387f'd400 (Ruck.
12a 124 j consequence of which 1 suffered constaut martyrLaver.400(4426
Rsaf.
dom.
^
Every* moment of my waking life was embitDates.7 ® 9<* iDuty 35 pc ad ral.
tered, and I was frequently unable to sleep at night.
Prune*.$|®1<H ILoathe k Gore’s, TrowA variety of remedies had been resorted to withFloar—Portland insp
bridge k Smith’s Ex8upertiue-¥7 12®7 87* tra No.1 p !b.
9J® 9f
out success, and 1 entertained the purpose, as a last
Fancv.7 87 a 62 IFamily do.8 @ 84
resort, of haviug the ball taken out of its socket, in
8748 12!No. 1.

Ele

Corn, Flour and Grain,
HEAD OF MERRILL'S WHARF,
Cowrelal Street.

ARMY

Portias-. Me.
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EXCHANGE
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JOHN BOND.
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EYE 6r EAR

WATER !

T^O

Family.8 87«j8

1.6]®

82 IEagle No.
6J
Extra Superior 8 87®9
Star.64® 6f
Western extras 8 0088 261Paatile.16® 174
family.. 8 1248 87 <Crane's.9 ®9j
superiors 26®* 87 Spiers*
Ohio extra... 8 26a 8 60 Duty
(linger Root be,
**
famil.y. 8 7648 87 Cround
8c, PepCanada super No.1. none.
and
Pimento 12c,
per
St LouisFav Bruds
('lores 15c, ('atria 10c,
Southern III.do do. 9fi*10
('atria Rudt 20c. CinnaPet apsco Family llja,lli
mon 26c, Mace and NutRya Flour.4 ® 4j megs 30c p lb.
Corn Meal.4J@ 4* (Cassia p !b.45 ®47c
Buckw't Fl'rpib 8ic®4} <Hove#.36 <$38
<Ginger, (Race)-86
Grata.
#86
Duty Com and Oat* 10c. (Ginger, (Africa). .86 ®86
Bye and Barley 16c, an <7.!Mace.83 ®1K>
iPheat 20c p bu. From[)Nutmegs.98 ;595
Br. Province*free.
'1Pepper. 28-530
1
®26
Rve.96^1 00 Pimento.23
Oats.68 GW)
Seed*.
SouthYel.Corn. .1 03a 106 Duty Lin teed 16c p 6a.,
Corn, Mixed. ...1 00®1 06 Canary *\pbu., Mus2»
tard 3c
lb.
Shorts p ton.
¥23 (825 Herds G rass.£288® 3
Fine Feed.27 @30 Western|Clover. Ill® 124
Red Top.£3 5>
firladitsaes*

60[>

10t@10|

j

the

hope

findiug

relief.

»

meantime, most providentially, I noticed
one day in a shop wiudow a bottle of POOR RICHARD'S EYE WATER. 1 bad never heard of it be\ fore. but determined to try it, and did, with the most
delightful results. In a very few days the painful
1
rritation was removed: I could bear the strongest
light, and went forth to the enjoyment of a new life.
J 1 now keep a bottle of it always in the house, and if
i my eye seems at all disposed to annoy me, I give it a
dose, and that is au end of it. I would not be withIn the

out it for any amount of money.

I take occasion to

j say, ftirther, that my wife used to suffer severely at
times from protracted pain in and over her eye-*, and
■he has found Poor Richard's Eye Water

a

Fancy Doeskins
A LAO, A

Grateful to God for the benefit that I have
personally received, I cannot but commend the preparation to all who have been sufferers like myself.
relief.

P. 8. HENSON.

3]

Psstor of Brosd Street Baptist Church.
Regidence 1430 Poplar St., Philadelphia.

r?"Numerous certificates of

might

Duty

Valued at let* than
20c p lb 6c. orev 20c 6c
P fb and 20 pc ad ral.
•Blasting.¥44® 6
Rifle and Sporting.6j@ 7}

No. 12 2fc, abore No. 12
and not above 16 Sc,abore
No. 15 and not above 20
84c. abore No. 20 and refined 4c p !b.
Portland A.. none.
do.
AA.11 @
(316
do.
Yellow... none.
Loose.18 ,815
Extra Yellow-none.
II idea nad Sltias.
ad
ral.
10
Muscovado.
pc
Duty
11@114
do.
in bond 9 (alrt
B A. Hides.30 8 31
Western.21 @22 Havana Brown.. Ilf® 124
do.
White.. .13j(5l4
Slaughter Hides. 64474c
CalfSkins.11@18 New Orleans.12 ®14
Crushed.161® 154
Calcutta Cow-

a

similar

Poor Richard's Eye and Ear Water
Is truly

Sovereign Remedy for Inflamed and Diseased Eyes, Dim Vision aud Weak Eyes, Deafness,
Noise in the Head, Catarrh, Rheumatism and Neuralgia, with all kindred diseases. It is passed into
the ear by a small glass tube, w hich, together with
the Water, may hi* obtained at the principal Drug
Stores in this city. Price 25 cents per Bottle.
a

Tubes 6 Cents.
H. H. HAY aud W. F.

|

PHILLIPS, Wholesale

MRS. M.C2. BROWN, Proprietor,
dot 18 dBm
No. 410 Arch St., Philadelphia.

of Price.

Thoroughgoing,

be not robbed and add to your angering* in being deceived by the lying boasts, misrepresentations, false
promises and pretensions of

POST.

FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
who know little of the nature and character of Special diseases, and less as to their cure
Some exhibit
ot Institutions or Colleges, which
forged
never existed in any part of the world; others exhibit diplomas of the dead, how obtained, ni known;
not onlv assuming and advertising ia names of those
inserted in the diplomas, but to further their
tion assume name* of other most celebrated physicians long since dead. Neither be deceit ed by

ladepmdrat,

Fearless Advocate of
Freedom.

imposi-

QUACK NOSTRUM MAKERS,
through

Alse certificate* and reference*, and recommendations of tbeir medicines bp the dead, who can-

EDITED BY

William fallen

Dry Goods,

Bryant and Parke

farther their imposition, copy from Medic*) books
much that is written of the qualities and effects ot
different herbs and plants, and ascribe all the same
to their Tills, Extract*. 8peci0(t. Ac most ot which,
if not all, contain Mercury, because of the ancieut
belief of its “curing everything,” but now known
to “kill more than is cared,” and those not killed,
constitutionally injured lor life.

Godwin.

The Evening Post, now in the
year of
its existeuce. is a journal thorouchly devoted to the
principles of Fiwdom, »nd is candid, fearless and inin the expression of its sentimeuts. It
holds to the great doctriues of a strict construction
of the Constitution. Kconomy in Government, no
political jobbery, honest men for office, the SuppreMtign
of the Slave Vower. Free Soil and Free Speech and
it earnestly advocates a vigorous prosecution of the

sixty-first

dependent

EE_as_M

Woodman,
Charles Bailey.

Alfred

ang^Odfe wtf

FAIRBANKS9

IGNORANt EOF QUACK DOCTORS AND NOSTRUM MAKERS.
Through the'ignorance of the Quack Doctor.knowing no other remedy, he relies upon Mercury, and
gives it to all his patients in pills, drops. Ac., 'so the
Nostrum Maker, equally ignorant, adds to his *ocallbd Extracts, Specific, Antidote, Ac., both reiving
upon its effects in curing a few in a hundred, it is
trumpeted in various ways throughout the land: but
▲la* ! nothing is said of the balance; some of whom
die, others grow worse, and are left to linger and suffer for months or years, until relieved or cared, if
poesiblc, by competent physicians.
BUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known to
some quack doctors and nostrum mnkers.yet, regardless of the life and health of others, there are those
among them who will even ffiriure themselves, contradicting giving mercury to their patients, or that it
is contained in thetr Nostrums, so that the “usual
lee” may be obtained tor professedly caring, or “the
dollar” or “fraction of itf> may be obtained for the
Nostrum. It it thus that many are deceived aleo.and
uselessly spend large amounts'for experiments with

War'ngalml Treason.
being • Good Newspaper.
In its columns will be round a complete
History of the War. all important Political or State
Documents entire.
of
It mimachieflv, however, mt

Standard.

Legislative Bodies.

Proceedings

SCALES.

Summaries of European Intelligence, aud news from
ail
parts of the world, accurate reports of ttuaucial
and commercial matters, trustworthy < orrespondence, aud a carefully selected Literary Miscellany,
comprising Poetrr, Reviews of New Works, with
liberal extracts. Tales, Poetry. Gossip, and Anecdotes—the whole forming an excellent variety, in
which every reader will discover something to his
taste.

These celebrated Scales are still made by the orig- :
inal inventors, (and oslt by thin.) and are con- I
stantly receiving all the improvements which their
long experience and skill can suggest.
They are correct in principle, thoroughly made,
of the best materials, and are perfectly accurate and
durable in operati*m.
TE RMS-PAT ABLE

IS ADVANCE.
DAILY EVENING POST.

For

sale, in every variety,

as

Hay, Coal and Railroad Scales I
BUTCHERS'. GROCERS’. DRUGGJST8’, CON-

One copy,

one

One copy,
One copy,

one
one

FECTIONERS' aud GOLD

complete variety

One copy,

of

Sold in
oc2ft

...corner

TO

ORDER.

STOKE SHADES, of all dimensions, made, letter
ed and

AT

Portland, Me.

to insure an answer.
Address Dr. L. Dix, No.
Mass.
Boston. Jan. 1,1868.

$20.

1y

THE LADIESI* The celebrated-DK L.
particularly invites all ladies who need a
.VesKeoI or Surgical adviser, to call at his Kooms.No.
11 Endicott street. Boston, Mass, which they will
And arranged for their special accommodation.
Da. DIX having devoted over twenty year* to this
particular branch of the treatment of ail diseases peculiar to females, it is now conceded by all (both in
this country and in Europe) that he excels all other
known practitioner* in the safe, speedy and effectual
treatment of all female complaints
DIX

#3 00
6 00
N.nO
16.00

1

the flourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
County, for farming and manutheturing purposes,
and have divided their property into lots and farm*.
They are offered to subscribers in shares of f20 each.
Maps, with full information, can be had by calllngo.
EDWARD SHAW, A|.at,
(
103 Middle Street, 1‘ortlaed.
i
dU
eb*

been forwarded additions mav he made to it on the
terms. It is not necessary that the members of
olub should reoeive their papers at the same postoffice. Clergy's Ex^are supplied by mail at the following rates; Dailv.*#H per annum; Semi-Weekly,
#2.60; Weekly. #1.00. Mouoy may be forwarded by
mail at our risk

T,»niT yw «»«*•»••, »nd i«n or
found the
experiment. 1 heve at lu<

After

Beat
mean

jan30

CO.,

pathixer.
Agents
dressing

Evening Poet,

41 Nassau Street,

con.

Liberty.
New York.

Dyo!

coloring Hair iu the world.

I say it boldly, and
it. And say fort her. that if anv one bays my
does not like it, I will refand
after
trying,
and
Dye.
the money on returning me the bottle with one halt
its contents.
I do not wish to sell it to any rebel, or rebel sym
For

Address

Office of the

Beards, Attend!

Gray

SPECIMEN COPIES OF THE EVENING POST
will be sentffnt to all who/lesire It.

WE.Ci BRYANT A

ensure an answer.

Boston. Jan. 1. 1863.

same

COMPANY have

purMISSOURI. LAND
chased from the Uanuibal k 81. Joseph Railroad
THE
tract of land iu Northern Missouri,

tl Endicott street.Boston,

O

EVENING PONT

a

HOMESTEADS FOR

adjoining

6.00

12.00
22.50

lar to

STONEHAM'Sj

large

#8 00

Subscriptions may commence at any time. Pay
always in advance. When a club of subscribers has

dccl2 eod8m

a

Friday.

put up at short notice,

No. 168 1-2 Middle St.

Company

DR. L DIX'S
charges are very moderate. Communications sacredly confidential, and all may rely on him with the
strictest secrecy and confidence, whatever may be
the disease, condition or situation of any one, married or single.
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all parts of
the United States.
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar

PREMIUMS.
Any person sendiug us #46 for twenty Semi-WeekHis medicines areprepann) with the express parly subscribers will be eutitled to an extra copy of
pose of removing all diseases, snch a* debility, weakthe Semi-Weekly one year; or #22.50 for ten copies,
unnatural suppressions, enlargements of the
ness.
will be entitled to one copv of our Weekly oue vear.
womb, also, all discharges which flow from a morbid
Any person sendi g us #16 and the names of ten
of the Mood
The Doctor is now fally
state
prepared
subscribers to our Weekly will be entitled loan extra
to treat in his peculiar style, both medically and surcopy of the Weekly one year for his sendees; tor I
all disease* of the female sex. and they are
gically.
twenty names and #30 he will be entitled to one eopy
to
invited
call
at
respeetfally
of our Semi-Weekly or two copies of our Weekly
No. 31 Etui icon Street, Boatoo.
one year.
Each subscriber's mime is printed on his paper.
AH letter* requiring advice must contain one dol-

Shades,

CLOTH A WIRE SCREENS,
Signs, Banners. Ornamental and
Fancy Painting,
EXECUTED

and

Is Published every Wednesday.
One eopy, one year
Three copies, one year,
Five copies, one year,
Ten copies, one year,
Any larger number #1 50 each.

Battery march Street,
Poeton.

Portland by EMERY A WATERHOUSE.

Window

Tuesday

year,

WEEKLY

—

of

quackery.

10.00
1.00

An extra copy will be sent to may person who
sends us a club of twenty and over.

FAIRBANKS A BROWN,
118 Milk Street.

one

Two copies, one year,
Five copies, oue year,
Ten copies, oue year,

WEIGHING APPARATUS,
-■¥

fll 00

mouth,

SEMI-WEEKLY EVENING PONT

Beams, Weights, &c.,&c.
a

year, delivered by earrier,
year, seut by mail,

It Published erery

SCALES!
With

respectable Physi-

servation.

A COMPLETE FAMILY NEWSPAPER.

lAHtMCTl RKBS All JOBBERS OF CLOTIIHC.
Goo. W. Woodman,
Seth B. Uersey,

refers to Professor* and

diplomas

A

Importers and Wholesale Dealers!a

da_a

that he is much recommend-

cians—many of whom consult him in critical esses,
because of his acknowledged skill and reputation, attained through bo long experience, practice and ob-

(ESTABLISHED IX 1801.

Furnishing Goods,

SM

at tbia

proudly

EVENTNG

THE

WOODJIAtf, TRUE A C©„

a.A

by aoeuriog ticket,

Proprietors. Ac.,

AEFLICTKD AND UKFORTTNATE!

Chance

which we will sell mt prices to salt the times.
Portland. Nov. 19.1662.
dtf

ICS

Hotel

ed, aud particularly to
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
To avoid and escape Imposition of Foreign and Native Quacks, ssort numerous ia Boston than other
large cities,
DR. L. DIX1

dawtf

and

Vaa

SIXTEEN YEARS

engaged in treatment of Special diseases, a Act so
well known to many Citizens.Publishers. Merchants,

PROSPECTUS.

CLOTHING,

and Domestic

money

88.

of

-AND-

Foreign

la THI OULY RlflPLAK URADIATI riTSKUX ADVKRTIftl«U IX BUSTOS

with

18(53.

rCLL ETOCE or THE

Gentlemen’s

prorided

lat-

Latest Styles of*

character

be furnished.

June

and Cnseimm*.

READY-MADE

can aara

office.

CLOTHS, OVERCOATINGS,

sov-

ereign specific in her case, giving her almost instant

Linseed.3 a>
Bough—free.
Rough, p ton..’.. ¥20a 25 Canary.4i<gj 4)
Dressed.36 a 40
Sugar.
iHsty: Me/ado2c,not*nbore
Gaapowrier.

Sheep Pelts, Gr’n.96® ¥11! Tallaw*
Sheep Pelts, Dry 76@1 00 Duty: Tallow 1 pc, Soap

of thus

daily receiving the

Niagara Pallh.

ard

LITTLE, Aorrt,
opcr 81 Errhnngt Strrtt.

rr Yon

BROUH,

MOST DESIRABLE STYLES

44

1

are

asserts (and it cannot be contradicted.except
by quacks, who will say or do anything, even perjure
themselves, to impose upon patients) that he

W. D.

I. D. MERRILL.

At 03 Middle Street,
Opposite the Custom House,
Have

koUUp

IWTicketa acid la Portland at lowett Beaton rate

augddly

UARDIHER A

DR. DIX

Thi, road i, broad okaok and ia
New and Splendid Sleeping Cara.

by

advanced at all ages, of

DR. L. DIX’8
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE.
31 Kndicott afreet, Boston, Mem.,
is so arranged that patients never see or b&r each
other. Recollect, the ouly entrance to hit ORoe is
No. 21, having no connection with his rv*kleBce.consequently no family interruption, so that on ao account can any person hesitate applying at his oRce.

RAILWAY.

Via Buffalo, Durkibk,

more

BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED.

BT THE

ERIE

kW All kinds of fixtures for hot and cold water
set up in the host manner.
All orders in city or country personally attended to

lo|
8}

Sl CO-

Closets, Urinals, Force and Suction Pumps,
Boilers. Wash Hotels, Silver Plated k Brass
Cocks, of all kinds constantly on hand.

44

and the

Chicaoo, fiirimri, Clkvrlard, Detroit,
Toledo, 8t. Paul, La Crowe, 8t. Dim,
Siw Urlbam, or any part of the
WEST. SOUTH OR NORTH WEST,

No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.

[a

Tbeir effects and consequences;

SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies;
SECREr AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial A lectio ~s; Eruptions and all Diseases of
the Skin; Ulcers of the Nose, I hroat and Body ; Pimples on the Face; Swellings of the Joints; Nervousness; Constitutional and other Weaknesses in youth,

To

dly

dTotERHILL

I. D. MERRILL.

SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS,

THROUGH TICKETS

STREET,

PLUMBERS,
Both

icines.

BRTDGE8, Managing Director.
Montreal. August 1. 1862.
afldtf

Tailor,

...

Fortl»nd, Au*. 8. IMS.

Water

A. SPEER, Proprietor.
Vixsyakd—Passaic. New Jersey.
Omc»—108 Broadway, New York.
JOHN LA FOY, Paris,
Agent for France and Germany.
Sold in Portland by H. H. HAY.Druggist.
Supplydec £2 dly
ing Ageut.
WILL
BE
FORFEITED
BY
DR.
L.
"
“♦.PVFv Dl X If Ailing to cure in less time than
any other physician, more etfeetunlly and permanently. with less restraint from occupation or fear of
exffesure to all weather, with sale and pleasant med-

summer.

1

I.

missioners.

C. J.

A. D. REEVES,

—

rF-.V.4ATE ONE TRIAL OF THIS WINE.
For sale by Druggists and all first class dealers.
City aud town Agents supplied by the State Com-

railway

EY

»S

Dr. Parker. N. Y. City.
N. J.
Dr*.Darcy* XichoIl.Xew- Dr. Marcy, New York.
Dr. Cammings,Portland.
ark, N. J.
Dr. Hayes, Boston.
F#"“None genuine without the signature of MALFRED SPEER, Passaic. N. J./' is over the cork oI

FROM

DEALERS IE

America.

appetite and building «p
a pare wine of a most val-

imparting
blooming,

Portland and Lewis-

Xorrmbrr lit. 1*3. to Mat lit. 1*3. (he
rates of freight on ail descriptions of lumber
and timber will be advanced 26 per cent.
No fire wood will be conveyed bet ween October 1st,
1862. and May 1st. 1*3
An advance in the rates of Are wood will take place
aext summer, but in consequence of changes in the
arrangement for conducting the wood business, which
are about to be made, the Company will not be able
to take tire wood from certain places on the lino, so
Shat shop Id any parties make contracts for Are wood
to be carried on the
during the next season,
they must understand that thev willdo so at their own
risk, and that the Company urtll not AmjI themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the rate* of freight, and
from what stations fire wood can be carried next

ALBERT WEBB * CO„

Europe ana

TONIC

an

SPEER’S WINE
Is not a mixture or manufactured article, bnt Is
pure,
from the iuiceof the Portugal Sauibuci
grape, cultivated in New Jersey, recommended by chemists and
physicians possessing medical properties superior
to any other wines in use, and an excellent article for
all weak and debilita ed persons, and the aged and
infirm, improving the appetite, and benefitting ladies
and children.
A LADIES’ WINE,
Because it will not intoxicate as other wines, as it
contains no mixture of spirits or other liquors, and is
admired for its rich, peculiar flavor, and nutritive
a healthy tone to the
properties,
digestive
soft and healthy skin and
organs, »nd a
complexion.
$
WE ifKKER TO

Notice to Wood Hnd Lumber Merchants.

Agent, Washington, D. C.

equal, causing

as no

the system, being entirely
uable grape.
AS A DIURETIC,
It imparts a healthy action of the Glands, Kidneys,
and Crinary Organs, very beneficial in Dropsy .Gout
and Rheumatic Affections.

GRAND trunk railway.

J. W. HATHAWAY,
dec 10 eodftw6m29

MATTISON’S INDIAN EM MEN AGOG CE.

A8 A

It

—

Street,

of the first families in

some

antTKingfleld, on Wednesdays and Saturdays, returning on Mondays and Fridays.
Stages leave Farmington daily, fbr Strong, Avon
and Phillips.

PORTLAND, ME.

the

celebrated in Europe for Its medicinal and beneficial
qualities as a gentle .Stimulant, Tonic, Diuretic, and
sudorific, highly esteemed by eminent physicians,
nsed in
European and American Hospitals, and by

Portland

Communication, to bo mddrcmrd to

DR.

and

use

Stage leaves Strickland's Ferry Tuesdays, Thursand Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Pern
Dixfleld; returning opposite davs.
Stage leaves North Jay tor East Dixfleld, Dixfleld,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays;
returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington ,or New Vineyard. New

Soldiers’ Relief Aisociatioa.

FOR FEMALES.

M

days

AGEIEi

—

The Great Indian

Every fhm.Iy.at this season, should
SAMBICI WINE,

STAGS CONNECTIONS.

Ceraer ef Pearl aad Federal *«■••

MAI HE

]

a

co

and

Marble, Free Stone, Soap Stone,

secured

a

Brownfield,

Limington,

wick at 11 46 A. M
Freight trains daily between

Marble Chimney Pieces, Monumental Work and
Grindstones.

I

3 !s
<

ton.

R. THOMPSON,
Is prepared to receive orders for

I

£

F'ryeburg, Conway, Denmark, Lovell, Bridgtou,

'W'ork.

a!

3

Ac.

PRINCIPAL SALES OFFICE

(Copyright

o

£ S

THE

Marble

X!

•«

Saccarappa

dec16 dtf

S3
3

O

t,

Ac.. Ac,
At Buxton Centre, for West Buxton, Bo nay-Eagle,
| South Limington, Limington, Ac., Ac.
At Saco River, tri-weekly, for Hollis, Limerick.
j
subscriber would iuform his friends and the ; Ossipee, Newfield. Parsonsfield, Effingham,!reedom,
Madison,
Eaton, Limington, Cornish, Porter, Ac.
that
he
public,
may be found at
»iov 13
dan Carpenter, Sup’t.
3 7
UNION STREET,
ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.
(until his shop is rebuilt,) ready to aqswer any orders
for steam, ga* and water pipe*.
Steam and <>a* K tting* of all descriptions.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Will also attend to fitting the above for steam or
gts.
On and after Monday.
May 6, 1*52.
uraers received for rattern making, and Steam
glP^^ltraitis will leave Portland for Lewiston
and other machinery. Boiler*. Water Tanks, ftc.
and Farmington via Brunswick, at 1 P M
Will devote his personal attentio
to arranging
Leave Farmington for Lewiston, Bath and Portand setting Engine-, Boilers, Shafting, on reasonable
land, via Brunswick, at 9.15 A M
terms
IRA WIXX, Ageal.
Leave I^ewiston for Bath and Portland via Bruns-

requires frequent dressing

198 Greenwich Street, Hew-York

tl!
11

The 2.00 P. M. train out, and ths 9.15 A. M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger
cars attached.
Stages connect at
daily for South Windham, Windham Centre ana Great Falls.
At Gorham, for West Gorham, Standish, Steep

MACHINERY,

V

3

Portlmnd at 0 36 mnd • 16 A. M. and

Falls, Baldwin, Hiram,

Bold by Druggists throughout the World.

j

_

7 @ ft

^

*

«

2.00 and 6 15 P. M.

deter*

give good bargains to those whs pay cash.
Commercial St., head of Maine Wh'J.
SAWYER A WHITNEY.

Steam and Gan

V OY TiCtdJvC* ivwA CXxWAvew

1

daw

Sf? M

3

Ver

<

?“

c

Dn *nd after Monday, November 10,
will leave as follows, until further

orders:

a

& £ ;

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Iniailf

ZYLOBALSAMUM,

Slaughtered. .190(8)210 Granulated.16|®164
Green Salt.1864200 Powdered.16f®161 I Agents.

ALL SORTS OF HAND BILLS.

quality, and

S

£3
a I

York & Cumberland Railroad.

best

3

O

«

_Augusta,

Leave Portland for Saco River at 8.00 A.

The public

rrww&pnclT.tH

Our Style* are unturiuuined.

SMITHS’

3

t3

ST A OK COHKKCTIOW*.

USE.

USB.

Persons and Invalids

a

Stages leave Bath daily at 3.00 P. M., for Wiscasset. Damariscotta, Waldoboro’, Warren, Rockland
aud Tliomastou.
Leave Augusta for Belfast, at 4.00 P. M., or on arrival of of train from Portland.
B H. CUSHMAN.
Manager and Superintendent.
Nov. 16, 1862.
novl8

COAL

PHYSICIANS*

Females, Weakly

2 S

A Kennebec Roads.
F'or Bangor and Stations on the Penobscot A Kennebec Railroad, passengers will purchase tickets to
Kendall’s Mills.

SPRING MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
HAZELTON LEHIGH,

mined to

82, Oil Almonds and
*f Hose 81 60, Oil
Berganud, Cassia and
Clores 81, iiydriodate
Potash Ibc.Cantharides.
Mastic, Ipecac. Rhubarb.

Duty

Executed in taste to suit the most fkstidious.

CASH,

Hard and Soil Wood.

Burlpy.lWSiSfl

Bronze, Colored,

FOR

TO ANY’ I'AKT OK TIIE CITY.

DELI V Kit KD

FOR

For

{ with the Penobscot k Kennebec Railroad for Burnham, Pittsfield, Newport and Bangor.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennebec A Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset

Also, for sale, best quality of Nova Scotia and other

Otto

(linger

TAGS riERCED WITH HOLES A GLUTENED
WHEN DESIRED.

WOOD,

are

mon

Extra.7

Billets A Circulars in Every

&

WINE.

Of Choice Oporto Grape,

AndroaooggFN

J. We MIJHGEKe

gAflBl’CI

PURE, AND FOUR YEARS OLD,

Augusta for Bath, Portland and Boston, at 10.46 A.'
M., connecting at Brunswick with the Audroscoggin
Railroad for LewiMou, Livermore Kalla, Wiltou and
Farmington.
Leave Portland for Ball, .nd
August* all 00P
eouneetiug with the
trains at Bruuswlck for Lewiston, Llverm.,r.. Estls. Wilton and Farmington; and at Augn.ta with tha Somerses k Kenfor
nebec Railroad
\a*sa)boro’, Wat.tv ill*. Ken.
dall's Mills and Skowhegan ; and at Kendall’s Mills

Insurance,

Coals
strictly of the
THESE
warranted to give satisfaction.

~

BILL-HEADS RULED AND CUT IN

and Life

FOR

Drags a ad Dyes. Laths, Spruce. .120@125
lhity: p ft—Oil Cinna- do. Pine.1 26:5 2 00

Jtharge.ll-S
Lead.11^

SPEER'S

ARRANGEMENT.

On and after Wednesday, Nov. 19th,
1862, passenger trains will leave a* fol-

Long Wharf,

CUMBERLAND

j

and Coat.

Office to

LEHIGH,
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,
JOHN'S,
THE GENUINE LUBBER T,
Pure and Free Burning.

Pollock.2}®
.l}®

BOO-i AND JOB PRINTING

has removed his

that may be wanted.

—

The Proprietor* of the Poxtlakd Dailt Pint
respectfully iurite mention to their (mcfliti.. for executing, in beautiful *tyle, every description of

undersigned

MEDICAL.

Sheet aud Pipe.. 11 @11*
Lime.
Franklin. 10®
Csffre.
Duty 10 Pc ad rat.
;Rockland, cask
76 @80c
Duty 6c p lb.
Java p lb.86 ®36c
Lamfcer-F rom vard.
8t. Domingo.80 ®31 Clear Pine, No. 1.838 @
do.
No.2 34 @|
Kio .32 ® 32
do.
No. 3. 24 @
Mocha.None.
do.
No. 4 14
I
1'ardage.
@
Duty Tarred 2 jc, Manil- Shipping Lumber 17 @18
la 24. all other 84 p tb
Spruce.11 @12
American p lb. .16 ®16( Hemlock.8 @10
Box Sh'ks, (cash) 45 (508c
Russia Hemp.19
< lapb’ds, S ext. .814 ra 16
do.
P
30 @32
Bolt rope, Ku**ia 19 ®20
Manilla. 20®20j Shingles, Ced. ext 2*@ 8
do.
do.
No.1.2 @ 2*
Central.
do. ext. Pine 3jto. 4
p bbl.81 40® 146

44

AND PORTLAND R. R.

WINTER

COLERAINE

Lehigh.lo®

44

•*

by Euoenk Batcheldkr. Any one
endowing 20 cents in Postal Currency to W. Paine or
M. Packard, Portland, Me., will have a copy sent to
him by mail, pottage paid. Liberal discount to the
trade.
Jan27 eodeowdftw82

171a) 173

Faria../ 8 25ca3 30

do. n;d. wta.. 32 @33
p tb .12 ®13
do. heavy.32 @33
Country.11 ft 12
do. slaughter 34 @38
Can I—(Retail.)
Duty From Hr. Provinc- Amor. Calfskin* 8) @ 91
es free, other foreign Hi- iSl’ter Wax Leath.19
@ 20
turn* rums 81 10, all othl<rad.
er kinds 60c P ton.
fhity Pig 1 Ac p lb.
Am. Pig p 100ib.#M?@ 10
Cumberl’d p ton. 810®
Whitea*h.10®
Foreign Pig.9}@ 10

..

The challenge

added “that he would see that the weapons
were there.”
Tiie following morning at the indicated time
the young man repaired to the indicated spot
(said spot being among the lead mines, was
naturally furrowed with mineral holes.)
“Well, youngster,” said the Colonel, sticking his hands in his pockets and ejecting a
superfluous quantity of tobacco juice from his
Receivcapacious mouth, “are you ready
ing an affirmative answer, lie continued:
Here's where we are to fight,” indicating
a mineral shaft near
liy, which was at least
silty feet deep, “and here are our weapons,”
pointing to a pile of rocks. “You’re to go
down that ar hole and throw rocks
up, and
I’m to stay up and throw rocks down.”
is
needless
to
It
add that the challenge was
withdrawn.

Hard, retail.37 @8

London—60u.

Vermont

-...

XBRHlIiC

Where he is prepared to write any amount of

.3ii

Wisconsin, was

was accepted.
Having the choice ol weapons and the appointment of the place of meeting, the Colonel lolil the young man to repair, the following
morning at fl o'clock, to a certain spot, and

Wood.

The

No. 168 Fore St., head of

Cuba.2jg

THE PORTLAND DAILT PRESS

to

mouth!

MORRISON, Proprietor.

THE

Gray,”

previous.
8. In Durban, we

A. P.

Coke.12@m

Mould p lb.18*c®14 Kegs, p lb.114,0.12c
Sperm.32 ®36 Leather*
Cheese.
\Duty 30 pc ad vat.
New York, light 80 (532c
Duty 4c p lb.

HOlsir

medical!

RAILROADS.

Itemovnl!

jSheet

[

dec27_

.1/

6j

respectfully
during

51 Hanover Street.Boston.
| Formerly Mansion House—conducted on
j_l the European plan. The subscriber has
leased the above House, and newly furnished it
throughout. The House is now open to the public.

BUSINESS^ ARDS.

...

IIobm.
ter it a on xut merDuty 6c p !h.
chanuise mti imgtortcd di- First Sort, 1862. .14
@15
rect from the place of proIron*
duction or growth.
Duty Pig and Stamp #6,
Ashe*.
Bar not exceeding #60 p
Duty 10 pc ad val.
ton ra/ue #17 p ton, exPearl p lb
ceeding #60 p ton #18,
Pot.
less than * inch thick or
more than 7 inches iride,
Apples.
Green pbbl_
rounds less than A inch
Sliced p tb.
or more than 4 inches in
Cored p lb.
diameter, and sgutires
L'ncored p lb
less than A inch or more
than 4 inches suuare 820,
Bread.
lla if road #12 u0, Boiler
Duty 30 pc.
Pilot p 100 tbi.
86 @ 6J ami Platt #26 p ton,
Sheet 2 0,24c p lb and
Ship. G ®
Cracker* per bbl.. 3J®4
83@6 p ton.
Cracker*, p 100 86 ®40c Common .4*544
Ketiued
Bailer.
4j @6
'Swede.7 @ 74
Duty 4c P lb.
Family p lb.22 ®24c Norway.7^a 8
Store ..16 ®16 ( ant Steel.2d @28
Oerman Steel.... 17 @18
Beans.
Marrow p bu*h$2 37 «2 62 Fngli*h|Bli».Steel.2o @21
Pea.2 62® 2 87 Soring.12@ 14
Blue Pod.2 87 ®2 62 .Sheet Iron, Enel. 0 @ 7
4'u tidies.
Iron,Russia.18 @21
iMity Sperm and H'ax8c. do Kus im’t. .13*@16
hard.
Stearine 6c, Tallow 22c
Barrel, p lb.11* 511}
p tb

anTHE subscriber would very
nounce to his numerous friends, and the
the teinjK>rary
[public generally, that
1
[compulsory suspension of his business lie
has furnished this well-known house* anew, and is
now better than ever prepared to wait upon his customers. and hones by strict attention to their wants
ta, merit a continuance of the patronage which he has
hithsrtA rMwiyfd.
E. G. MAYO.
dAwtf
Passed urakeag, June 23.1862.

BLA( KETONE

Passs to February 11.

®19j
Manilla.17|®18j

HOTELS.

Bcauerea

country destitute of railways and roads

months.
6. Hebegins

Mail Line.

ONEof the follow ing first-class, powerful Steamers: HIBERNIAN, NORTH

Like cures like in logic, if not in physic.
The following amusing travesty of Bishop
Colenso's book on the Peutateuch is taken
from the Guardian, an English Church news-

uw

Steamships

“CHESAPEAKE,” Capt. Willett,
“PARKERSBURG,” Captain
Huffman, will, until further notice,

Weekly

Homeopathic Criticism.

wiui

fast

for the

An rulftitional tint*

and

MISCELLANY.

over a

and

splendid

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

Expressly corrected

LINE.

SEMIWKEKLY

A WAR IIYMN.

Stork 10 f*c ad val
Soft.
.4J@6
American refined 8I@ 9c Twine*
Hough.6 jig; 6 Duty 36 Vc ad ral.
Ten*.
Cotton Sail.IKoftlOO
Duty 30c I* tb.
Flax
.60 'i 66
Hyson.76c® 31
Halt ing.60 '<£66
Young Hyson-76 (tv ] llemp
.46 a) 60
Oolong .70 @80 Intlia. 25 tv 33
Souchong.60 @66 VorniHh.
Tobacco.
Knrniture.F2 (8) 3
Duty Leave* unmanu nr- Coach.81(| 6
tured 26. all other kind* Damar.3j<s 4
86 |>c atl rat.
Wool.
6’sflc 10*8 best br’ds.70 ®76c Duty
lb
Costing 18c
do.
medium. 65 @68
and under 6 f*c. over 18c
do.
common. 60 @62
to 24c f* lb 3c, over 24c
half tbs best br’ds.78 @80
9c V lb.
do. mod. good 66 @70 Fleece.46 %66c
do. common
GO @62 Lain hit.46 ta63
Natural I,oaf, tbs 31 @ 11 Zinc.
g
Fancy, in Foil.11® 2 Ihity In blorki or pigi
Tin.
lb,
ljc. in nheeti 2c
Duty Pig 16c, Plate$ 25 nutnufacturei rtf *
art ral.
|>c ad val.
Banca. cash.48c@ 50 I*ig» and »lab§.6J® 6*
Straits, cash.47 @49 Sheet H.oaxlmann. 111a 12
1'lates-Char.I.C 318a 184 Sheathing.90 ®
••
do.
I.x. 16a lr.i
Exchange.

MARKETS.

_THE

I

can

be

supplied at wholesale prices by

ad-

JOHN M. TODD. Portland,Me.

Oct. Jfl dAwtf.

